OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
The items in this catalog were received within the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed by subject area in future catalogs.

NEW NON-FICTION


3997632 BRUCE OF LOS ANGELES: Outside Inside. By Bruce Bellas. An icon of gay art and one of the most famous names in physique photography, Bruce Bellas (1909-1974) is remembered today as a pioneer of beecleak. Collected here are rare photographs and films, as they have never been seen before. Features over 100 color images, as well as a DVD of 12 remastered films. Slipcased. Adults only. Antinous. 12x12. Pub. at $130.00 $49.95

3997677 KETO SLOW COOKER & ONE-POT MEALS: Over 100 Simple & Delicious, Low-Carb, Paleo and Primal Recipes for Weight Loss and Better Health. By Martina Slajerova. This collection lets you enjoy your slow cooker and one pot cooking while maintaining your keto diet. Filled with over 100 keto recipes, you’ll be able to get a healthy ketogenic meal on the table with no fuss. Try Pumpkin & Chorizo Meatball Soup; Cheesy Cauliflower Casserole; Lemon Drizzle Cake; and more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95

3997669 THE JOY OF LETTERING. By G.J. Kirkendall & J. Escalera. With more than 50 tips, techniques, and lessons for creating beautiful illuminated letters and sophisticated lettering creations, this guide takes hand lettering to a whole new level. It offers a dynamic exploration of the craft, supplemented by customized DIY projects and advice on alternative materials and media. Fully illus., many in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. $29.95

3998996 SHANGHAI. Text by S. Bramly, photos by B. Rheims. Throughout China, the women of Shanghai are renowned for being beautiful and delicate creatures. But at home they are "dirty wives" who make their husbands do as they say. In a tour de force through this ancient city and fabed culture, Rheims beautifully stages photographs of real women from all walks of life. Adults only. powerHouse Books. 11x13. Pub. at $85.00 $29.95

399774X THE PERFECT TURKEY: More Than 100 Mouthwatering Recipes for the Ultimate Feast. By Keith Sarasin. Whether you take the conventional route and roast it in an oven or spend all day tending the smoker, a variety of brines and rubs guarantees that your turkey starts from a flavor packed foundation. You’ll also find delicious side dishes, stuffing suggestions, desserts, and the ultimate Thanksgiving leftovers sandwich! Color photos. 240 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

Sold out

3997376 TRUCKER GHOST STORIES: And Other True Tales of Haunted Highways, Weird Encounters, and Legends of the Road. Ed. by Annie Wilder. Compiles a series of gripping and eerie true tales of supernatural encounters on the open road. Contributed by the truckers and travelers who lived them, these stories cover everyday things from skinwalkers in Arizona to the southwest’s infamous Road 666, to a Wisconsin bridge haunted by a bloody specter. 254 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

3997073 BEST OF THE BEST FROM ALABAMA COOKBOOK: Selected Recipes from Alabama’s Favorite Cookbooks. Ed. by G. McKee & B. Moseley. Known as the Heart of Dixie, Alabama is a state with deep southern roots. This heritage shines through its cuisine. Dishes such as Southern Fried Chicken; Corn Fritters; Alabama Banana Pudding; Crab Cakes a la Mobile Bay, and Green Tomato Pie are just a sampling of the 400 recipes included in this collection. This one of 266 pages. Quail Ridge. Spiralbound. $5.95

SOLD OUT
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NEW NON-FICTION

399838X THE GREAT LIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS. Presents the best work of every LIFE staff photographer, as well as that of a handful of others closely affiliated with the magazine. Here are portfolios by Eisenstadt, Bourke-White, Myrdans, Capa, Parks, Burrows, and many others. SHOPWORN. 690 photographs, many in color. 8½x11¼. Bullfinch. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

3991210 HITLER'S AMERICAN FRIENDS: The Third Reich's Supporters in the United States. By Bradley W. Hart. Uncovers the homegrown groups who, in the 1930's, sought to protect and promote Hitler, leave Europe (and especially a few Jews) to fend for themselves, and elevate the Nazi regime in America. Hart shows how Americans are not immune to the lure of fascism, and this work is a powerful account of how the forces of evil manipulate ordinary people. Photos. 296 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

3997688 LIFESTYLES OF THE CHICKEN FAMOUS. By Kathy Shea Mormino. The Chicken Chick presents a collection of gorgeous color photographs showcasing the real stars of the show: her spectacular flock members, representing a stunning array of breeds. Photos. 256 pages. Voyageur. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95


399757X THE CROCK-POT LADIES BIG BOOK OF SLOW COOKER DINNERS. By Heidi Kennedy. In this delicious collection you'll find a lifetime of easy dinners you can make ahead and have waiting for you at the end of a busy day. With over 300 recipes you can enjoy Sweet and Spicy Bread Pudding; and more. Illus. in color. 328 pages. Harvard Common. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

3992199 PRESIDENTIAL MISCONDUCT. From George Washington to Today. Ed. by James M. Banner, Jr. A comprehensive study of American presidents' misconduct and the ways in which chief executives and members of their official families have responded to the charges brought against them. This new edition, updated through Barack Obama, serves as a benchmark for measuring. 480 pages. New Press. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

3999481 STILL HERE: The Madcap, Nerdy, Singular Life of Elaine Stritch. By Alexandra Jacobs. This rollicking yet intimate biography tracks one of Broadway's great personalities from her upbringing in Detroit during the Great Depression to her legendary career. Jacobs conveys the force of Stritch's sardonic wit and brassy charm while acknowledging her many dark complexities, and gives us a definitive portrait of this powerful figure. Photos. 330 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

399773X PEACE, LOVE, GOATS OF ANARCHY. By Leanne Lauricella with A. Brydon. Part humorous, part memoir of living with goats, and part testament to the power of giving back, the heartwarming stories of how Leanne's goats taught her about compassion, patience, and courage will touch your heart, inspire you, help you find a path in need, and light your life. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3997766 STRANGE BUT TRUE TALES OF CAR COLLECTING. By Keith Martin. Recounts the wildest, most eccentric, and over the top car-collecting stories of all time: like the fellow who squealed away dozens of Chevelles, Camaros, and other classic muscle cars in semi-trailers; and then there's the president of Shakespeare fishing rods who sold thirty Bugattis for a lifetime of car-collecting. Photos. 392 pages. Motorbooks. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3988759 CURRIER & IVES' AMERICA: From the Vedas to the New Atheists, 250 Milestones in the History of Philosophy. By Gregory Bassham. This logical overview presents varied theories, events, and seminal publications in the history of philosophy—all in an accessible, conversational voice. Taking readers from 1500 BC all the way to 2001 AD, its concise essays profile the principles of Socrates, Plato, Machiavelli, Descartes, Marx, Sartre, and countless other luminaries. Well illus. most in color. 528 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

3999343 ANSEL ADAMS' YOSEMITE: The Special Edition Prints. These photographs of Ansel Adams are among America's finest artistic treasures and are the foundation of his tremendous legacy of environmental activism. Adams' luminous images of Yosemite's unique rock formations, waterfalls, meadows, trees, and nature details are among the most distinctive of his career. 176 pages. Little, Brown. 10½x10¼. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95

3997707 NINE LIVES: My Time as Mib's Top Casting Director. By Allen Dean. The story of how a young Muslim, determined to defend his faith, found himself fighting on the wrong side—and his fateful decision to work undercover for his sworn enemy. From the killing fields of Bosnia to the training camps of Afghanistan, we discover what life is like inside the world's most powerful springs. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

3997502 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Apple Cider Vinegar. By Britt Brandon. Shows you how to use the all-natural product in your daily beauty and health routine, from crafting a wholesome weight-loss tonic to giving your skin a lovely glow. Featuring step by step instructions and tips, you'll learn to utilize the power of apple cider vinegar in your day-to-day. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

3994718 IN THE CLOSET OF THE VATICAN, REVISED EDITION: Power, Homosexuality, Hypocrisy. By Frederic Martel. In this revised and expanded edition, Martel refutes the claim that the election of Barack Obama signals a new era of colorblindness. With dazzling candor, legal scholar Michelle Alexander argues that “we have not ended racial caste in America; we have merely hidden it.” 312 pages. New Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

3991121 100 CHRISTMAS WISHES: Vintage Holiday Cards from the New York Public Library. A beautiful collection of holiday cards, each one dating from the late 1800s to the 1930s, pulled from the archives of the New York Public Library. With cards ranging from playful to elegant, this is the perfect holiday treat to share this season. Includes six perforated postcards with real postage, with all the designs so you too can send a vintage Christmas greeting. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95


398863X THE GREAT LIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS. Presents the best work of every LIFE staff photographer, as well as that of a handful of others closely affiliated with the magazine. Here are portfolios by Eisenstadt, Bourke-White, Myrdans, Capa, Parks, Burrows, and many others. SHOPWORN. 690 photographs, many in color. 8½x11¼. Bullfinch. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

3999111 Currier & Ives’ America: From a Young Nation to a Great Power. By Walton Rawls. Over the last six decades of the nineteenth century, thousands of colored Currier & Ives prints were circulated throughout the U.S. In this brilliant collection features more than three hundred full-color plates, and offers a truly representative selection from the wide variety of prints issued by and personalities. 140 pages. Currier & Ives loved lithographs. 488 pages. Abbeville. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**3997529 THE ART OF 3D DRAWING.** By Stefan Pabst. Turn simple sketches into jaw-dropping, photo-realistic masterpieces with this amazing guide. A world-renowned artist leads you through a variety of step by step exercises, providing tips on drawing a range of subjects and employing a number of dazzling techniques. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95

**3994975 WHEN IT WAS GRAND: The Radical Republican History of the Civil War.** By LeeAnna Keith. The full story of the Radical Republicans—the champions of abolition who helped found a new political party in 1860 and turned it into a potent weapon of slavery. Keith shows how in the 1850s and 1860s a powerful faction of Republicans embraced the demanding ideal of racial justice and insisted that their party and their nation live up to it. 16 pages of photos. 245 pages. Hill & Wang. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**3998517 IT’S A LONG STORY: My Life.** By Willie Nelson with D. Ritz. As clear as a Texas sky and delivered in the same rhythm that he lived it, the living legend’s full, unforgettable story unfolds here. Unvarnished, funny, and leaving no stone unturned, Nelson takes us from Abbott, Texas, to the Pacific Northwest, from Nashville to Hawaii and all the way back again for a chronicle of true love, wild times, best friends, barrooms, and unforgettable parties. Well illus. in color. 399 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

**3997340 HOW TO AVOID PROBATE FOR EVERYONE: Protecting Your Estate for Your Loved Ones.** By Ronald Farrington Sharp. Learn how to prepare your estate and avoid costly probate by learning the basics of every important facet of explanations will prepare you to take the necessary steps to prepare your estate with confidence and avoid probate. 184 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**3997788 HISTORIC NEW ENGLAND: A Tour of the Region’s Top 100 National Landmarks.** By P. Harris & D. Lyon. The essential guide to the most memorable stops in the six New England states. Whether you are a history enthusiast, an armchair traveler, a local visitor, or a tourist, there is something for your enjoyment in the selection of landmarks in America’s North East. Well illus. in color. 241 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95

**3990729 GOOSEBERRY PATCH 150 RECIPES IN A 13X9 PAN.** Delicious one-dish dinners, sides, and desserts. Try Ham and Cheese Spaghetti, Mexican Roasted Cauliflower, Baked Artichoke Squares, Slinky Honey Chicken, and area dozens more. 150 recipes. 256 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

**3989546 BORN TO BE POSTHUMOUS: The Eccentric Life and Mysterious Genius of Edward Gorey.** By Mark Dery. Based on newly uncovered correspondence and interviews with Goreyphiles as diverse as John Ashbery, Donald Hall, Lemony Snicket, Neil Baiman, Edmund White, and Anna Sui, this definitive biography draws back the curtain on this mesmerizing gallery of exotic full-color photos. Gollancz. 5½x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**3993233 THE 33 STRATEGIES OF WAR.** By Robert Greene. The author of The 48 Laws of Power and The Art of Seduction has crafted an addition to this ruthless and unique series. Spanning world civilizations, synthesizing dozens of political, philosophical, and religious texts, he offers a comprehensive guide to the subtle social game of everyday life, informed by a mix of ingenious and effective military principles in war. 471 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**3994627 FRIDA IN AMERICA: The Creative Awakening of a Great Artist.** By Celia Stahr. The riveting story of how three years spent in the United States transformed Frida into the artist we know today. Stahr writes the first in-depth biography of this formative years and with vivid detail re-creates the pivotal journey that turned Senora Rivera into the world famous Frida Kahlo. Illus. some in color. 383 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**3991199 DOMINION: The History of England from the Battle of Waterloo to Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee.** By Peter Ackroyd. The fifth volume of Ackroyd’s masterful History of England begins in 1815 as national glory following the Battle of Waterloo gives way to a postwar depression and ends with the death of Queen Victoria. Spanning the end of the Regency, Ackroyd takes readers through the accession of Queen Victoria and the profligate George IV. 387 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**3994554 CHANEL’S RIVIERA: Glamour, Decadence, and Survival in Peace and War, 1930-1944.** By Anne de Courcy. The Cote d’Azur in 1930 was a world of wealth, luxury, and extravagance, inhabited by a sparkling cast of characters. But this wildly seductive world was poised on the edge of destruction— in a matter of months the Nazis swooped down and the glamour of the prewar parties and casinos gave way to terror. The horrors of evacuation and the displacement of thousands. 16 pages of photos. 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**3994732 LABYRINTH OF ICE: The Triumphant and Tragic Greely Polar Expedition.** By Buddy Levy. Based on the author’s original research and interviews with family, friends, and contemporaries, this is the true story of the heroic lives and deaths of the Greely Expedition, hell-bent on fame and fortune at any cost, and how their journey changed the world. 16 pages of photos. 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**3996115 KNOW ThySELF: Western Identity from Classical Greece to the Renaissance.** By Ingrid Rossellini. Surveys the major ideas that, from Greek and Roman antiquity through the Christian medieval era up to the dawn of modernity in the Renaissance, have guided the Western perception of self-knowledge. Rossellini will re-introduce readers to the most profound and enduring ways our civilization has framed the issues of self and society. 469 pages. Doubleday. $33.00 $17.95

**3988365 UPHIEAL: Turning Points for Nations in Crisis.** By Jared Diamond. The author explains how some nations successfully recover from crises while adopting selective changes. Comparing how six countries have survived recent upheavals, Diamond reveals how they turned around by making the right choices. All nations and individual people can respond to big challenges. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 302 pages. Little, Brown. $35.00 $7.95

**3997822 RED HOT KITCHEN: Classic Asian Chili Sauces from Scratch and Delicious Dishes to Make with Them.** By Diana Kuan. Kuan creates dishes in the art of cooking with homemade Asian hot sauces. From Thai Sriracha to Indonesian sambal to Korean gochujang and other fiery favorities, Asian chili sauces add a palate-pleasing subtle kick—or scorches—it the stir-fries, appetizers, and noodle dishes people love. Color photos. 256 pages. Avery. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95
NEW NON-FICTION

3998518 THE UNEXPECTED SPY: From the CIA to the FBI, My Secret Life Taking Down Some of the World’s Most Notorious Terrorists. By Ray Wyoming. In this gripping memoir, full of action and drama, Walder shows what it means to prevail through the most dangerous and difficult circumstances. From the CIA to the FBI, from Connecticut to the Middle East, Walder triumphs with integrity, pursuit, and poise. 249 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3990923 THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. COUNEY: How a Mysterious Edwardian Showman Saved Thousands of American Babies. By Dawn Raffel. In this gripping tale of a mysterious doctor who revolutionized neonatal care more than one hundred years ago and saved some seven thousand babies. Dr. Martin Couney’s story is a kaleidoscopic ride through the intersection of ebullient entrepreneurship, enlightened pediatric care, and the wild culture of world’s fairs at the beginning of the American Century. Illus. 284 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

3987841 RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! Download the Weird. By Geoff Tibballs. Filled with incredible facts, unbelievable stories, bizarre feats and hair-raising oddities from around the world—and it’s all weird and all true. Fully illus., most in color. 254 pages. Ripley Publishing. 9½x12. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

3987493 WEAPONS OF THE CIVIL WAR CAVALRYMAN: Weapon 75. By John Walter. During the American Civil War, the mounted soldiers fighting on both sides of the conflict carried a wide array of weapons, from sabers and lances to carbines, revolvers, and other firearms. Fully illustrated throughout, this study assesses the effectiveness of these many weapons. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

3987442 THE PIAT: Weapon 74. By Matthew Moss. A front-line weapon in every theater of the conflict in which Commonwealth troops fought, from Europe to the Far East, the PIAT remained in service even after the conflict. Illustrated with detailed research with expert analysis to reveal the full story of the design, development and deployment of this revolutionary weapon. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

3994998 UNMAKING THE PRESIDENCY: Donald Trump’s War on the World’s Most Powerful Office. By S. Heneghan and S. Wirtz. The definitive account of the unprecedented confrontation between a man and the institution he has come to embody. The authors argue that the Trump era is a serious and sustained challenge to the traditional presidency, and that the 2020 election will be a referendum on Trump’s novel conception of the presidency and its purpose. 418 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

399192X UPROOTED: A Gardener Reflects on Beginning Again. By Page Dickey. It’s time to welcome a new home and landscape that demanded less of them, but in a surprising twist, Dickey and her husband found their next chapter in southern Connecticut, on 17 acres of rolling fields and woodland around a former Methodist church. Her endearing reflection on transitions shows the joy that new horizons can bring. Color photos. 243 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

3989373 MAGIC MOVIE MOMENTS. By B. Adelman & M. Rand. Spanning Hitchcock to Tarantino, A Trip to the Moon to Star Wars, and Judy Garland to Kate Winslet through the unforgettable images of the art form. 176 pages. Viking. 9½x12¼/4. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

3991623 HEMINGWAY: The Sun Also Rises & Other Writings, 1918-1926. Ed. by Robert W. Iredon. Brings together for the first time several rarely published short stories from the remarkable period in Paris in the 1920s: In Our Time; The Torrents of Spring; The Sun Also Rises; along with the early stories “A Divine Gesture” and “Up in Michigan.” In addition are 31 pieces of Hemingway’s journalism for the North Africa States. 560 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

3997650 TO RAISE GOATS, REVISED: Everything You Need to Know. By Carol Amundson. Whether you want to raise a dairy barn full of milkers, one goat for meat goats for margarine for mozzarella or feta, a few Pygmies as pets, this guide is for you. This second edition offers all you need to know for raising, caring for, breeding, and showing a fine herd of goats. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. Voyageur. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3999378 BITTEN: The Secret History of Lyme Disease and Biological Weapons. By Kris Newby. From his vacations on Martha’s Vineyard, Newby was bitten by an unseen tick. That one bite changed her life forever. As a science writer she was driven to understand why this disease is so misunderstood and its patients so mistreated. This gripping memoir opens a harrowing window into her life and the disease on an epic that is exposing an incalculable toll on all of us. Illus. 318 pages. Harper Wave. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

3997847 ENEMIES IN LOVE: A German POW, a Black Nurse, and an Unlikely Romance. By Anna Diam. Brought together by unique circumstances in a racist world, Elmer and Fredericka should have been bitter enemies; but instead, at the height of WWII, they fell in love. Their dramatic story was unearthed by Clark, who through research has pieced together an astonishing story of love and true love in the cauldron of war. Photos. 251 pages. $6.95

3985114 TELL YOUR CHILDREN: The Truth About Marijuana, Mental Illness, and Violence. By Alex Berenson. Thoroughly researched and mercifully written, Berenson’s examination of the war on drugs, and the hard truths that cannabis legalization would prefer to ignore. Whether or not you smoke, this volume takes a sledghammer to the promised benefits of marijuana legalization and will make you question if legalization is worth the risk. 262 pages. Free Press. $5.95

3995909 FORAGING FOR SURVIVAL: Edible Wild Plants of North America. By M. Hawke & D. Boudreau. Learn how to find tasty and eco-friendly food when you have the help of this guide. Whether you’re a hiker taking a walk through your local wilderness or a chef looking for new ingredients to incorporate in your dishes, this reference is the perfect go-to guide. Illus. in color. 195 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

3998754 THIS IS A BOOK FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE THE ROYALS. By Rebecca Stoeker. From the line of succession to the Queen’s corgis, explore the fascinating history and palace perks of British royalty. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

399416 THE EVERYTHING LEARNING RUSSIAN BOOK: Speak, Write, Understand Basic Russian in No Time! By Julia Stakhevich. Discover how to recognize and read Cyrillic letters, pronounce Russian words like a native, ask for directions, order food and conduct business in Russian, and own a conversation. Includes an audio CD to perfect your accent. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3992020 PRIVATE NUDES. By Leonardo Glauso. Get a steamy inside look at the private lives of these sultry models with a gallery of painful sexy shots. Each drool-inducing snapshot-style image brims with a sense of voyeuristic tease, highlighting stunning beauties in the shower, donning lingerie, and more. Adults only. 126 pages. Goliath. 8½x11/4. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

3995711 CONFESSIONS OF A ROUGE NUCLEAR REGULATOR. By Gregory B. Jaczko. A wake-up call to the dangers of lobbying, the importance of governmental regulation, and the failures of congressional oversight. Above all, it tells the horrifying truth about one of the most pressing public policy issues of our time: nuclear power will never be safe. 196 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

3997405 REAL IRISH NEW YORK. By Demot McVoy. As they entered their 600th year in America, the Irish looked to America. By the 1840s, America was the oasis that the Irish sought during a decade of both famine and revolution, and New York City was the main destination. As you’ll see here, the city would never be the same. 326 pages. Swallow. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95

398561X THE ESSENTIAL INSTANT POT KETO COOKBOOK: 210 Delicious Ketogenic Recipes to Fuel You Every Day. By Casey Thaler. These delicious meals contain no processed carbs, no sugar, no legumes, no grains, are free from sugary inflammatory grains. You’ll feel great indulging in keto staples like Easy Healing Bone Broth; Butter Pecan Fat Bombs, and Classic Lasagna. 16 pages of color photos. 248 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**3994877 MARTIN BORMANN: Hitler’s Executioner.** By Volker Koop. After Rudolf Hess carried out his infamous flight to the United Kingdom in 1941, Martin Bormann stepped into his shoes, and ultimately became the clandestine ruler of Nazi Germany. Drawing heavily on recently declassified documents and files, Koop reveals the full story of the most faithful member of Hitler’s inner circle. 325 pages. Basic, in paper at $35.00

**399872X PHILIP AND ALEXANDER: Kings and Conquerors.** By Adrian Goldsworthy. Alexander the Great’s conquests staggered the world. He overthrew the greatest empires and kingdoms of his time and built a new empire in their place. The son of Philip II, the author shows Alexander’s father was integral to his extraordinary success. This is the definitive story of a father and son who together reshaped the ancient world. 16 photos. 288 pages. Basic, in paper at $12.95

**3991385 TULLAHOMA: The Forgotten Campaign That Changed the Course of the Civil War, June 23-July 4, 1863.** By D.A. Powell & E.J. Wittenberg. Tullahoma was one of the most brilliantly executed major campaigns of the war and was pivotal to Union success in 1863 and beyond. Now, after all these decades students of the war everywhere will know precisely why. The complex campaign included deceit, hard marching, fighting and incredible luck—both good and bad—photos. 396 pages. Savas Beatie. At $34.95

**3996786 GERMANTOWN: A Military History of the Battle for Philadelphia, October 4, 1777.** By Michael C. Harris. The first complete study to merge the strategic, tactical, political, and naval history of this complex regional operation and set-piece battle into a single compelling account. Harris’s sweeping prose blends the original archive research and personal knowledge of the terrain. Illus. 494 pages. Savas Beatie. At $34.95

**3992538 THE ‘OHANA GRILL COOKBOOK: Easy and Delicious Hawai‘i-Inspired Recipes from BBQ Chicken to Kuli Short Ribs.** By Adrienne Robillard. Master your grilling equipment, choose the best ingredie nts and get perfectly cooked results sure to please with this guide. Mouth-watering recipes include Curry Coconut Shrimp; Grilled Tofu and Vegetables; and Grilled Corn with Creamy Kim Chee Spread. Color photos. 138 pages. Ulyss. At $14.95

**3992523 THE 7TH IRISH BRIGADE: A Pictorial History of the Famed Civil War Fighters.** By Russ A. Pritchard, Jr. This meticulously researched text features complete and detailed accounts of the Brigade’s battles and skirmishes, from First to Third Bull Run to Pea Ridge to Malvern Hill to Antietam to Petersburg—to name a few. Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Skyhorse, 8½ x 11½. At $19.99

**3998019 DEBUNKING HOWARD ZINN: Exposing the Fake History That Turned a Generation Against America.** By Mary Grady. The author argues just how wrong Zinn’s history of America is, and demolishes his Marxist talking points that now dominate American higher education. 327 pages. Regnery. Paperbound at $19.99

**3993222 2021 ROYAL HORSE CALENDAR.** By Stephen Greenwich. All of the stunning photographs featured in this calendar, one for each month, were shortlisted for prizes in the Astronomy Photographer of the Year 2019 Competition. Calendar runs from January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021. Flame Tree. 11¼ x 11¼. Paperbound. At $14.99

**3990834 MISSISSIPPI CHURCH SUPPERS.** Whether you are making dinner for the family or cooking for the next church gathering or preparing the menu for a new friend, this compilation of state-wide recipes has just what you’re looking for. Tasty dishes include Crawfish with Rice; Homemad e Mac & Cheese; and Butterscotch Bundt Cake. Color photos. 268 pages. Bantam, in paper at $21.95

**3997952 EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANT TO KNOW ABOUT MARIJUANA: But Were Too Stoned to Ask.** By Tim Fletcher. With the help of this small volume you’ll learn how to bake cannabis cookies, thrill to tales of history’s greatest tokers, discover a world of stone culture, and more. Illus. 96 pages. Ilex. At $8.95

**3998172 HOKUSA’S BRUSH.** By Frank Felters. Exhibition catalog. The Freer Museum, home to the world’s largest collection of paintings by Japanese artist Katsushika Hokusai, has put on an incredible show, rarely seen sketches, drawings, and paintings. Includes essays that explore Hokusai’s life and career. Well illus., in color. Smithsonian. 8½ x 11¼. Paperbound. At $30.00

**3997464 UNDERCOVER EPICENTER NURSE: How Fraud, Negligence & Greed Led to Mass Medical Malpractice on the Battlefront.** By Erin Marie Olszewski. In this gripping account, Olszewski made a decision to go deep undercover, recording conversations with other nurses, videos of mass consultation, and more at New York Veterans’ Administration Hospital, at the epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic. Now she is standing up to tell the whole horrifying story of what happened to demand justice for those who fell victim to the hospital’s greed, 32 pages of photos, most in color. 153 pages. HotBook. At $17.99

**3995032 365 AIRCRAFT YOU MUST FLY.** By Robert F. Dor. Covers 365 of the most iconic airplanes, helicopters, and spacecraft in world history that enthusiasts, serious-minded hobbyists, and casual fans would love to fly if given the chance. The photography, personalized text, and specs in this reference will bring you as close as you can get without setting foot in a hangar. 320 pages. Crestline. 8x10¼. At $17.95

**3998703 HOME WORK: A Memoir of My Hollywood Years.** By Julie Andrews with E.W. Hamilton. In the second installment of her memoirs, Julie Andrews takes us on a rare and intimate journey into the next chapter of her remarkable life that is funny, heartrending, and inspiring. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 340 pages. Hatchette. Paperbound. At $17.99

**3992713 THE TRUMP WOMEN: Part of the Deal.** By Nina Burleigh. A comprehensive expose of Trump’s relationship with the women who have been closest to him, his German-immigrant grandmother, Elizabeth, the unaccredited founder of the Trump Organization, his Scottish-immigrant mother, Mary, who acquired a taste for wealth as a maid in the Andrew Carnegie mansion; his wives Ivana, Marla, and Melania; and his daughter Ivanka. 353 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. At $16.99

**3992479 MURDER THY NEIGHBOR.** By Raymond M. Douglas. The author recounts his painful memory as well as his later attempts to seek help, laying bare the physical and psychological trauma of a crime we still don’t openly discuss: rape of adult men by men. An insightful and sensitive analysis that opens an important dialogue on what needs to be done. 111 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. At $16.00

**3997353 A-4 SKYHAWK VS NORTH VIETNAMESE AAA: Duel 104.** By Pete E. Davies. In this fully illustrated study, A-4 and its main adversary, the AAA, are examined in comprehensive detail, exploring their history and analyzing their tactics and effectiveness during the conflict. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. At $22.00

**3997469 US AIR CAVALRY TROOPER VERSUS NORTH VIETNAMESE SOLDIER: Combat 51.** By Thomas M. McPhail. Featuring November 1, 1963 – December 31, 1972, this study charts the evolution of U.S. air-mobile tactics pitted against North Vietnamese countermeasures, as shown by the ongoing ongoing Operations Masher and Horse and the battle of Tam Quan. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. At $22.00

**3997485 US NAVY SHIPS VS JAPANESE ATTACK AIRCRAFT, 1941-42: Duet 105.** By Mark Stille. Packed with illustrations and contemporary photographs, this edge-of-your-seat volume details the design, tactics, and operational records of both the U.S. Navy ships and the IJNAF aircraft which attacked them over the year following Pearl Harbor. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. At $22.00

---

**3998736 THE TRUMP WOMEN: Part of the Deal.** By Nina Burleigh. A comprehensive expose of Trump’s relationship with the women who have been closest to him, his German-immigrant grandmother, Elizabeth, the unaccredited founder of the Trump Organization, his Scottish-immigrant mother, Mary, who acquired a taste for wealth as a maid in the Andrew Carnegie mansion; his wives Ivana, Marla, and Melania; and his daughter Ivanka. 353 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. At $16.99
NEW NON-FICTION


★ 399172 WOLF KAHN: Paintings and Pastels 2010-2020. By Sasha Nicholas. A magnificently illustrated celebration of the work of the beloved American artist focusing on the vivid colors of his luminous landscapes made in oil and pastel during the last decade of his life. Nicholas, an art historian, also includes text from other artists and situates his recent work within his broader career. 240 pages. Rizzoli. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $55.00 $41.95

★ 399286 THEBES: The Forgotten City of Ancient Greece. By Paul Cartledge. With a deep mastery of the subject and in clear, concise prose, Cartledge explores the differences and the interconnections between the Thebes of myth and the Thebess of history, making this a singularly gripping and enlightening read for students of ancient history. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 304 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95


399252 BARRON’S PAINLESS CHEMISTRY, THIRD EDITION. By Loris Chen. Provides comprehensive review and practice in an easy, step by step format with painless methods for understanding chemical reactions; clear examples of all topics, including matter in compounds and molecules; and brain tickler quizzes throughout each chapter, 213 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

399878 FRENCH COOKING AT HOME. By Marianne Magnier-Moreno. Offers one hundred classic French recipes and techniques for you to learn French cooking at home including forty basic recipes for making appetizers, meats, fish, vegetables, sauces, accompaniments, and garnishes, all with clear overhead step by step photographs. 288 pages. Harper. 10x13. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

3998363 CANDY IS MAGIC: Real Ingredients, Modern Recipes. By Jamil Curi. Packed with nearly 200 recipes and careful step by step instruction, tips for guaranteed success, and flavor guides. Curt gives you the foundations of candy and the building blocks you need for treats such as Coffee Lollipops, Honey & Hazelnut Caramels, and Turtle Caramels. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Ten Speed. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3995003 WEEKEND BAKING: Recipes to Fit Your Schedule. By Michelle Lopez. Shares recipes for drool-worthy desserts and breads with time-saving secrets, productivity hacks, and gorgeous photographs. Deliciable treats include Choose Your Own Pumpkin Spice Bread; Black and White Chocolate Chunk Shortbread Cookies; and Banana Cream Pie. 298 pages. S&S. 8¼x11. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3994866 HOME MADE CHRISTMAS. By Yvette van Boven. A lavishly photographed reference of favorite holiday recipes designed to help you celebrate in style—kitchen, fireplace, candlelight, and enjoy the season with friends and family. Delightful meals include Squash Creme with Star Anise & Crayfish; Rabbit Rillettes; and Carrot Tatin with Goat Cheese. 304 pages. Abrams. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3998368 GREAT WORDPLAY CROSSWORDS. You’ll enjoy testing your wits on variants like Marching Bands, Rows Garden, Some Assembly Required, and more. Features eye-popping shapes in which words don’t just go across and down, but may twist and turn in all directions! Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

3999003 STREET: New York City 70s, 80s, 90s. Photos by Carole Borez. These photographs, taken in New York City from the mid-1970s through the 1990s are filled with the subtle and familiar moments of everyday life in the various neighborhoods where Borez lived, before much of the city was scrubbed away and the city sanitized and reborn to what it has since become. 120 pages. powerhouse Books. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $39.95 $39.95

398872 THE BROOKLYN NAVY YARD: The John Bartelstone. The images show a place out of time, where World War II New York is still palpable. Bartelstone has been photographing the buildings and structures that became a modern industrial park, but a structured impression of a dreamscape. 112 pages. powerhouse Books. 12½x9½. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

3986217 NATURAL CAUSES. By Barbara Ehrenreich. This work shows the ways we experience over death, our bodies, and our health. Both funny and caustic, the author tackles the seemingly unsolvable problem of how we might better prepare ourselves for the end, while still reveling in the lives that remain to us. 247 pages. Twelve. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

397715 NOT YOUR MOTHER’S CAST IRON SKILLET COOKBOOK. By Lucy Mafzer. Featuring information on how to choose, season, cook, and clean your skillet, along with more than 150 recipes, this is the definitive companion for a new generation of cast-iron loving home cooks. Delicious dishes include Cornbread Flip-Motif Steaks with Butter, Frizzled Herbs & Garlic; Fried Bolognese Sandwiches; and Triple Ginger Gingerbread. Color photos. 272 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3989062 3D DOT-TO-DOT CITIES. Step away from distractions and focus your mind mentally stimulating city designs. With more than 600 dots in each image, detailed line work, and perspective techniques, these puzzles are a fascinating challenge to complete. Includes ChromaDepth 3D glasses, so when you’re done, these designs will jump to life. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3989054 3D DOT-TO-DOT ANIMALS. Step away from distractions and focus your mind mentally stimulating animal designs. With more than 600 dots in each image, detailed line work, and perspective techniques, these puzzles are a fascinating challenge to complete. Includes ChromaDepth 3D glasses, so when you’re done, these designs will jump to life. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3990117 SIMPLY CALLIGRAPHY: A Beginner’s Guide to Elegant Lettering. By Judy Detrick. This little guide to hand-lettering presents calligraphy as easy as picking up pen and paper. Illustrates basic capitals and small letters and numbers, plus all the creative flourishes you need to customize your own script for every project and occasion. Well illus. 88 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


3985938 THE BEGINNER’S CROSSWORD DICTIONARY. By Stanley Newman. Includes an alphabetical list of the most common crossword entries, based on an exhaustive analysis of published puzzle grids. Explanations of each answer are given, with a list of common synonyms, and tips on avoiding tricks and traps. 330 pages, Puzzlewright. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3985636 GREAT WORDPLAY CROSSWORDS. You’ll enjoy testing your wits on variants like Marching Bands, Rows Garden, Some Assembly Required, and more. Features eye-popping shapes in which words don’t just go across and down, but may twist and turn in all directions! Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95
NEW NON-FICTION

**3985741** PINT-SIZE CROSSWORDS. By Matt Gaffney. Perfect for when you want a little mental diversion or you don’t have hours to solve a challenging or premium-size crossword. Each puzzle features a mini-theme and getting one answer will often help with others. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95


**3989162** DOODLE STITCHING THE HOLIDAY MOTIF COLLECTION. By Amy Ray. In this Doodle Stitching collection, Ray presents 300 of her free-form embroidery motifs that she designed especially for holidays and seasons throughout the year. All of the motifs are presented in color on the pages and in inspirational projects, and digitally on the enclosed CD in simple black lines. 132 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**3986381** WITH THE EYES IN MIND: Dying, Death, and Wisdom in an Age of Denial. By Kathryn Mannix. With changes in the way we understand medicine come changes in the way we understand death. Once a familiar, peaceful, and generally transition, death has become frightening from which we shield our eyes. Dr. Mannix shares beautifully crafted stories from a lifetime of caring for the dying and makes a compelling case for the therapeutic power of approaching death with openness. 341 pages. Little Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**3986241** ORGANIZE YOUR WAY: Simple Strategies for Every Personality. By Katie & Kelly McMenamin. Helps you organize according to your personality type. The authors present room by room solutions built around how you process information, make decisions, and interact with the world. Illus. 248 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**3990456** THE CROOKED CHRISTMAS TREE: The Beautiful Meaning of Jesus’ Birth. By Damian Chandler. In this heartwarming story, a father lets his children choose the family Christmas tree, and the kids pick one that is bent. While the father at first considers getting another tree to make it look right, God’s love is revealed afresh to him through memories awakened by the crooked tree. 130 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $14.99


**3985601** THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM. By Tommy Tomlinson. At nearly fifty years old, Tommy weighed an astonishing 460 pounds. Raised in a family of five in a poor section of Virginia, he was a lonely, undersized, and untalented boy who tried everything to become popular, to win the approval of his peers. He was also afraid of spiders. 108 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00

**3986233** THE OFFICIAL DICTIONARY OF SARCASM PICTURE BOOKS. By Jamie Calkins. If you can no longer suffer the tiny minds of the plebian rabble with whom you come in contact on a daily basis, here are 45 postcards for those of us who are better and smarter than the rest of you! Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**3985560** HOW TO MAKE YOUR MONEY LAST: The Indispensable Retirement Guide. By Jane Bryant Quirk. The complete answers to your critical questions as to when to claim your Social Security benefits, how much you need to save to reach your retirement goal, how much you should pay yourself, and more. 416 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**3986128** HOW TO SURVIVE A HORROR MOVIE. By Seth Grahame-Smith. A horror writer and filmmaker will teach you five types of slashers and how to defeat them; give you tactics for handling killer dolls, zombie eating automobiles, and other haunted objects; how to survive alien invasions and zombie apocalypses, and what to do if it follows you; or if your corn has children in it. He’ll also give you a handy, at-a-glance list of the most important things to know about horror movie monsters. Illus. 176 pages. Quirk. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**3995992** BY HONOR BOUND. By Tom Norris et al. In 1972, SEAL Lieutenant Tom Norris rescued two American airmen shot down behind North Vietnamese enemy lines, for which he was awarded the Medal of Honor. Six months later and deep in enemy territory, under heavy fire, SEAL Petty Officer Mike Thornton rescued a wounded American and was awarded the Medal of Honor as well. This is their story. 297 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**3990524** GOODBYE CHRISTOPHER ROBIN: A.A. Milne and the Making of Winnie-the-Pooh. By Anna T. Post. A remarkable glimpse into the relationship between Milne and the real Christopher Robin. A story of celebrity, a story of both the joys and pains of success, and, ultimately, the story of how one man created a sweetening of enchanting tales that brought hope and comfort to India after WWII. Photos. 256 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $17.99

**3974775** THE LITTLE BOOK OF LOST WORDS: Collectables, Snollygosters, and 86 Other Surprisingly Useful Terms Worth Resurrecting. By Joe Gillard. The founder of the popular online destination ‘It’s a Jap’ has uncovered the words from the past that are just being begged to be brought back into modern use. Complete with hilarious example sentences, and cheeky historical facts, Gillard’s collection proves that some things are worth learning how to change. 186 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $14.99

**396557** REMEMBERING LIONS. By Margot Raggett. This is the fourth volume in the Remembering Wildlife charity series, which has so far raised much more than half a million UK pounds for conservation. Each edition is filled with stunning images generously donated by many of the world’s top wildlife photographers. 144 pages. Remembering Wildlife. Pub. at $65.00

**3991733** PHALLACY: Life Lessons from the Animal Penis. By Emily Willingham. Challenges the toxic message that a penis makes a man and that men can’t control themselves. With instructive illustrations and tales of animal mating rituals that will make you happy you’re not a bedbug, Willingham shows where humans fit on the continuum from fun to fatal phallic. 326 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00

**3993248** BEGIN AGAIN: James Baldwin’s America and Its Urgent Lessons for Our Own. By Edward H. Glaeser. Jr. Argues that we lived our lives before, when the promise of Black Lives Matter and the attempt to achieve a new America have been challenged by the election of Donald Trump, a racist who believers in whose victory represents yet another footstep of America to face the lies it tells itself about race. 239 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00

**3993779** AMERICA BEFORE: The Key to Earth’s Lost Civilization. By Graham Hancock. The culmination of everything that millions of readers have loved in Hancock’s body of work, and a culmination of the work of a master scientist, namely a mind-blowing exploration of the mysteries of the past, amazing archaeological discoveries, and profound implications for how we lead our lives today. Photos. Illus. in color. 628 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


NEW NON-FICTION

3988706 SAVING BRAVO: The Greatest Rescue Mission in Navy SEAL History. By Stephan Talty. In this deeply researched account, Talty describes the extraordinary mission to save Lieutenant Colonel Gene Hamilton, shot down behind enemy lines, his memory filled with classified and top-secret information. Drawing from dozens of interviews, this is the unforgettable story of one of the greatest rescue missions in the history of the Special Forces. Photos. 313 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

3995151 THIS IS YOUR BRAIN ON PARASITES: How Tiny Creatures Manipulate Our Behavior and Shape Society. By Kathleen McAuliffe. Parasites can have a dramatic influence on the course of human history. In this shocking work reveals, these tiny organisms have many evolutionary motives for manipulating their hosts— including humans. Drawing on a huge body of research, McAuliffe argues that our dread of contamination is an evolved defense against these creatures. Photos. 268 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

3985063 FERNS: Indoors, Outdoors, Growing, Crafting. By Mobebe Weinstein. You’ll find everything you need to know to grow dozens of types of ferns successfully. Variety profiles detail both indoor and outdoor fern species and offer tips for their care, plus you’ll learn to create beautiful fern magic by crafting creative planting projects. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

3987566 UNCOMMON VALOR ON IWO JIMA: The Stories of the Medal of Honor Recipients in the Marine Corps’ Bloodiest Battle of World War II. By James H. Hallas. Drawn from firsthand reports, interviews, newspapers, and other sources, Hallas tells the stories of twenty-seven men who showed conspicuous gallantry under fire in one of the country’s most storied battles of World War II, including the unforgettable Purple Heart recipient. Photos. 313 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $16.95

3985091 INDOOR KITCHEN GARDENING HANDBOOK: Projects & Inspiration to Grow Food Year-Round. By Elizabeth Millard. With help from this mini version of Indoor Garden Gardening by the same author, you can grow microgreens, plucking homegrown mushrooms, and enjoying a hearty harvest of fresh herbs and salad greens any time of the year and in any space. Small illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

3992209 101 RESCUE PUPPIES: One Family’s Story of Fostering Dogs, Love, and Trust. By Kathy Callahan. Over the past decade, Callahan’s family has taken in more than one hundred rescue puppies. This delightful photo-filled volume features the wonderful stories that emerged as these foster puppies were suddenly surrounded by a nurturing family complete with patient adult dogs and curious cats. 138 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

3989763 THE ENDURANCE HANDBOOK. By Philip Maffetone. Shows you how to achieve athletic potential, stay healthy, and get the most out of your training. The top expert in endurance training, and racing effectively. 304 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

3990389 10-MINUTE BRAIN GAMES: Words and Language. By Gareth Moore. Put your brain to the test and have some fun with these timed brain games that get you moving as you increase your knowledge. Solutions included. 192 pages. Image Science. Paperback. Pub. at $4.50 $2.95

398754X THE AMERICAN WEST IN ART. Ed. by T.B. Smith & J.R. Henneman. Collects a selection of works of art produced in the western United States belonging to the collection of the Petrie Institute of Western American Art housed in the Joslyn Art Museum. Overflowing with images and an extensive collection in the world on this subject. A prologue by historian Dan Flores– and an epilogue by art historian Erikka Doss are included. Well illus. in color. 237 pages. 5 Continents. 8¼x11. $32.95

397907X WWF ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT, 4TH EDITION. By Kevin Sullivan et al. All supers, all generations, more than 250 profiles, more than 250 profiles of music, color images, this edition features more than 250 profiles, more than 250 profiles of music, color images, this edition includes supers from the RAW, SmackDown, and 205 Live. 416 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

3991555 A-Z OF KNITTING: The Ultimate Resource for Beginners and Experienced Knitters. Everything you need to know about knitting is in this book. Get the beginner’s basics to advanced techniques. With clear instructions and helpful photographs, this complete resource walks you through casting on through basic stitches, increasing and decreasing, to reading patterns and fixing mistakes. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3985334 PEAUNUTS ORIGAMI. By Charlie Coilebini et al. Learn how to fold Linus, Lucy, Woodstock, and many more beloved characters from Peanuts! Includes detailed easy to follow instructions for over 20 projects, along with sixty sheets of specially printed origami paper for folding. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Andrews & McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3985229 ONCE UPON A DIAMOND: A Family Tradition of Royal Jewels. By Prince Dimitri. Renowned jewelry designer Prince Dimitri of Yugoslavia recounts the enthralling exploits of his beloved family members and describes their extraordinary jewelry collections in this stunning and beautifully illustrated volume. This luscious tome also includes exclusive designs by Prince Dimitri, which juxtapose uncommon materials and imaginative forms. 288 pages. Rizzoli. 13¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00 $64.95

3986748 THE BRITISH BAKING BOOK: The History of British Baking, Savory and Sweet. By Regula Ysewijn. Each of the timeless recipes is accompanied by stories of the landscape, legends, and traditions of Great Britain, from Saffron Cake, Cornish Pasties, Welsh Bara Brith, and Isle of Wight Doughnuts to tarts, oatcakes, gingerbreads, traditional loaves, buns, and bread rolls such as Aberdeen bakers and Kesten huffkins. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

3993442 1520: The Field of the Cloth of Gold. By Amy Licence. Explores the character of two larger than life kings, whose rivalry and love-hate relations added a feisty edge to European relations in the early sixteenth century. Discover what propelled them to meet, and how each vied to outdo the other in history-seeking and images, this edition shows the unforgettable story of one of the greatest rescue dogs and curious cats. 138 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

3991571 BEAUTIFUL CREATURES: Jewelry Inspired by the Animal Kingdom. By Marlon Fasel. The 120 pieces featured in stunning color photographs represent species of the realms of land, air, and water. Included are images of iconic personalities like Elizabeth Taylor, Twiggy, and the Duchess of Windsor wearing famous animal inspired jewels. 160 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

3992446 THE SUPRISED SPITFIRES OF BURITLIS: A Fake History. By A. Braddock & T. Spaight. Rumors of buried Spitfires from WWII have spread around the world for seventy-five years, fueling dreams of treasure hunting and watching the iconic aircraft fly again. Instead of finding Spitfires, this team unearthed a tale of fake history, highlighting the conflict between those who want to believe legends and those who demand evidence and the truth. Photos, some in color. 336 pages. History Press. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

3971060 THE LAST MILLION: Europe’s Hidden Children from World War to Cold War. By David Nasaw. The gripping and largely hidden history of postwar displacement and statelessness. By 1952, the Last Million were scattered around the world. As they crossed from their broken past into an unknowable future, they carried with them their wounds, their fears, and a hope that the world beyond the war would provide a better life. 416 pages. W.W. Norton. $26.95

3991776 THE VIRGINIA DYNASTY: Four Presidents and the Creation of the American Nation. By Lynne Cheney. From a small expanse of land on the North American frontier to the first five presidents—a geographic dynasty whose members led a revolution, created a nation, and ultimately changed the world. Taking full measure of strengths and failures in the personal and political lives of these men, Cheney offers a concise new edition of how the United States came to be. 437 pages. Viking. Pub. at $36.00 $26.95
NEW NON-FICTION

★ 3998762 FRIENDS & ENEMIES: A Life in Vogue, Prison, & Park Avenue. By Barbara Amiel. Shockingly honest, richly detailed, and pulling no punches, this account transcends the high powered lives of Barbara Amiel’s storied life in journalism and high society. Whether you’re an admirer or critic, you’ll be completely engrossed in her life that seems ripped from a novel. 592 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

★ 3991678 ME AND SISTER BOBBIE: True Tales of the Family Band. By Willie Nelson et al. The untold story of Willie Nelson and his sister, Bobbie, who over the course of their lives together, have supported each other through personal tragedies and triumphs and forged an unbreakable bond through their shared love of music. 270 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

★ 3991784 WHITE HOUSE, INC.: How Donald Trump Turned the Presidency into a Business. By Dan Alexander. An exposure of the web of influence and cash connecting the President, his businesses, and big money all over the world: it’s a hair-raising, jaw-dropping investigation of Trump and his team, who corrupted the U.S. presidency and managed to avoid accountability. 303 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95

★ 3992349 EDITING HUMANITY: The Crispr Revolution and the New Era of Genome Editing. By Kevin Davies. Takes readers inside the fascinating world of a new gene editing technology called CRISPR, a high-powered genetic toolkit that enables scientists to not only engineer but to edit the DNA of any organism. Davies sheds light on the implications of this new technology that can have on our everyday lives, and the lives of generations to come. 16 pages of photos, 446 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

★ 3998800 WAR IN THE SHADOWS: Resistance, Deception and Betrayal in Occupied France. By Patrick Mamhan. Part quest, part spy story, part history, this account reveals the reality of the war at every level of involvement, from the double-dealing of the British, French, American, and Russian intelligence services through one of the darkest periods of the Second World War. Photos, 363 pages. OneWorld. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95


★ 3985049 ASTROLOGICAL TRANSITS: The Beginner’s Guide to Using Planetary Cycles to Plan and Predict Your Day, Week, Year (or Destiny). By April Elliott Kent. Teaches you how today’s astrological weather affects your birth chart and what is going on in your life; ways to make the most of good transits and harness and transform the energy of challenging ones; and the roles recurring planetary cycles play in your life and in global events. 238 pages. Crestline. 8½x11½. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

★ 399659X CHINA ROOT: Taoism, Ch’an, and Original Zen. By David Hinton. Reveals how Ch’an was in fact a Buddhist-influenced extension of Taoism, China’s native system of spiritual philosophy that was gaining ground in an early, empirically critical environment. Taking this journey on the wings of Hinton’s remarkable insight and powerful writing will transform how you understand yourself and the world. 161 pages. Serious. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★ 3991423 WHITTLING FLAT-PLANE ANIMALS: 15 Projects to Carve with Just One Knife. By James Miller. Features 15 step by step projects presented in a beginner-friendly way, with information on all the tools you’ll need to complete each design with ease. Includes full-size patterns for the projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. $11.95


★ 3992233 MEMOIRS OF A KAMIKAZE: A World War II Pilot’s Inspiring Story of Survival, Honor and Reconciliation. By Kazuo Odachi et al. The only memoir written by a member of the very first group of “kamikaze” volunteers to WW2, Odachi’s gives a human face to the young men who were simultaneously revered and feared by their enemies. Odachi tells the story of his training and transfer to the kamikaze corps, his deployment overseas, and his return home from death. 32 pages of photos, some in color. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★ 3992489 THE CBD BIBLE: Cannabis and the Wellness Revolution That Will Change Your Life. By Dani Gordon. Explains how this promising new technology can have on our everyday lives, providing an abundance of positive health effects such as alleviating insomnia, reducing pain, quelling stress and anxiety, and numerous others. Dr. Gordon also offers essential guidance on dosage, sourcing, different types of products, and much more. 220 pages. YMAA. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

★ 3995828 TRUE WELLNESS FOR YOUR GUT: Combine the Best of Western and Eastern Medicine for Optimal Digestive and Metabolic Health. By Dr. Robert Libby. Weaves the tale of the cultural collision that led to a cultural, sociological, and musical revolution. Beginning with the 1870s yellow fever epidemic that created racial imbalance as wealthy whites fled his hometown, this is a provocative chronicle of finding common ground through music and language that would change the world. Limelight. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

★ 3992748 BADASS ANCESTORS: Finding Your Power with Ancestral Guides. By Pati Wigington. Shows you how to work with different types of ancestors to find, develop, and celebrate the personal power in your lineage. By embracing the strength of your lineage—both blood relatives and those chosen by the heart—you can receive wisdom and guidance that you need now. 239 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★ 3993884 THE VAMPIRE: A New History. By Nick Groom. traces the origins of the vampire—from the Enlightenment, when the creature embodied human fears about theology, philosophy, medicine, and science, to more recent times, when it emerged as an unlikely hero of the marginalized and underclasses. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $12.95


★ 3993825 THE NINJA MIND: Harnessing the Mental Strength and Physical Abilities of the Ninjutsu Masters. By Keitōshi Koyagi. Documents Ninjutsu black belt Casey’s journey toward mastery of the ancient, complex techniques that allow any person who is determined and disciplined enough to access this unbelievable power. He includes a series of techniques for the reader to acquire and cultivate this mystic page. Marseilles. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

- **3992616 SUPER, STRONG TATTOO SHARKS: 50 Temporary Tattoos That Teach.** Text by Artemis Roehrig. Make a splash with 50 temporary tattoos that look like real sharks! Work them in and then impress your friends and family with the cool facts you’ll learn about each one. The tattoos are easy to apply and safe to wear, and they’ll last for several days. Ages 4-10. Full color. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

- **3998771 GUNS DOWN: How to Defeat the NRA and Build a Safer Future with Fewer Guns.** By Igor Volsky. Tells the story of how Volsky took on the NRA just by using his Twitter account, and describes how he found common ground with gun enthusiasts after spending two days shooting guns in the desert. He lays out a blueprint for how citizens can push their government to reduce the number of guns in circulation and make firearms significantly harder to get. 206 pages. New Press. Pub. at $25.99

- **3992608 ROARING, RUMBLING TATTOO DINOSAURS: 50 Temporary Tattoos That Teach.** Text by Artemis Roehrig. Bring the dinosaurs to life with 50 unforgottably ferocious temporary tattoos. Show off your favorites and learn amazing facts about each prehistoric reptile. The tattoos are easy to apply and safe to wear, and they’ll last for several days. Ages 4-10. Full illus. color. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

- **3991742 SESAME STREET MY FIRST 101 WORDS.** Filled with bright, full-color photographs, this volume will be an important tool as your child grows up and learn to read more and more words. Ages 3-6. Sky Pony. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

- **3991468 A TERRIBLE SECRET.** By Cathy Glass. While busy looking after foster-child Tilly and trying to keep her safe, Glass is also worried about her own daughter, Lucy. She has a very difficult decision to make that will affect the rest of her life. Glass was allowed to read the right chapter 302 pages. HarperElement. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

- **3998193 CRAZY FOR SCIENCE WITH CARMELO THE SCIENCE FELLOW.** By C. Piazza & J. Buckley. Jr. Dive into this hands-on collection of our, do it yourself, experiments perfect for introducing kids to the joys of science. Family science time has never been more fun! Ages 10 & up. Full illus. in color. 96 pages. Powl. Pub. at $19.95

- **3996697 SHEET PAN CHICKEN: 50 Simple and Satisfying Ways to Cook Dinner.** By Cathy Erway. Sheet pan cooking is a fresh modern approach to cooking all in one pan. This collection of internationally inspired recipes for roasting whole chickens, fish, vegetables, beef, chicken thighs, and wings includes delicious dishes such as Thai Yellow Curry Chicken Thighs with Cucumber Relish and Chicken Katsu with Plum Sauce. Color photos. 128 pages. Ten Speed Press. Pub. at $13.95

- **3992047 A VISUAL HISTORY OF LOVEMAKING TOYS.** By Richard Battenberg. An indescribable collection of scientific and fictional texts combined with illustrations and photographs from antiquity to the present day. Adults only. 256 pages. Goliath. Pub. at $39.99

- **3992640 ESSENTIAL OILS & AROMATHERapy WORKBOOK: 30TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.** By Marie O’Connor. Updated throughout with recent research and the latest developments in the use of essential oils, this anniversary edition provides the most comprehensive instructional guide to the history, folklore, science, and art of aromatherapy available today. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Inner Traditions. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99


- **3998347 RASKOLS: The Gangs of Papua New Guinea.** Photos by Stephen Dupont. “Dupont’s immortalizing portraits are both visually striking and emotionally disturbing; some Raskols are only children, others bear horrific scars” (New York Times). Full illus. powerHouse Books. 8x10x1”. Pub. at $30.00

- **3998070 DEVELOPER TRAYS.** By John Cyr. Presents the viewer with a rare glimpse into the rarely seen phenomena of photograms created with chemicals such as Ansel Adams, Sally Mann, Minor White and many more. Each tray’s physical appearance is a direct reflection of its treatment, the years of usage, the maintenance of the chemicals in the developer, and the level of print agitation. Full illus. in color. 144 pages. powerHouse Books. 8x10x1”. Pub. at $35.00

- **3992845 FURIOUS HOURS: Murder, Fraud, and the Last Trial of Harper Lee.** By Carey Cep. Harper Lee spent several years reporting on the case of the shooting death of suspected killer Reverend Willie Maxwell and many more years trying to finish the book she called The Reverend. Cep brings this story to life, from the shooting murders by Maxwell to the courtroom drama and the bizarre man who killed him, and he reveals the struggle with the mystery of artistic creativity. 16 pages of photos. 314 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

- **3997022 HOW TO BE CONTENT: An Ancient Poet’s Guide for an Age of Excess.** By Horace & S. Harrison. A leading authority on the poet Horace offers fresh, contemporary translations of poems from across Horace’s works that continue to offer important lessons about the good life, friendship, love, and death. An ideal introduction to Horace and compelling work of timeless insight. 238 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $16.95

- **3992462 QUANTUM OF SILLINESS: The Peculiar World of Bond, James Bond.** By Robbie Sims. Who gives the hammers performance in a Bond film? What is the series’ most misleading geography? These and many more questions you never knew you needed answering, and are tackled here. Illus. 158 pages. History Press. Pub. at $15.95

- **3992691 THE SEVEN LIVES OF ALEJANDRO JODOROWSKY.** Compiled by V. Berniere & N. Tellog. A definitive study that explores through essays, interviews, illustrations, and photographs, the many facets of this incompromising artist and his work, and the diverse as his body of work is, his magnum opus is, ultimately, his own life. 208 pages. Humanoids. 9x12.1%. Pub. at $39.99

- **399356X AT HOME WITH DOGS: Rescue Love Stories.** By N. King-Ganj & F. McMahan. These heartwarming stories and photographs of 15 adopted dogs interacting with their humans celebrate the joy that comes from a fortuitous match. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8x11.1%. Pub. at $29.95

- **3997558 MARIE ANTOINETTE’S DARKEST DAYS.** By Will Bashor. Traces the final days of the prisoner, the ex-queen Marie Antoinette, registered only as No. 280, a time that exemplifies the mixture of grandeur, humiliation, and terror. Marie’s reign amidst the splendors of the court of Versailles is a familiar story, but her final imprisonment in a fetid, dank dungeon is a little-known coda to a once-charmed life. Illus. 369 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


- **3998223 GARDENS OF ETERNAL SPRING: Two Newly Conserved Seventeenth-Century Mughal Carpets in The Frick Collection.** By S. Cohen & N. Kaplani. Exhibition catalog. Features two carpets, Henry China and the other purchased in 1918 as furnishings for his New York home. After a nearly four-year restoration, they were displayed for the first time as works of art in the Frick. Illus. in color. 59 pages. Frick Collection. 8x11.1%. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

- **3985261 WHY DO BUSES COME IN THREES? The Hidden Mathematics of Everyday Life.** By R. Eastaway & J. Wyndham. Fascinating questions are answered in this entertaining and highly informative volume, which is ideal for anyone wanting to remind themselves that math is relevant to almost everything we do. Illus. 211 pages. Portico. Pub. at $14.95

- **3998700 SHEET PAN CHICKEN: 50 Simple and Satisfying Ways to Cook Dinner.** By Cathy Erway. Sheet pan cooking is a fresh modern approach to cooking all in one pan. This collection of internationally inspired recipes for roasting whole chickens, fish, vegetables, beef, chicken thighs, and wings includes delicious dishes such as Thai Yellow Curry Chicken Thighs with Cucumber Relish and Chicken Katsu with Plum Sauce. Color photos. 128 pages. Ten Speed Press. Pub. at $13.95

- **3992640 ESSENTIAL OILS & AROMATHERAPY WORKBOOK: 30TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.** By Marie O’Connor. Updated throughout with recent research and the latest developments in the use of essential oils, this anniversary edition provides the most comprehensive instructional guide to the history, folklore, science, and art of aromatherapy available today. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Inner Traditions. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

NEW NON-FICTION


**399375** THE EVERYDAY ART OF GLUTEN-FREE: 125 Savory and Sweet Recipes Using 6 Fail-Proof Flour Blends. By Karen Spruill. Transform a lacrosse of gluten-free foods that boast the same taste, texture, and appearance as their gluten-inspired counterparts. Thanks to Morgan’s six revolutionary, versatile blends, nothing is off-limits including pies, cakes, bread, pizza, pasta, bread, dumplings, and more. Color photos. 232 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95

NEW FICTION

**39902X** A COLUMN OF FIRE. By Ken Follett. In 1558, the ancient stones of Kingsbridge Cathedral look down on a city torn apart by religious conflict. As power in England shifts precariously between Catholics and Protestants, royalty and commoners clash, testing friendship, loyalty and love. The saga continues with this magnificent new epic. 916 pages. Viking. Pub. at $36.00


**399057** HER FATHER’S SECRET. By Sara Baeder. Following her father’s sudden death, Ely Hume has impulsively abandoned her dull life in Denmark to visit the rural Wisconsin town where he ran the local funeral home. There, she’s devastated to discover her father’s second family. A stepmother and two half-sisters she never knew existed. 310 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**39955X** THE CROSSING. By Michael Connelly. Detective Harry Bosch has retired from the LAPD, but his hall brother, defense attorney Mickey Haller, needs his help. A woman has been brutally murdered and all evidence points to Haller’s client, a former gang member turned family man. The murder rap seems ironclad, but Mickey is sure it’s a setup. 408 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $15.95

**398580** THE TARGET. By David Baldacci. The president knows it’s a serious assignment. If he gives the order, he has the opportunity to take down a global menace. If the mission fails, he will face certain impeachment, and the threats against the nation will multiply. So the president turns to the one team that can stop the impossible: Will Robie and Jessica Reel. 447 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

**398819** MARVEL YEAR BY YEAR: A Visual History. Ed. by Ceth Ridout. Takes you the reader on a century-spanning voyage through eight decades of Marvel Comics, starting with the first appearance of the Apache Kid to the dramatic events of Civil War II, this spectacular volume chronicles Marvel’s story month by month, year by year. 400 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 $26.95

**398644** IN A HOUSE OF LIES. By Ian Rankin. A missing private investigator is found, locked in a car hidden deep in the woods. Worse still is that his body was in an area that had already been searched. Detective Inspector Siobhan Clarke is part of a new inquiry, combing through the wreckage of a case–it’s time for the truth. 372 pages. Little. Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95

**398617** MEAN STREAK. By Sandra Brown. A pediatrician and marathon runner disappears on a mountain road in North Carolina. By the time her husband reports her missing, the trail has grown cold. She returns unconscious, and finds herself held captive. As her husband’s deception is revealed, and the FBI closes in on her captor, she begins to wonder if the man with no name is, in fact, her rescuer. 409 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

**399206** THE EVENING AND THE MORNING. By Ken Follett. An epic novel into a historical past rich with ambition and rivalry, death and birth, love and hate. Set in England at the dawn of the Ice Age–the Middle Ages–this thrilling prequel ends where The Pillars of the Earth begins. 913 pages. Viking. Pub. at $36.00 $26.95


**398630** LAZARUS. By Catherine Coulter. In a small town in Virginia, Special Agent Griffin Harmsworth rescues Caroline Schneider, a kidnapped woman who claims that her captor had probably murdered three missing teenage girls. However, the man she accuses is the local sheriff’s nephew, and when the sheriff arrests Griffin and Carson, Griffin calls agents Sacchi and Sherwood for help. 497 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99 $19.99

**398649** TWO KINDS OF TRUTH. By Michael Connelly. Harry Bosch, working cold cases for the San Fernando Police Department, is called to investigate the murder of two homeless women. The long-imprisoned killer claims Harry framed him and has evidence to prove it. The two cases wind around each other like barbed wire, and Harry discovers that there are two kinds of truths. 458 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**398904** THE CUTTING EDGE. By Jeffrey Deaver. In the early hours of a quiet, weekend morning in Manhattan’s Diamond District, a brutal triple murder shocks the city. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs quickly take the case. As more crimes follow, it becomes clear that the killer’s target is not diamonds, but engaged couples themselves. 434 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95
3987698 NAUGHTY ON ICE. By Maia Chance. With no other choice to clear their names, Lola and Berta take matters into their own hands. Their investigations lead them into the secrets of Maple Hill, the wealthy Goddard family Vermont retreat, where they must find out once and for all who's nice-and who's naughty. 274 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3990222 BONE ON BONE. By Julia Keller. After a three-year prison sentence, Beli Elkins is back in Acker’s Gap. And she finds herself in the white-hot center of a decades-old and deadly case—one that eventually comes to terms with one last, devastating secret of her own. 307 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3987752 OUR HOUSE. By Louise Candlish. When Fiona Lawson arrives home to find strangers moving into her house, she’s plunged into terror and confusion. She and her husband, Charlie, had bought the house for their children’s future. As Charlie watches them move in, he questions whether they really own their house for years; how can another family possibly think the house is theirs? And why has Bram disappeared along with their two children? Fiona is now suddenly caught up in a trail of lies. 404 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3986055 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Nola’s body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer provided her with his own plane’s coordinates. The U.S. government is responsible for it. But Jim “Zig” Zigarrowski has just found out the truth. Nola is still alive—and on the run. 416 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

3986578 THE LAST PASSENGER. By Charles Finch. London, 1855. A young and eager Charles Lenox faces his toughest case yet: a murder without a single clue. As he seeks to solve this impossible case, the young Lenox must confront an equally troublesome problem in his personal life. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3991652 MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. As December's Lake Eden into the North Pole, the heat is on in Hannah Swensen’s kitchen to honor two Christmas promises: baking irresistible holiday cupcakes—and preventing a person who appeared from succeeding in the first place. 358 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

3990408 CROOKED RIVER. By D. Preston & L. Child. Pendergast finds himself facing the most complex and inexplicable challenge of his career: a tangled thread of evidence that spans seas and traverses continents, connected to one of the most baffling mystery cases in modern science. 400 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

★3991652 NEXT TO LAST STAND. By Craig Johnson. When Charley Stillwater dies of an apparent heart attack at the Veterans’ Home of Wyoming, Walt Longmire descends into an irresistible holiday hit. He is ready to put the feet of the Wolfpack to good use in finding one of the most wanted men in the American president. Recruit Russia with his yi. The trip is over when a terrifying vision of murder to Kylie Connolly, she teams up with Special Agent Jon Dickson to hunt down a suspected serial killer. Following the lead from Kylie’s vision, they will navigate through a maze of two intersecting cases and decisions. And this time, the killer from claiming another victim. 315 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $21.95

★3996514 SEEING DARKNESS. By Heather1. In the past twenty years, she has navigated the treacherous world of modeling, and has grown accustomed to being a terrifying vision of murder to Kylie Connolly, she teams up with Special Agent Jon Dickson to hunt down a suspected serial killer. Following the lead from Kylie’s vision, they will navigate through a maze of two intersecting cases and decisions. And this time, the killer from claiming another victim. 315 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★3997049 FINAL OPTION. By Clive Cussler. When the C.I.A. realizes the identities of three American spies in Brazil have been compromised, they turn to Jake Cabrillo and the National Geographic for help. What does a seemingly routine operation turn out to be a trap designed by Cabrillo’s greatest enemy, a man driven by hate to seek the ultimate revenge. 495 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

NEW FICTION

3985555 BEAUTIFUL DAY. By Elin Hilderbrand. The Carmichaels and the Grays have gathered on Nantucket for a wedding. While the couple is about to be married, happy, their loved ones find themselves in their own lives crumbling. In the days leading up to the wedding, love will be questioned, scandals will arise, and hearts will be broken and healed. 437 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3987957 SOMETHING IN THE WATER. By Catherine Steadman. Passionately in love, Erin and Mark embark on a dream honeymoon to the tropical island of Bora Bora, where they enjoy the sun, the sand, and each other. Then, while scuba diving in the crystal blue sea, they find something in the water. Their decision, whether to tell someone, or will trigger a devastating chain of events. 342 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3985563 THE BURBING ROOM. By Michael Connelly. In the LAPD’s Open-Unsolved Unit, not many murder victims die a decade after the crime. So when a man succumbs to complications from being shot by a stray bullet ten years earlier, Bosch catches a case in which the body is still fresh, but any other clues are virtually nonexistent. 388 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3990265 CHARLATANS. By Robin Cook. Newly minted Super Chief Surgical Resident by Noah Rothouser is swamped in his position at Boston Memorial Hospital, especially dealing with the fallout from patient deaths. When during a routine procedure a patient dies, anesthesiologist William Mason, William Mason, an anesthesiologist, a surgeon. When more deaths occur, Noah is forced to question everyone involved. 453 pages. Putnam Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

3988002 THE WIFE. By Alair Burke. When Angela met While catering a dinner party in Los Angeles, Jason Calhoun assumed their romance would be a short-lived fling. To her surprise they married the following summer. But years later, when a college intern makes an allegation against Jason, and then another—then the intern disappears—Angela is forced to take a closer look at her husband. 340 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

3991180 DECK THE HOUNDS. By David Rosenfelt. With Christmas around the corner, Andy and his wife welcome a homeless man, Don, and his dog to their home. When they discover that Don is wanted for a murder that happened two years ago, they fight to exonerate their friends. 386 pages. Putnam Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

3998949 LETHAL AGENT. By V. Flynn & K. Mills. ISIS needs to keep Mitch Rapp and Director of the CIA, Irene Kennedy, distracted long enough to weaponize a deadly virus that they stumbled upon in Yemen. If ISIS succeeds, they’ll trigger a pandemic that could rewrite the world order. Rapp now embarks on a mission to track down the ISIS leader whom he failed to kill during another encounter. 370 pages. Atria Pub. at $39.99 $6.95

3999653 PRASSIC PARK. By Michael Crichton. An astonishing achievement for recovering and cloning dinosaur DNA has been discovered. Now humankind’s most thrilling fantasies have come true. Creatures extinct for eons roam the earth with their awesome presence and profound mystery, and all the world can visit them—for a price. 400 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $59.99 $6.95

3991296 SECRETS IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. The French-themed nightspot Du Vin is actually a front for an Irish mob, and Cyrus Greco who was married to the NYPD’s Lieutenant Eve Dallas. The bar goes from chic to shock when Larinda, a professional ninja with a taste for blackmail, is mortally wounded in the bathroom. Eve didn’t like her, but she likes murder even less. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3997698 NAUGHTY ON ICE. Maia Chance. With no other choice to clear their names, Lola and Berta take matters into their own hands. Their investigations lead them into the secrets of Maple Hill, the wealthy Goddard family Vermont retreat, where they must find out once and for all who's nice-and who's naughty. 274 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3988651 THE KREMLIN STRIKE. By Dale Brown. In the freezing tundra of Siberia, Russian president Gennady Gryzlov descends into an impenetrable subordinate base to witness the test of a terrifying new weapon—the Thunderbolt. The President of the United States and the Russian President are ready to launch the first new American president challenge Russian aggression head on—if it’s not already too late. 437 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99 $19.95

3988170 WINTER SOLSTICE. By Elin Hilderbrand. It’s been too long since all the Quinns have gathered under the same roof. As snow falls, they are thankful to be together as they prepare for a special reunion. Of course, it since all the Quinns have gathered under the same roof. As snow falls, they are thankful to be together as they prepare for a special reunion. Of course, it
THE LUCKY ONE. By Nicholas Sparks. Filled with tender romance and terrific suspense, this is an unforgettable story about the surprising paths our lives often take and the power of fate to guide us to true and everlasting love. 416 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

THE LAST SECOND. By Catherine Coulter & J.T. Elgin. A private French space agency has launched a communications satellite into orbit that harbors a frightening weapon: a nuclear trigger. It has the power to wreak havoc on Earth. Special Agents Nicholas Drummond and Michaela Caine must stop the EMP that has the power to engulf the world as we know it. 500 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

CAVE OF BONES. By Anne Hillerman. When Tribal Police Officer Bernadette Manuelito returns from a solo experience traumatized. Annie has just returned from a solo experience traumatized. Annie stumbled upon something unspeakable while she was lost, and her instructor who hiked in search of her. 435 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

JUDGMENT NIGHT. By C.L. Moore. Novellas. This reprint of the original 1952 edition is part of a series of deluxe facsimile reproductions of vintage classics from pioneering Science Fiction and Fantasy publisher Gnome Press. Four different worlds. Five different tales of conflict and discovery, and all of them the unique visions of a science fiction master. Slipcased.

CEMENTERY ROAD. By Greg Iles. Marshall McEwan returns home to Biloxi, Mississippi. No longer the city Marshall remembers, Mississippi. But before the deal is done, two deaths rock Biloxi to its core. Sending Marshall and his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying.

GALE FORCE. By Owen Lachkanen. When McKenna Rhodes, skipper of the Gale Force salvage boat, receives word the freighter Pacific Lion, out of Yokohama, is foundering two hundred miles off Alaska in a raging storm. She decides this job is their last chance to save the company. But there is more at stake than she knows. 372 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00.

THE SHAPE OF WATER. By Gu del Toro & D. Kraus. Made into an Academy Award film it’s the story of Elisa, who comes across an amphibious man captured in the Amazon and beautifully Lara, the very embodiment of the pain and chaos of those cataclysmic times. 675 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

ROADS. By Johanna Spyri. The story of a five year old orphaned girl named Heidi. She comes across an amphibious man captured in the Amazon and beautifully Lara, the very embodiment of the pain and chaos of those cataclysmic times. 675 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

THE OTHER WOMAN. By Owen Laukkanen. When McKenna Rhodes, skipper of the Gale Force salvage boat, receives word the freighter Pacific Lion, out of Yokohama, is foundering two hundred miles off Alaska in a raging storm. She decides this job is their last chance to save the company. But there is more at stake than she knows. 372 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00.

SWIFT VENGEANCE. By T. Jefferson Parker. Private Investigator Roland Ford is on the trail of a mysterious killer who is beheading CIA drone operators and leaving peculiar clues at each crime scene. The killer is the most terrifying is the odd note the killer has left behind. “Vengeance is justice. The thunder is coming for you. Sincerely, California.” 334 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.95.

THE LATE SHOW. By Michael Connely. Detective Renee Ballard, stuck on LAPD’s night shift, captures two assignments she doesn’t want to give up to the day shift. Against orders she works both cases, one involving a pugilist, the other a waiter. As both cases intertwine Ballard must confront her own demons and an unholy damger, putting her career and life on the line, 465 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.


THE SHAPE OF WATER. By G. del Toro & D. Kraus. Made into an Academy Award film it’s the story of Elisa, who comes across an amphibious man captured in the Amazon and beautifully Lara, the very embodiment of the pain and chaos of those cataclysmic times. 675 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

THE LUCKY ONE. By Nicholas Sparks. Filled with tender romance and terrific suspense, this is an unforgettable story about the surprising paths our lives often take and the power of fate to guide us to true and everlasting love. 416 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

CLONAL MURDER. By T. Jefferson Parker. Private Investigator Roland Ford is on the trail of a mysterious killer who is beheading CIA drone operators and leaving peculiar clues at each crime scene. The killer is the most terrifying is the odd note the killer has left behind. “Vengeance is justice. The thunder is coming for you. Sincerely, California.” 334 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.95.


RUN AWAY. By John Katzenbach. In a single moment, a double twist in the story of Elisa, who comes across an amphibious man captured in the Amazon and beautifully Lara, the very embodiment of the pain and chaos of those cataclysmic times. 675 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.
399631X TO BE WHERE YOU ARE. By Jan Karan. After twelve years of wrestling with retirement, Father Tim Kavanagh realizes he doesn’t need a steady job to prove himself. Then he’s given one. As for what it proves, heaven only knows.誉 for book. Doubleday. America’s favorite priest. 350 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

★ 3998747 A SONG FOR THE DARK TIMES. By Ian Rankin. When his daughter, Samantha, calls in the dead of night, John Rebus knows it’s not good news. Her husband has been missing for two days. Rebus fears the worst and knows from his lifetime in the police that his daughter will be the prime suspect. Will the truth, for the first time, be the one thing Rebus doesn’t want to find? 320 pages. Little Brown. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★ 3984915 SHADOWS IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. In this latest thrilling adventure, Eve Dallas is desperate to protect her husband Roarke, and Roarke is desperate to protect Eve. And together, they’re determined to find Cobbe, Roarke’s murderous half-brother before he finds them—even if it takes them far outside Eve’s usual jurisdiction. 355 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

3987786 ROBERT B. PARKER’S LITTLE WHITE LIES. By Ace Atkins. Connie Kelly thought she found the perfect man online, a handsome former CIA agent and a frequent guest on national news shows. She fell so hard for him that when he vanishes with a $300,000 check, she writes him a $4,000,000 check. When he vanishes with the money, Connie’s therapist gives her Spenser’s card. And Spenser knows how to sniff out a phony. 304 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95

★ 3998444 THE COAST-TO-COAST MURDERS. By James Patterson & J.D. Barker. In Los Angeles, Detective Garrett Dobbs and FBI agent Jessica Gimble have joined forces to work a murder case that seems like a dead end. Their investigation is quickly identified and apprehended. But there’s another killer just like the one they’ve been investigating. And another. Dobbs and Gimble race against time to stop an ingenuous deranged killer. 354 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.25 $19.95

★ 3990451 EIGHTEEN BELOW. By Stefan Ahnhem. On a hot summer’s day the police chase a speeding car through the streets of Helingsborg. When they reach the bridge, the driver loses control, jumps into the cold, dark waters of the Oresund strait. Fabian Risk and his team are confident that this is a suicide—until the autopsy reveals something unexpected. 278 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 399881X BLACKOUT. By Linda Lovely. A Prominent political leader, brutalized to death on a bright summer’s night. A young reporter leaves Reykjavik to investigate on her own, unaware that an innocent person’s life hangs in the balance. Ari Thor and his colleagues on the police force are pushed to the limit as they struggle with a perplexing case, threatening them all. 252 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $15.95

★ 398799X SUMMER ON THE RIVER. By Marcia Willett. As this year’s summer descends, Eve’s family gathers once more at the beautiful old riverside house where they have discovered something threatening their future, a shadow falls over them all: this summer by the river could be their last together. 315 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

★ 3987965 THE SONGBIRD. By Marcia Willett. When Tim contemplates in Mattie that he needs a sabbatical from work and a fresh place to live, she suggests he move into one of the cottages at his family’s home in the beautiful English countryside. As he gets to know the warm jumble of family who share their lives, Tim discovers that everyone has secret sins. 265 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3990249 THE BRINK. By J.S. Murray & D. Wearmouth. Former New York City mayor Tom Cafferty has been haunted by the horror of that single day: the opening of the brand-new Z train subway line beneath the Hudson River—the shining pinnacle of his tenure. But the ribbon-cutting ceremony turned deadly when the train was attacked by a horde of hyperintelligent, bloodthirsty creatures unknown to humanity. 226 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $9.95


★ 3998074 WICKED RIVER. By Jenny Mitchman. Six million acres of Adirondack forest separate North and South and a long-ago conflict. For the newelyweds, an isolated back country honeymoon seems ideal. But just as Natalie and Doug begin to explore the depths of their love for each other, it becomes clear that they are not alone in the woods. Because secrets may be for the wicked to hide, and for someone to go missing. 456 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ 3998634 TAILSPIN. By Sandra Brown. Rye Mallett, a fearless “fright dog” pilot who delivers cargo far and wide, is forced into the currents of human politics, which is coming to an upheaval in Washington, D.C. For the man who looks so perfect, it could be their last together. 315 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

★ 3992703 TREASON. By Stuart Woods. Upon returning to New York City after a whirlwind British excursion, Stone Barrington is notified of a delicate situation within the country’s administration. From the City of Light to the rocky Maine coastline, Stone will need to summon all his wit and daring to halt the plots threatening to reveal confidential intel and catch an elusive traitor. 340 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

★ 3997162 LENSマン FROM RIGEL. By David A. Kyle. An assassin’s attack has nearly killed Second Stage Lensman Tegronsee, the brilliant telepathic intelligence chief of the Galactic Patrol. Their former disciple, the Rigellian Tegron, has taken it upon himself to infiltrate the Iduan Zone to get revenge. And he has a one person alliance: a rookie Tellurian Patrolman named D&D. Cloud plan a desperate shell game to avoid intergalactic devastation. 270 pages. Red Jacket. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

★ 3998744 CRISS CROSS. By James Patterson. After witnessing the execution of a killer he helped to convict, Detective Alex Cross is called to investigate a series that offers, for the first time ever, all the Peanuts strips that ran in Sunday newspapers—each comic strip reproduced in vibrant, warm full color. In two luxurious hardcovers, spanning the years 1952 through 1960, Schulz introduces the now iconic characters, their funny antics, and their familiar details, that make clear that M is after a prize so dear, it could kill him. 604 pages. Harper. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

3999424 LITTLE HOUSE IN THE BIG WOODS. By Laura Ingalls Wilder. Be transported back in time to America’s pioneer days with Laura Ingalls Wilder’s beloved tale of life in the Big Woods of Wisconsin, in a little gray house made of logs. Ages 4 & up. 194 pages. Harper. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

★ 3990451 EIGHTEEN BELOW. By Stefan Ahnhem. On a hot summer’s day the police chase a speeding car through the streets of Helingsborg. When they reach the bridge, the driver loses control, jumps into the cold, dark waters of the Oresund strait. Fabian Risk and his team are confident that this is a suicide—until the autopsy reveals something unexpected. 278 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 399819X BLACKOUT. By Linda Lovely. A Prominent political leader, brutalized to death on a bright summer’s night. A young reporter leaves Reykjavik to investigate on her own, unaware that an innocent person’s life hangs in the balance. Ari Thor and his colleagues on the police force are pushed to the limit as they struggle with a perplexing case, threatening them all. 252 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $15.95

★ 3998135 BRIDES OF ALASKA. By Tracie Peterson. Novels. In a Light in the Window, nurse Julie cares for the victims of the 1925 diphtheria epidemic while Sam waits patiently at home. In Destiny’s Road, Beth loses her beloved husband in WWII and returns to Alaska with her two sons. And in I’llodarn Dream, Rita travels to her hometown of Tok, Alaska to enter the dog sled race. 392 pages. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
**NEW FICTION**

**3986012 DECEPTION COVE.** By Owen Laukkanen. The last thing ex-con Mason Burke wants is to be dragged back into the criminal world. The last thing that 13-year-old Missy Winslow wants is to be a witness. But neither of them can leave a friend in danger—Lucy-Jess’s service dog who was trained by Mason. They’ll have to forge an uneasy alliance and go on the run to conquer their fears and passions. 372 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

**3995380 THE SURPRISING ADVENTURES OF BARON MUNCHAUSEN.** By Rudolf Erich Raspe. The fantastical story of the semi-mythical folk hero Baron Munchausen, who has delighted generations of readers all over the world. First published in London in 1785, these adventures are clearly drawn on folklore and on Raspe’s own whimsical inventiveness. A gold-embossed cloth-bound edition with a ribbon bookmark. Illus. 196 pages. Everyman’s Library. Pub. at $20.00. $6.95

**399371X TRAPER’S MOON.** By Jong Sherman. Mountain men Lennell and Morgan Hawke have known violence back East, but nothing like the bloody brutality they will face in the rich fur-trapping forests of the High Rockies. But will the two men be tough enough to survive the killing ground of the High Rockies, and return to civilization with their fortune in fur? 286 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

---

**3992118 MRS. MORRIS AND THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST.** By Traci Wilton. Charlene’s parents are in town for Christmas, and her mother is determined to make it a tree. Her 50-bushel-a-year Jack, isn’t fond of her either—and he’s showing it with some haunting high jinks. But when Charlene takes her mom and dad out for dinner, the less than seasonal spirits take a deadly turn. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $6.95

**3992896 A KNIFE IN THE HEART.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Some say luck comes in threes. And if you’re a bank robber or bloodthirsty killer, that bad luck comes in the form of three hard times. So when a train conductor, Jack McCulloc, Sean Keegan and Jed Breen. Three roads to justice. But when their paths cross near Arizona’s Dead River, they’ve got to join forces and face all of their enemies, some hell or high water. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $6.95

**3994724 IN THE SHADOW OF VESUVIUS.** By Tasha Alexander. Emily’s ex-husband and her current friend, Colin Hargreaves, have accompanied her dear friend Ivy Brandon on a trip to Pompeii. When they uncover a corpse and the police dismiss the murder as the work of local gangsters, Emily launches an investigation of her own. 295 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99. $6.95

**3992722 AN AMISH HUSBAND FOR TILLIE.** By Amy Lillard. Levi Yoder is grieving the loss of his wife and wants to be alone. He is hardly pleased to open his door and find a pregnant woman—a painful reminder of all he’s lost. But as a storm approaches, he can’t turn Tillie away. Yet as morning nears, the miracle of Christmas brings unexpected challenges, opportunities and promises for the future. 265 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $4.95

**399287X HOLDING OUT FOR CHRISTMAS.** By Janet Dailey. Corner Branch still hasn’t stopped thinking about the sultry singer he spotted on stage during last year’s Cowboy Christmas Ball. So imagine his surprise when he discovers the demure kindergarten teacher who comes home for the holidays to Branding Iron, Texas, is the very same woman. Now he’s determined to prove to her by his side the Peanuts every Sunday, 1961-1965. By Charles M. Schulz. This volume comprises the first half of the Peanuts strip which theild. The characters in the Peanuts repertoire company came together—Charlie Brown, Pig-Pen, Shelly, Peanuts Charlie Brown, Pig-Pen, Sherry, Violet, Sally, Patty, Schroeder, and especially Snoopy. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Fantagraphics. $19.95

---

**3998797 THE TWELVE STRANGE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS.** By Syd Moore. Nothing says Christmas more than a good old fashioned ghost story. And the twenty-four short stories on a dark winter’s night, so sit back and enjoy a little pinch of Yuletide mayhem. These extraordinary tales, one for each day of Christmas, explore the odd, the peculiar and the downright chilling. 216 pages. Oneword. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**399493X ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE.** By Agatha Christie. Accused of bludgeoning his mother to death with a poker, Jack had maintained his innocence throughout his trial, claiming that he was hitchhiking on the night of the murder, and picked up by a middle-aged man. The police were never able to locate the man—until he shows up a year later—and six months too late. 269 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

**3998058 THE TWELVE DOGS OF CHRISTMAS.** By David Rosenfelt. A neighbor reports Martha “Pups” Boyer, a dog rescue worker with the local shelter, to the city for having more than the legal number of pets, and defense lawyer Andy Carpenter comes to her rescue. When the neighbor turns up dead, and all the evidence seems to point to Pups, suddenly Andy has a murder case on his hand. 264 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95

**3991253 MURDER AT THE MILL.** By M.B. Roger. She’s cooking to escape her crumbling marriage. So she decides to move and paint a portrait of Dominic Wetherby, a celebrated crime writer. On Christmas Day, the youngest member of the Wetherby family finds a body. Iris has moved to a village of gossips, buried secrets, and murder. 391 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99. $4.95

**3993671 MEG: Nightstalkers.** By Steve Alten. Fifth book of the MEG series. Having witnessed his queen’s brutal death, David risks his life to save the crew of the PRISM and ‘s省份子iscs. Joining in the hunt for the man–until he shows up a year later–and six months too late. 269 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

**3991229 THE LONG Paw of the LAW.** By Diane Kelly. Texas police officer Megan Luz and her K-9 partner Brigit, get a call that a baby girl has turned up at the station. Megan searches for clues and ends up at the Place of Peace compound, a religious sect where everyone is kept on a short leash. 356 pages. Pub. at $7.99. $6.95

**3998730 ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE.** By Agatha Christie. Accused of bludgeoning his mother to death with a poker, Jack had maintained his innocence throughout his trial, claiming that he was hitchhiking on the night of the murder, and picked up by a middle-aged man. The police were never able to locate the man—until he shows up a year later—and six months too late. 269 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95

**201156 BREAKING POINT.** By Allison Brennan. JT Caruso often worries about his sister Bella, given her line of work. This time, when he learns that Bella is working undercover to find a missing girl involved in a prostitution ring, JT asks FBI Special Agent Kincaid for help. But Bella, who will not rest until the girl is saved, does not want to be found. 437 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

**3991342 TOO Far gone.** By Allison Brennan. Special Agent Lucy Kincaid is assigned to investigate a group of people being held hostage by a man who appears to be mentally unstable. But when Lucy is run off the road, she begins to wonder if the attack is connected to another case, or the current one. 490 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95


**3991350 A WALK AMONG THE TOMBSTONES.** By Lawt. The Lights of Western Stars Al Hammond, holds the alliances of many others—ranchers, soldiers, cruel lawmen and Mexican rebels. 797 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

---

**3988436 PEANUTS EVERY SUNDAY, 1961-1965.** By Charles M. Schulz. This volume comprises the first half of the Peanuts strip which theild. The characters in the Peanuts repertoire company came together—Charlie Brown, Pig-Pen, Sherry, Violet, Sally, Patty, Schroeder, and especially Snoopy. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Fantagraphics. $19.95

---

**3998977 THE TWELVE STRANGE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS.** By Syd Moore. Nothing says Christmas more than a good old fashioned ghost story. And the twenty-four short stories on a dark winter’s night, so sit back and enjoy a little pinch of Yuletide mayhem. These extraordinary tales, one for each day of Christmas, explore the odd, the peculiar and the downright chilling. 216 pages. Oneword. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

---

**399443X WESTERN STARS.** By Janet Dailey. Nothing says Christmas more than an old fashioned ghost story. And the twenty-four short stories on a dark winter’s night, so sit back and enjoy a little pinch of Yuletide mayhem. These extraordinary tales, one for each day of Christmas, explore the odd, the peculiar and the downright chilling. 216 pages. Oneword. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95
NEW FICTION

3992837 DEATH ON THE GREEN. By Catie Murphy. Currently Megan Malone, ex-U.S. Army and limo driver in Ireland, is driving world-class champion golfer Luke Wadhoe and his ex-wife’s sister, who’s invited her on vacation while he plays in a tournament. Unfortunately there’s a surprise waiting for them on the course—a dead body—and Megan had motive. Now Megan must uncover the links to the truth before the real killer takes a swing at someone else. 278 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3992861 HERE COMES SANTA PAWS. By Laurien Berenson. It’s the most wonderful time of the year in Connecticut, but Melanie Travis finds surviving this December may take a real Christmas miracle when a young woman—her sometime friend planner Claire is named a prime suspect for the murder. 183 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3992888 HOLLYBERRY HOMICIDE. By Sharon Farrow. Marlee Jacob is an obvious choice for the role of Jacob Marley in Oriole Point’s production of A Christmas Carol. It’s just sad that the role has opened up because of the death of the elderly actor who’d originally been cast. But then there are accidents on the set, and worse, a body is found. If Marlee can’t wrap up this case, she may not have a berry merry Christmas. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3992979 CANDY SLAIN MURDER. By Maddie Day. As December sweeps through South Carolina, Jordan Smith and her best friend Claire are named a prime suspect for the murder. It’s the most wonderful time of the year in Connecticut, but Melanie Travis finds surviving this December may take a real Christmas miracle when a young woman—her sometime friend planner Claire is named a prime suspect for the murder. 183 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3992979 CANDY SLAIN MURDER. By Maddie Day. As December sweeps through South Carolina, Jordan Smith and her best friend Claire are named a prime suspect for the murder. It’s the most wonderful time of the year in Connecticut, but Melanie Travis finds surviving this December may take a real Christmas miracle when a young woman—her sometime friend planner Claire is named a prime suspect for the murder. 183 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3993102 CASH FOR A CAUSE MURDER. By Carlene O’Connor et al. Novels. Tis the season for hot chocolate and mouthwatering treats. But sometimes too much of a good thing can be downright deadly as Carlene O’Connor; Ashley Dyer. While Britain is obsessed with the newest hit true-crime television show, detectives Ruth Lake and Greg Carver are confronted by a fiendish flesh-and-blood killer on the loose. Exploiting England’s current true-crime craze, he uses social media to titillate and terrorize the public. 435 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

3993181 MR. NOBODY. By Catherine Steadman. Neuropsychiatrist Emma Lewis is asked to assess a patient found on a British beach. With her field of expertise, this is the chance she’s been waiting for, and this case may make her name known across the world. And therein lies the danger. The more time she spends with her patient, the more deeply she becomes entangled. 364 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

3993658 HOLIDAY LIGHTS. Novellas. In The Forgetful Bride Cailtin is stuck spending the holidays with Joe, her childhood friend, who is still a terrible tease. In Sugar and Spice librarian Jayne Gilbert never thought she could have a holiday reunion. And in Friends—and Then Some Lily decides it’s time to find a husband, preferably one who can look after her. 476 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3984366 THE KILLINGS AT KINGFISHER HILL. By Sophie Hannah. Hercule Poirot is traveling by passenger car from London to the Kingfisher Hill estate. Richard Devonport has summoned the renowned detective to prove that his fiancee is innocent of the murder of his brother—with one strange condition—he must conceal his true reason for being there from the rest of the Devonport family. 272 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

3994548 THE BUTTERFLY GIRL. By Rene Denfeld. With an uncanny ability for finding missing children, Naomi, an investigator, made a promise that she would not take another case until she finds her younger sister. The few leads that she has bring her to Portland, Oregon, where scores of homeless children wander the streets. Though reluctant to get involved, she’s unable to resist the pull of children who are missing. 264 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3994902 THE RETREAT. By Sherri Smith. Four women. Four secrets. And a weekend at a wellness retreat that will change them forever. Each woman has come for different reasons. Each has her secrets to hide. And at the end of this weekend, only one will be left standing. 349 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

3992780 AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS. By Shelby Shepard Gray et al. Novels. For the Amish, the day after Christmas is for family, feasting, and exchanging simple gifts. For three different couples, it will bring another precious chance for love in A Christmas Carol. By Jack Campbell. In the twenty-first century, former fifteen-year-old Marine Mele Darcy led improvised forces on the battlefields of Afghanistan and Iraq. But now he’s a limo driver in Ireland, is driving world-class champion golfer Luke Wadhoe and his ex-wife’s sister, who’s invited her on vacation while he plays in a tournament. Unfortunately there’s a surprise waiting for them on the course—a dead body—and Megan had motive. Now Megan must uncover the links to the truth before the real killer takes a swing at someone else. 278 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3992953 GINGERSMUND MURDER. By Maya Corrigan. This season Bayport, Maryland, is a death risk. When a body is found in Victorioe’s bowling alley, Val Deniston and her grandfather are taking part in the Dickens of a Holiday festival and Val is hosting a tea party serving the festival’s volunteers. But when Santa turns blue after eating a cookie, Val and Granddad have a cookie-cutter killer to crack before New Year. 276 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3992802 CHRISTMAS COCOA MURDER. By Carlene O’Connor et al. Novels. Tis the season for hot chocolate and mouthwatering treats. But sometimes too much of a good thing can be downright deadly as Carlene O’Connor; Ashley Dyer. While Britain is obsessed with the newest hit true-crime television show, detectives Ruth Lake and Greg Carver are confronted by a fiendish flesh-and-blood killer on the loose. Exploiting England’s current true-crime craze, he uses social media to titillate and terrorize the public. 435 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

3994919 THE CUTTING ROOM. By Ashley Dyer. While Britain is obsessed with the newest hit true-crime television show, detectives Ruth Lake and Greg Carver are confronted by a fiendish flesh-and-blood killer on the loose. Exploiting England’s current true-crime craze, he uses social media to titillate and terrorize the public. 435 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

399063X LARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING. By Donna Andrews. It’s Christmastime in Bayport, and the bay is full of holiday festivities, but Megan is helping with the town’s festivities. While directing a nativity pageant, she finds a surprise in the form of a dead body. A note from the mother says it was a fake for the sake of the children implicates Meg’s brother Rob as the father. 279 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

3988023 TIN MAN. By Sarah Winman. Ellis and Michael are twelve-year old boys when they first become friends, and for a long time it is just the two of them wandering the streets of London together, teaching themselves how to swim, discovering poetry, and dodging the fists of overbearing fathers. Many years later, Ellis is married to Annie, and Michael is married to Marie. But then something happens. What happened is that Michael was killed, and now Ellis’s life is turned upside down. 214 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $23.00 $5.95

3990379 DEADLY CAMARGUE. By Cay Rodemacher. The air over Provence shimmers in sizzling heat. Capitaine Roger Blanc and his colleague Marius Torson are called to the Camargue. A black fighting bull has escaped from the pasture and has gored a cyclist. A bizarre accident, or so it initially seems. Until Blanc discovers evidence that leaves the gate open intentionally. 293 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95
**NEW FICTION**

★ **3993280 A SCANDAL IN SCARLET.** By Vicki Delany. Delany dog late one night, Gemma Doyle acts quickly when she smells smoke outside Scarlet Cottage, the West London Mystery School which unfortunately suffers extensive damage. Gemma and Janice Wilson decide to turn their time to raise money for the rebuilding of the museum—but a killer wants a piece of the action. 326 pages. Crook Lane. Paperback. At $7.99 ★ $5.95

★ **3993272 MURDERS AND METAPHORS.** By Amanda Flower. Charming Books owners Velvet and Grandma Daisy have decided to host a celebrity sommelier Belinda Perkins’s book signing during the grape harvest festival. Littered with empty chairs, the ice wine festival will turn cold still when Violet finds Belinda in the middle of the frozen vineyard—with a grape harvest knife protruding from her chest! 330 pages. At $5.95.

★ **3997030 DYING IN A WINTER WONDERLAND.** By Vicki Delany. Merry Willerson is looking forward to a much-needed rest after the Christmas Holidays, but before that can happen, Luanne walks through her door. Merry is to help with Luanne’s wedding decorations, and has now moved her wedding date up. But when Luanne’s fiancé is found murdered, Merry resolves to restore peace and calm to the community of Rudolph and find the killer. 293 pages. Berkley. Paperback. At $7.99 ★ $5.95

★ **3998317 OWL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.** By Donna Andrews. It’s a few days before Christmas and Meg Langslow’s grandfather is hosting Owl Fest, a conference on owls, at the elegant Caerphilly Inn. When one of the visiting ornithologists is murdered, no one—including the killer—can escape because of the snowstorm raging outside. Now Meg must come to the rescue, or no owl will make it home for Christmas! 315 pages. By Martin’s. Paperback. At $7.99 ★ $5.95

★ **3999045 GILGAMESH.** By Stephen Mitchell. One of the masterpieces of world literature, Gilgamesh dates from as early as 1700 BC—a thousand years before the Iliad. This new translation by Mitchell allows us to enter an ancient masterpiece as if for the first time. Lost for nearly two millennia, Gilgamesh is brought back to life in its entirety. 290 pages. Free Press. Paperback. At $18.00 ★ $12.95

★ **3996492 DEATH ON THE WAY.** By Freeman Wills Crofts. Work on the widening of the Southern Railway’s route along the Dorsel coast is halted when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest, the Lorimer investigation team becomes a dark master mystery when a witness swears to seeing a man in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest the tragedy becomes a dark and sinister mystery when a man is hit in the path of a train. At the inquest th
3989577 YOU WERE MADE FOR THIS. By Michelle Sacks. The perfect home, the perfect family, the perfect life. Everyone inside the house has reason to fear what the people outside might see. And as the dark truth slowly begins to show through the cracks, Merry, her husband Sam, and her best friend Frank, will go to desperate lengths to keep their picture-perfect lives intact. 336 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

4900125 SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE. By Jill Shalvis. In one fell swoop, Maddie loses her job, her apartment, and her good looks. She's a mess, and to top it all off, her former flame leaves her for one of her best friends. But then came Liz, a stunning woman with a secret, and a smoldering attraction Maddie can't resist. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3988999 DEAR JOHN. By Nicholas Sparks. The attraction between John and Savannah is mutual and quickly grows into the kind of love that leaves Savannah vowing to wait for John while he finishes his tour of duty. But neither can foresee that 9/11 is about to change the world. When he finally returns home, John will discover how love can transform us in ways we never could have imagined. 375 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3988979 THE CHRISTMAS COWBOY HERO. By Donna Grant. Savannah antique dealer Eloise “Weezie” Foley’s holiday season is turning out to be full of distractions. Her wedding to her longtime love, Daniel, is fast approaching, and he’s away working as the guest chef at a New York restaurant. Meanwhile her maid of honor, BeBe is due to give birth any day. 288 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3988978 CHRISTMAS BLISS. By Mary Kay Andrews. Savannah socialite Delaney Cartwright knows she can’t go through with her wedding—but she can’t simply call it off either. Detective Nick Vinetelli’s sworn off relationships don’t stand a chance. He needs Delaney—and he’s not getting mixed up with another runaway bride. But when Delaney finds herself in danger, Nick is willing to do anything to keep her safe. 359 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3988990 THE CHRISTMAS REMEDY. By Cindy & Erin Woodsmall. When an unexpected crisis at the pharmacy Holly Zook works at threatens to shut its doors, Holly must partner with Joshua Smucker to continue to try to help her community. As the snows of December arrive and Christmas fills the air, Holly will discover that the difference within her Amish tradition is the same woman like her. 199 pages. WaterBrook. Pub. at $14.99

49001X LONG, TALL TEXAN. By Lori Wilde. Texas socialite Delaney Cartwright knows she can’t go through with her wedding—but she can’t simply call it off either. Detective Nick Vinetelli’s sworn off relationships don’t stand a chance. He needs Delaney—and he’s not getting mixed up with another runaway bride. But when Delaney finds herself in danger, Nick is willing to do anything to keep her safe. 359 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

399001X MIRROR IMAGE. By Sandra Brown. As Avery Daniels lies helpless in the hospital after a plane crash, she makes a shattering discovery: someone close to senatorial candidate Tate Rudledge is planning to assassinate him. Now to save Tate’s life Avery must prove that he truly is the master of his fate. 400 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3989372 A NOISE DOWNTOWN. By Linwood Barclay. College professor Paul Davis is a normal guy with a normal life. But that normal existence is turned upside down one evening when he overhears his colleague Kenneth, driving in a suspicious manner along a deserted road. Curious and concerned, Paul catches him in a horrifying act—trying to dispose of two bodies. 356 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

3990036 PASSING THROUGH PARADISE. By Susan Wiggs. Two years ago Sandra was the happily married wife of Victory Winslow, a politician who could do no wrong and the favorite son of a town called Paradise. But ever since she lost her husband in a mysterious accident, Sandra has been living under a dark cloud—suspicion—until she meets Mike Malloy. 451 pages. Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3989164 COWBOY, CROSS MY HEART. By Donna Grant. When Naomi Pierce returns to her Texas hometown, she can’t help but sweep up again on the rough and tumble world of big-Time, bronco-busting good ol’ boys she loved as a girl. She might be here to photograph her Rodeo Queen best friend. But it’s one fine looking cowboy who makes her heart race. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3988989 CHRISTMAS BLISS. By Mary Kay Andrews. Savannah antique dealer Eloise “Weezie” Foley’s holiday season is turning out to be full of distractions. Her wedding to her longtime love, Daniel, is fast approaching, and he’s away working as the guest chef at a New York restaurant. Meanwhile her maid of honor, BeBe is due to give birth any day. 288 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


3989410 THE SISTERS. By Jilted by her fiance, Amanda gives up on marriage. Daf fin has long captured her attention, and when a threat calls him to her side as a bodyguard, the sparks between them ignite. 299 pages. Oakleaf Press. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3989454 PASSING THROUGH PARADISE. By Susan Wiggs. Two years ago Sandra was the happily married wife of Victory Winslow, a politician who could do no wrong and the favorite son of a town called Paradise. But ever since she lost her husband in a mysterious accident, Sandra has been living under a dark cloud—suspicion—until she meets Mike Malloy. 451 pages. Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

3989897 KISS ME AT CHRISTMAS. By Valerie Bowman. Regina has given up on marriage. She is dedicated to proclaiming God’s Word, and six families are thrust into the international spotlight—desperate and frantic with worry. Kate Waters always does everything she can be first to the story, but she can’t help thinking of her own sadness. As they learn of one another, and how their lives figure into the grand scheme of things, they come to realize that each and every one of them is a part of God’s plan.

3989402 THE MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S NIGHT. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Jilted by her fiance, Amanda gives up on marriage. Daf fin has long captured her attention, and when a threat calls him to her side as a bodyguard, the sparks between them ignite. 299 pages. Oakleaf Press. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


3989496 THE SUSPECT. By Fiona Barton. When we hear a cry for help coming from Thailand, their families are thrust into the international spotlight—desperate and frantic with worry. Kate Waters always does everything she can be first to the story, but she can’t help thinking of her own sadness. As they learn of one another, and how their lives figure into the grand scheme of things, they come to realize that each and every one of them is a part of God’s plan.

3989497 THE MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S NIGHT. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Jilted by her fiance, Amanda gives up on marriage. Daf fin has long captured her attention, and when a threat calls him to her side as a bodyguard, the sparks between them ignite. 299 pages. Oakleaf Press. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3989498 THE MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S NIGHT. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Jilted by her fiance, Amanda gives up on marriage. Daf fin has long captured her attention, and when a threat calls him to her side as a bodyguard, the sparks between them ignite. 299 pages. Oakleaf Press. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3989499 THE MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S NIGHT. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Jilted by her fiance, Amanda gives up on marriage. Daf fin has long captured her attention, and when a threat calls him to her side as a bodyguard, the sparks between them ignite. 299 pages. Oakleaf Press. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99
**NEW FICTION**

**3987671** A MOTHER’S GIFT. By Charlotte Hubbard. Three months after Leah married Jude, a widower with three children, Leah feels as if her world is coming down around her. Then a baby is abandoned at their doorstep. Caring for the infant renews Leah’s strength to pull her family together. With Jude’s steadfast support Leah finds the beginning of a life rich in love, faith, and purpose. 376 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**3990044** MISTLETOE MAGIC. By Fern Michaels. Novellas. The best holiday surprises occur underneath the mistletoe in four touching tales from the New York Times bestselling author. Includes Making Spirits Bright; Mister Christmas; A Winter Wonderland; and Candy Canes and Cupid. 328 pages. Zebra Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

**3989895** THE CORNER OF HOLLY AND IVY. By Debbie Mason. When Arianna’s dream of being a wedding dress designer is over, she isn’t expecting a holly jolly Christmas. That is until her high school sweetheart returns to town and she finds his mere presence still makes her pulse race. 380 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**3991202** THE DUKE WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO. By Karen Bears. The reluctant visitor from the Rook. A man with no name, no past, no memories. He awakens in a mass grave, a magnificent dragon tattoo on his arm the sole clue to his mysterious origins. His only hope for survival, and salvation, lies in the beautiful stranger, Lorelei, who finds him. 369 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**3999984** IT HAPPENED AT CHRISTMAS. By Debbie Mason. Out of money and out of options, Skylar finds herself on Christmas, Colorado, seeking the comfort of her best friends. But then she comes face to face with one of her biggest mistakes: the town’s gorgeous mayor, Ethan. But Skylar is exactly the kind of distraction he can’t afford right now. But maybe a Christmas miracle will bring them together again. 481 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**3995011** WHITE CHRISTMAS WEDDING. By Celeste Winters. Beth never planned on returning to her family’s farm in the Midwest to get married, especially not for a Christmas wedding. But when her fiancé’s family wants her to sign a prenup, Beth’s hopes for her future may be crumbling even as the guests arrive. 243 pages. Howard. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**3990079** ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE BOURNE INITIATIVE. By Eric Van Lustbader. Convinced of Bourne’s treason, for possessing a Russian plot against America, the head of top secret NSA department will do everything in his power to kill him. However, he cannot break cover, hunted by the CIA. He must join forces with his bitterest enemy, a Somali arms dealer named Keyre. 493 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**3985857** TWO WEEKS. By Karen Kingsbury. As Elise’s due date draws near, she becomes focused on one truth: she has two weeks to change her mind about the adoption. With her good friend Cole keeping vigil and her mind about the adoption. With her good friend Cole keeping vigil and his steadfast support, the Adoption. With her good friend Cole keeping vigil and her fiancé’s family wants her to sign a prenup, Beth’s hopes for her future may be crumbling even as the guests arrive. 243 pages. Howard. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**3981872** ATTACK ON PEARL HARBOR: Solving America’s Greatest Mysterious. By Marcus Sutter. Joe can’t believe his luck when Skipper, the street dog all the Navy guys love, follows him home. But with a new baby sister in the house, he knows his fiancé can’t afford the extra baggage. But when Skipper lands on the Japanese’s Pearl Harbor, it may be up to Skipper to make sure they all make it out alive. Ages 10-14. 168 pages. Harper. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**3991245** MIND GAME. By Iris Johansen. Jane MacDaire is plagued by dreams of a girl in danger, dreaming of a girl in danger, missing the events that surround her. Who is this girl, and what is she trying to tell Jane? Will Jane figure it out before it’s too late, for her and the mysterious young woman? Things are further complicated when Eve Duncan surprises Jane with a combination of her own, 4.57 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**3994370** FINGAL O’REILLY, IRISH DOCTOR. By Patrick Taylor. Shifting back and forth between the present and the past, this captivating story brings to life both the green young man Fingal O’Reilly once was, and the canny village doctor that readers have come to know and admire. 609 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

**3989305** THE KNIGHT’S BRIDE. By Tracie Peterson et al. Novellas. Six romantic adventures spanning time out during medieval time in England, Ireland, and Germany despite wars, oppression, and injustices of the day in Where Angels Camp; A Legend of Mercy; The Strangers’ Kingdom Divided; Alas, My Love; and A Child of Promise. 652 pages. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**3984893** IN A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM. By Ellen Hart. Minnesota private investigator Jane Lawless is headed out on a little getaway and is planning a visit with her old friend Camilla in her hometown of Castle Lake. When an old classmate’s remains are discovered in someone’s backyard, the investigation heats up fast, and it’s up to Jane to sort the innocent from the guilty. 301 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**3995259** STAR TREK PICARD: The Last Best Hope. By Una McCormack. The unthinkable is about to become a reality as a stunning revelation exposes what the highest levels of the Romulan Empire have desperately attempted to keep secret at all costs. Within a few years, the Romulan star will go supernova, threatening the lives of nearly a billion people and forever altering the geopolitical landscape of the Alpha Quadrant. 322 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**3989151** CAPE MAY. By Chip Cheek. It’s 1957, and young Cabot Ellis, very young now, newly returned from Georgia, arrive in Cape May, New Jersey, for their honeymoon. It’s September, though, and the town is deserted. Feeling shy of each other and isolated, they decide to cut the trip short. But before they leave, Cabot meets a glamorous Zeeland woman who sweeps them up into their drama. 248 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**3997758** CALL OF THE RAVEN. By Wilbur Smith. Returning home from university, the son of a wealthy plantation owner, Mungo St. John discovers his family is ruined, his inheritance stolen, and his sweetheart, Camilla, is taken by the conniving Chester Marion. Fueled by anger and love, Mungo swears vengeance and devotes his life to saving Camilla and destroying Chester. 431 pages. Zaffe. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**3993787** BEYOND A REASONABLE SPOUT. By Ellie Alexander. The low-key vibes at Nitro, a craft brewery, are suddenly disrupted by a local political scandal involving an 18-year-old who was arrested running for re-election on a platform of making Leavenworth, Washington, dry—until, just before election night Kristopher turns up dead. Now it’s up to Nitro owner, Sloan Krause to find out who the guilty party really is. 294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**3995244** KISS THE GIRLS AND MAKE THEM CRY. By Patterson. Novels. For Lucy Stone, Thanksgiving in Tinker’s Cove, Maine, is more than just gathering friends and family in gratitude. It’s also about catching a killer or two: in Turkey Trot Murder. 394 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**3989151** CAPE MAY. By Chip Cheek. It’s 1957, and young Cabot Ellis, very young now, newly returned from Georgia, arrive in Cape May, New Jersey, for their honeymoon. It’s September, though, and the town is deserted. Feeling shy of each other and isolated, they decide to cut the trip short. But before they leave, Cabot meets a glamorous Zeeland woman who sweeps them up into their drama. 248 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**3992788** MISTLETOE AND MURDER. By Carla Dunn. It’s December 1923, and the former Detective Viscountess Dalcry has decreed that for Christmas the family will all gather at Brockedene in Cornwall at the invitation of Lord Westmore. When one of the Christmas guests is found murdered, Daisy and her husband Detective Chief Inspector Joseph Smith. Returning home from university, the son of a wealthy plantation owner, Mungo St. John discovers his family is ruined, his inheritance stolen, and his sweetheart, Camilla, is taken by the conniving Chester Marion. Fueled by anger and love, Mungo swears vengeance and devotes his life to saving Camilla and destroying Chester. 431 pages. Zaffe. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**3997928** KISS THE GIRLS AND MAKE THEM CRY. By Patterson. Novels. For Lucy Stone, Thanksgiving in Tinker’s Cove, Maine, is more than just gathering friends and family in gratitude. It’s also about catching a killer or two: in Turkey Trot Murder. 394 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**3998711** THE ONCE AND FUTURE WITCHES. By Alix E. Harrow. When the Eastwood sisters join the suffragists of New Salem, they begin to pursue the forbidden truths within their history, and their movement into a witches’ movement. Hunted by forces that will not suffer a witch to vote, the sisters will need to delve into the oldest magics, to heal the bonds between them if they want to survive. 516 pages. Redhook. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

**399662X** Gobble, Gobble, MURDER. By Leslie Meier. Novels. For Luci Stone, Thanksgiving in Tinker’s Cove, Maine, is more than just gathering friends and family in gratitude. It’s also about catching a killer or two: in Turkey Day Murder and Turkey Trot Murder. 394 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**3988156** CALL OF THE RAVEN. By Wilbur Smith. Returning home from university, the son of a wealthy plantation owner, Mungo St. John discovers his family is ruined, his inheritance stolen, and his sweetheart, Camilla, is taken by the conniving Chester Marion. Fueled by anger and love, Mungo swears vengeance and devotes his life to saving Camilla and destroying Chester. 431 pages. Zaffe. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95
**NEW FICTION**

**399127X** PRIDE AND PASSION. By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Search of Love, after the loss of her parents, Serenity Smith receives an unexpected legacy: a sleek, silver screen and a trendy new apartment on Mezzanine to the family’s estate in the Brittany region of France. In Irish Thoroughbred, there’s nothing left for Adelia in Ireland. The aunt she cared for has passed and the farm is set for sale. But her uncle has written her: Come to America! 385 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**3997472** VINTAGE CRIME. Ed. by Martin Edwards. Gathers twenty-two stories from the mid-1950s to the twenty-first century by great names of the past and present, together with a few hidden treasures by less familiar writers. Authors include Robert Barnard, Martin Edwards, Paula Gosling, Mick Herron, and others. $13.10 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3996522** MEAN MACHINE. By Aleksandr Voinov. In a dystopian UK devastated by austerity and ruled by corporate interests, Brooklyn Marshall was a happily married London police officer—until an accident resulted in the death of a partner connected to a powerful family. Now he takes out his anger on his opponents, fighting for the company that took him in, and which all but owns him. 410 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3996687** TWELVE SHARP/LEAN MEAN THIRTEEN. By Janet Evanovich. Novels. While chiseling down the usual cast of miscreants and weirdos in Twelve Sharp, Stephanie Plum discovers that a crazed woman is stalking her. And in Lean Mean Thirteen, Stephanie was married to Dixie Ortiz for five minutes before she caught him cheating on her. And now, annoyingly, he’s come back to haunt her—by turning up missing! 518 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3996549** STICK THE LANDING. By Kate McMurray. When retired figure skater Stephen Grahame returns home to New York, he finds a bond over the weight of all the pressure of the Olympics. The flamboyant reporter attracts the kind of attention Jake doesn’t want, but Jake can’t stay away. 313 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3996530** PREY FOR LOVE. By Dhir Greyson. When successful businessman Phillip Barone attends a lover’s funeral and discovers he was just the latest casualty, he’s in trouble. He also knows just the man he needs—former Marine Barry Malone. 252 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3996960** WILD NIGHTS IN TEXAS. By Delores Fossen. Leon is married, has a job he likes, and his little girl, the apple of his eye. But his wife, Shay, is not what she seems, and Leon will never know the truth. 289 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3996905** THE GIFT OF LOVE. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In The Gift of Christmas, Ashley has finished her education, launched her career and affirmed her faith. And she’s now in a position to pay back the money she lent her friend for college. In The Matchmakers, single mom Dori is suddenly under pressure to find a new father for her 14-year-old son, Asa. Bertie Kaufman has their roles clearly defined. With the world at war, Bertie must also confront the possibility of war. 361 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3996921** THE LAST WIDOW. By Karin Slaughter. Medical examiner Sara Linton and her partner, Will Trent, a former Georgia Bureau of investigation, rush to the scene of two ground-shaking blasts in Atlanta, and into the heart of a deadly conspiracy that threatens to destroy thousands of innocent lives. When the assailants abduct Sara, Will goes after her. 615 pages. G.P. Putnam’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3993132** STILL LIFE. By Val McDermid. When a lobster fisherman on an early morning run pulls in his traps, he finds something he wasn’t expecting—a body. When police discover the dead man was the brother of a senior Scottish government official who vanished without a trace, Detective Chief Inspector Karen Pirie takes over the investigation. 436 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**398915** THE SILENT DEATH. By Volker Kutscher. Germany, 1930. The film business is in a process of change. Talking films are taking over, the silver screen and many a producer, customer, and silent movie star is falling by the wayside. When celebrated actress Betty Winter is hit by a spotlight while filming a tale, Superintendent Gerhard Rath finds himself embroiled in a murder mystery. 438 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**3987973** THE SPARSHOLT AFFAIR. By Alan Hollinghurst. In 1940, David arrives at Oxford to study engineering. Handsome, athletic, charismatic, he is unaware of his powerful effect on others—especially on Evert, the lonely and romantic son of a celebrated novelist. With the world at war, Oxford exists at a strange remove, and their friendship will influence their lives for decades. $17.95 Knopf. Pub. at $23.95 $16.95

**399743X** THE SILENT BULLET. By Arthur B. Reeve. Craig Kennedy, the American Sherlock Holmes, with the help of his friend the newspaper reporter Walter Jameson, is the master of solving perplexing crimes, often with hidden microphones and lie detectors. Originally published in 1912, this small collector’s edition is gold-stamped with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 351 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**3990583** IMAGINARY FRIEND. By Stephen Chibsky. Single mother Kate Heerey is on the run. Determined to improve life for herself and her son, Christopher, she flies an imaginary relationship in the middle of the night with her child. Settling in the small town of Mill Grove, it seems like the perfect place, until Christopher disappears six days. When he emerges from the woods, he is unharmed—but not unchanged. 705 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**3994457** AKIN. By Emma Donoghue. Noah, a retired New York professor, has his life thrown into chaos when he takes his great-nephew Michael to the French Riviera, in hopes of uncovering one of his mother’s wartime secrets. 304 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $16.95

**3988066** UNSHELTERED. By Barbara Kingsolver. The compulsively readable story of two families, in two centuries, who live at the comer of Sixth and Plum in Vineyard, New Jersey, navigating what seems to be the end of the world as they know it. 464 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

**3998657** MRS. EVERYTHING. By Jennifer Weiner. Growing up in 1950s Detroit, Jo and Beth Kaufman have always had different personalities. Now grown, and taken different paths, neither sister inhabits the world she dreams of, nor has a life that feels authentic or brings joy. Is it too late to choose a new life? 705 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**399290X** MISTLETOE, MOUSAKA, AND MURDER. By Tina Kashian. Not even her impending nuptials can keep Lucy, manager of her family-owned Kebab Kitchen, from the Jersey Shore’s annual Polar Bear Plunge. But her dive into the icy ocean is especially thrilling when she finds a fellow swimmer doing the dead man’s float. Lucy will just have to get to the bottom of this cold-hearted business in time for Kebab Kitchen’s Christmas celebration. 345 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**3992950** VANISHED WITHOUT A TRACE. By Misty Simon. This Christmas, Tallie would like to be with her boyfriend, Max. Instead, she’s stuck keeping her mother and grandmother busy clearing her name. 304 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $16.95

**3995581** A BLIGHT OF BLACK WINGS. By Kevin Hearne. The story of a world-breaking war, an invasion of giant warriors, that inspires a movement to fight back. In this sequel to A Plague of Giants, Hollinghurst. In 1940, David arrives at Oxford to study engineering. Handsome, athletic, charismatic, he is unaware of his powerful effect on others—especially on Evert, the lonely and romantic son of a celebrated novelist. With the world at war, Oxford exists at a strange remove, and their friendship will influence their lives for decades. $17.95 Knopf. Pub. at $23.95 $16.95

**3998134** VOICES OF THE FALL. By J. Ringo & G. Poole. Civilization may have crumbled to horror and rabid zombie infection, but the humans who remain will do everything they can to survive and fight for the chance to raise a new world from the ashes. Collects thirteen new stories set in the world of John Ringo’s Black Tide Rising universe. 449 pages. Baen. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
NEW FICTION

**3998118 THE VALLEY OF SHADOWS.** By J. Ringo & M. Massa. Tom Smith, global managing director for security, can see a lot from his Wall Street office. The Statue of Liberty. Battery Park. And Everywhere, a ravishing zombie horde. Good thing Smith, late of the Australian special forces, isn’t a man to give up easily. But saving civilization is going to require more than the traditional banking toolbox of lawyers, guns, and money. 368 pages. Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**3994023 WICKED DEEDS.** By Heather Graham. Eager to start their life together, historian Vickie Preston and Special Agent Griffin Pryce take a detour en route to their new home in Virginia and stop for a visit in Baltimore. But their romantic weekend is interrupted when a popular author is found dead in the basement of an Edgar Allan Poe-themed restaurant. The FBI’s Krewe of Hunters paranormal team investigates. 378 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**3992934 NIGHT, SEA AND STARS.** By Heather Graham. It was late that helped fashion executive Skye Delaney survive the crash of a Learjet. It was also late that strangled her on a Pacific island with the plane’s pilot, a seductive man who is both dominating and unexpectedly tender—a man to desire, but not to trust. 360 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**3992829 DEAD MEN DON’T LIE.** By Jackson Cain. Wanted in thirteen states. Locked up for two years in a Mexican prison. Released into the wilds of the American West with a twenty-thousand dollar bounty on his head. The outlaw Tom Sitter doesn’t just live outside the law, he takes it into his own hands—and makes it cry for mercy. But when a beautiful widow asks for his help, he can’t say no. 548 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**3997413 SCOTTISH MYTHS.** Ed. by Jake Jackson. From the Celtic-Breton-British pantheon of gods and ghostly hauntings, to traditional tales and sagas of unrequited love, murder and rescue, this entertaining collection is a uniquely Caledonian set of stories. 254 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. At $9.99 $7.95

**3985709 MISSION CRITICAL.** By Mark Greaney. Court Gentry’s flight on a CIA transport plane is interrupted when a special team brings a hooded man aboard. The mysterious passenger is being transported to England where a joint DIA/CIA/MI6 team will interrogate him about a mole in their new home. When they land, they are attacked, kidnapping the prisoner. Gentry, the lone survivor, is ordered to track down the assassins and rescue his asset. 513 pages. Paperbound. $12.95

**3998593 DREAMING DEATH.** By Grace Graham. Even before she was a child, Stacey Hanson has had strange dreams—and sometimes they come true. Her skills and experience led her straight to the FBI’s Krewe of Hunters. Now a serial killer is stalking Washington, D.C., and people are scared—and it will be Stacey’s first case. 330 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3984531 CHANCE OF A LIFETIME.** By J. Deveraux & T. Sheets. In 1844 Ireland, Liam O’Reilly, an exiled priest, finds himself in love with a squire’s daughter and unwittingly altered the future. Cora McLeod thought Liam was the answer to her prayers. But the angels disagreed—and they’re waiting for the right moment to come in. 328 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**3993310 TRACKING GAME.** By Margaret Mizushima. An explosion outside a community dance sends Mattie Cobb and Cole Walker reeling into the night, where they see a hungry van and beside it, the body of outlaw Nate Fletcher. But the explosion didn’t kill Nate—it was two gunsights to the heart. Mattie and her K-9 partner Robo investigate. 328 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**3989593 GOLDFEIN.** By Volker Kutscher. Berlin, 1931. A power struggle is taking place in Berlin’s underworld. The American gangster Abraham Goldstein is in residence at the hotel Excelsior. As a favor to the FBI, the police put him under surveillance, with Inspector Gerenath Rath on the job. 467 pages. Piatkus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**3995199 LITTLE DARLINGS.** By Melanie Golding. A month after the birth of her twins, on a bright summer morning, Lauren’s boys disappear from her side in a park. When they are found, something is different about them. The infants look like the twins, to everyone else, but to Lauren something is off. Lauren will risk the unthinkable to bring her babies home, but if she’s wrong, the biggest mistake of her life. 328 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3996862 STARLIT WINTER NIGHTS.** By Nora Roberts, Prince Bennett of Cordina has always happily lived up to his public reputation with an element of recklessness. But his mother, the late and still-vivacious Lady Hannah, has chosen an Italian prince to wed Cordina as a hired companion to her sister. Bennett couldn’t be less interested in his modest, academic cousin. Still, he sees something of a challenge in this lovely stranger. Previously published as The Playboy Prince. 258 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**3997949 SOME DIE NAMELESS.** By Walter Simonson. Court Gentry is retired from his mission, living simply off the grid in Florida, when a visit from an old colleague stirs some bad memories—and ends with a gunshot. Tracy Quinn is an investigative reporter drawn together with Devlin, enmeshing them in a conspiracy that stretches over twenty years and reaches the highest levels of the U.S. government. 339 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

**3997006 WORD OF HONOR.** By Robert N. Macomber. The personal memoir of Captain Peter Wake, a veteran of espionage operations for the Central Intelligence Agency who was involved in the most formidable and considerable sea and combat experience. This is Book Three of the Spanish-American War trilogy, and the fifteenth book in the Honor Series. 328 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**3992624 THE CLASSIC GHOST STORIES OF WASHINGTON IRVING.** By Grover Dumas et al. Brings together some of the greatest ghost stories ever written, featuring silent specters, petrifying phantoms, and all manner of ghastly ghosts, the tales here will terrify and entertain in equal measure. After introductions by authors R. H. Benson, Sheridan Le Fanu, Henry James, and more. 927 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3987833 RESTLESS LIGHTNING.** By Richard Baker. Having narrowly avoided being courtmartialed, Lieutenant Sikander North has been assigned to dig out the crumbling alien Tzoru empire where the Navy sends troublemakers to be forgotten. Unfortunately, Sikander finds himself in the middle of an alien uprising, and once again he must do the impossible. 428 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

**3987981 THE STARS NOW UNCLAIMED.** By Drew Williams. Jane Karmill is an agent for the Justified. Her mission: to recruit children with miraculous gifts in the hope that they might prevent the pulse from once again sending countless worlds back to the dark ages. 447 pages. Tor. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

**3990672 LIES SLEEPING.** By Ben Aaronovitch. To save his beloved city, Detective Constable Peter Grant is going to need help from his former best friend and colleague, Lesley May, who brutally betrayed him and everything he thought he believed in. And, far worse, he might even have to come to terms with the malevolent supernatural killer and agent of chaos known as Mr. Punch. 291 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

**3979722 THE SMILING MAN.** By Joseph Knox. Jack Reilly is back on the night shift after a long spell on the dumping ground for those too screwed up for more glamorous work. But the monotony of petty crimes has left him a state of restless lightning. 257 pages. Crown. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

**3994929 STONE COLD HEART.** By Caz Frear. After a brief stint in the mayor’s office, Detective Constable Cat Prince returns back at the Police, wisecracking with her partner, Luigi Parnell, and trying to avoid the wrath of the boss, Detective Inspector Kate Steele. But for Cat and Parnell, it’s serious business when a young woman turns up dead after leaving the new employee. 368 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**3990621 A LADDER TO THE SKY.** By John Boyne. Maurice Swift is handsome, charming and hungry for fame. The one thing he doesn’t have is talent—but he’s not about to let a detail like that stand in his way. After all, a writer can spin a few stories anyway. But the need to be his own. 362 pages. Hogarth. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95
NEW FICTION

3991172 DAUGHTER OF A DAUGHTER OF A QUEEN. By Sarah Bird. Though born into bondage on a ‘miserable tobacco farm’ in Little Dixie, Missouri, Caleb allows his own little daughter to grow up as a free woman. According to her mother, she was a captive, bound by her noble warrior blood to escape to the city. Inspired by the true story of Private Williams, this novel chronicles 399 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

3986298 A TASTE FOR VENGEANCE. By Martin Walker. When a British tourist fails to turn up for a luxurious cooking vacation in the Dordogne village of St. Denis, the worried hostess is quick to call on Bruno’s Book of Police, for help. Bruno’s search for the truth leads him to places he hadn’t intended to go—but, as ever, he and his friends take time along the way to savor the culinary delights of the Dordogne. 355 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99. $9.95

3990419 THE DEATH MESSENGER. By Mari Hannah. When a mysterious DVD is delivered to Northumbria Police Headquarters, Detective Sergeant Matthew Ryan and Detective Superintendent Eloise O’Neil are among the few to view its disturbing content. With little to go on, the only leads come from the anonymous and chilling woman’s voice narrating the blood-soaked scene. 345 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99. $9.50

3988130 ZERO SUM GAME. By S.L. Huang. The vector calculus and head mathematics book everyone should read. She can smash through armed men twice her size and dodge every bullet in a gunfight. Until she discovers someone who can twist people’s minds. Someone intent on becoming the world’s puppet master. 336 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99. $9.95

3996344 WAR OF THE SPARK: Rawinia. By Greg Keyes. Teyo Verada wants nothing more than to be a shieldmage, wielding arcane energies to protect his people from his world’s vicious diamondstorms. When he’s buried alive in the aftermath of his first real test, the young man’s life is about to end before it can truly begin—until it doesn’t. 362 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

3990532 GRAND OPENING. By Carl Weber. The prequel to the Family Business saga. Travel back to a more innocent time, to the Town’s Wharf, before 1999. There were the Duncan brothers: Louis, a lover of ladies and a man you did not want to cross; Lawrence, a screw-up as much as a troublemaker as it was to him; and Lavernius, the college boy who Simms hired to do a job. 319 pages. Urban. Pub. at $23.95. $9.95

3987809 THE RAIN WATCHER. By Tatiana de Rosnay. As the City of Light dims under relentless rain, the Seine bursts its banks and floods the city. This profound and intense story of love and redemption explodes into a familiar and shocking set of circumstances and how the present is inseparable from the past. 229 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

3990605 THE KENNEDY DEBUTANTE. By Kerri Maher. 1938. The effervescent “it girl” of London society since her father was named the ambassador. Kathleen “Kick” Kennedy moves in rarified circles, rubbing satin-covered elbows with some of the twentieth century’s most powerful figures. But when she falls in love with Billy Harrington, the future Duke of Devonshire, their love is forbidden. 358 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

3990648 THE LAST CRUISE. By Kate Christensen. The 1950s vintage ocean liner Queen Isabella is making her final voyage before heading to the breakers yard. For Dorothy, a former journalist, it’s a chance to experience the bygone mid-twentieth century era of decadent luxury cruising. But there is unrest, and when a time of crises comes, Christie, Mick and Miriam will find themselves in the unknown third world of the 1950s. 286 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95

399785X RIVER OF SECRETS. By Roger Johns. Heribert Marioneaux, a Louisiana politician infamous for changing his mind on hot-button issues, is being murdered and his body is needed to send a message. Baton Rouge homicide detective Wallace Hartman has to figure out who’s sending that message amid the conspiracies and corruption of Louisiana politics. 292 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

3990656 LAST LOOKS. By Howard Michael Goldberg. Charlie Waldro, a one-time LAPD superstar, now lives in solitude deep in the woods, pathologically committed to owning no more than one hundred possessions. When difficult actor Alastair Finch’s wife is murdered, and Finch can’t remember what happened, Waldro’s old flame Lorena, draws him toward the case to do detective work. 294 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

3987906 SHE LIES IN WAIT. By Gytha Lodge. Thirty years after teenager Aurora Jackson disappeared on a camping trip, her body is found in a hiding in the woods that only the six friends who were there that night knew about. Detective Chief Inspector Jonah Sheens is in charge of the investigation, and bringing the members of the camping party back to the forest, is determined to finally get to the truth. 354 pages. Raitz. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95

399020X THE WINTER SOLDIER. By Daniel Jason. From the gilded ballrooms of 1914 Imperial Vienna to the frozen forests of the Eastern Front, from hardscrabble operating rooms to battlefields thundering with Cossack cavalry, this is a story of war and medicine, of family, of finding love in the sweeping tides of history, and of the mistakes we make. 323 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

3994533 BLAME THE DEAD. By Ed Ruigero. Sicily, 1943. Eddie Harkins, former Philadelphia beat cop turned military police lieutenant, reluctantly finds himself at the scene of a murder at the U.S. Army’s 11th Field Hospital. With help from rural Italian Donnelly, it soon becomes clear to Harkins that the unit is rotten to its core. Harkins is running out of time to find the killer before he can strike again. 340 pages. Four Walls. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

3990176 THE AMAZING ADVENTURES OF AARON BROOM. By A.E. Hotchner. Depression-era St. Louis. Twelve year old Aaron Broom is guarding his father’s car, parked across the street from the jewelry store where his father, a watch salesman, has stopped on his way home from work. And this year both of his grandpas are interested in the gunman escape, and then to his shock his father is arrested out in handouts. He quickly enlists his friends to help get his father released. 228 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

3990303 CITY OF THE INK. By Elsa Hart. Li Du was prepared to go anywhere in the world, except for one place: home. But to unravel the mystery that surrounds his mentor’s execution, that’s exactly where he must go. And when the threats begin, Li Du must decide how much he is willing to sacrifice to discover the truth in a city bent on concealing it. 314 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99. $9.95

3997855 FOUR SOLDIERS. By Hubert Mingarelli. The story of four young soldiers in 1919, members of the Red Army during the Russian civil war, set in the harsh winter of 1927. The story of four soldiers in 1919, members of the Red Army during the Russian civil war, set in the harsh winter of 1927. The more the friends investigate, the more questions they unearth. 352 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

3991083 THE DEAD EX. By Jane Corry. Vicki works as an aromatherapist and is just finishing a session when the police arrive—her ex-husband David has gone missing. David’s new wife Tanya, is the one who reported him missing, but what really happened on the night of David’s disappearance? The answer lies in the connection among four women, and the one person they can’t escape. 352 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

3990184 THE ANCIENT NINE. By Ian K. Smith. Friends and students at Harvard College, Spencer and his friends investigate, the more questions they unearth. 416 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

3997779 POWER FAILURE. By Ben Boa. Dr. Jake Ross came to Washington to try to make a difference, but he’s learned the only way to get anything done in Washington, assuming you don’t really care. But there is a shadowy group of alumni, the Ancient Nine, who protect the club’s secrets, especially the dead, and a student in 1927. As the friends investigate, the more questions they unearth. 416 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

3988112 THE WINTER. By Lisa Gabriele. After a whirlwind vacation romance, a young woman returns to the opulent, secluded Long Island mansion of her new fiancé Max Winter, a wealthy politician and recent widower, and a life of luxury she’s never known. But there is a shadowy group of alums, the Ancient Nine, who protect the club’s secrets, especially the dead, and a student in 1927. As the friends investigate, the more questions they unearth. 352 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

3990654 THE DEADLIEST. By Martin Walker. When a British tourist fails to turn up for a luxurious cooking vacation in the Dordogne village of St. Denis, the worried hostess is quick to call on Bruno’s Book of Police, for help. Bruno’s search for the truth leads him to places he hadn’t intended to go—but, as ever, he and his friends take time along the way to savor the culinary delights of the Dordogne. 355 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99. $9.95
NEW FICTION

3989881 THE WONDER. By Emma Donoghue. A village in 1830 Ireland is battled by Anna O’Donnell’s fast. The girl seems to be thriving for months without food. As Anna’s deterioration and her nurse finds herself responsible for not just the care of the child, but for getting to the root of why the child may actually be the victim of slow murder. 297 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3989542 THE WHITE CITY. By Grace Hitchcock. While attending the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893, Winifred Wynde believes she witnessed a woman being kidnapped. She tries to convince her father, an inspector with the Chicago police, to look into reports of mysterious disappearances. Inspector Wynde believes her story, but he eventually concludes to letting her go undercover as a secretary to the man in question. 250 pages. Barbour. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3989457 THE CLERGYMAN’S WIFE. By Molly Greeley. In Mr. Travis’s company, Charlotte feels appreciated. For the first time, she begins to understand emotional intimacy and its effect on the heart and how breakable the heart can be. With her sensible nature confronted and her own future about to take a turn, Charlotte must now question the role of love and passion in a woman’s life and it matters for a clergyman’s wife. 280 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3990095 THE SEARCH FOR MAGGIE WARD. By Andrew M. Greeley. Young Navy flier Jerry Keenan is supposed to be on his way home to Chicago, but a post WWII life that is socially acceptable to a well-off Irish Catholic family. Then he meets Maggie Ward in Tucson, the perfect antidote for a troubled heart. But then Maggie vanishes, and Jerry is by being to move on the foot to find the woman he loved and away from the heart and earth to find the woman he loves. 324 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3994708 THE HOUND OF JUSTICE. By Claire O’Dell. After an extremist faction called the Brotherhood of Redemption launches a failed assassination attempt on the president that causes mass destruction, Sara Holmes, who is now operating in the shadows, failed assassination attempt on the president that causes mass destruction, Sara Holmes, who is now operating in the shadows, failed assassination attempt on the president that causes mass destruction, Sara Holmes, who is now operating in the shadows, failed assassination attempt on the president that causes mass destruction, Sara Holmes, who is now operating in the shadows, failed assassination attempt on the president that causes mass destruction, Sara Holmes, who is now operating in the shadows, failed assassination attempt on the president that causes mass destruction. 395 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3999276 THE SUBWAY GIRLS. By John Buchan. Novels. The 39 Steps introduces Richard Hannay, the original gentleman-hero of spy thrillers and a forerunner of James Bond. The Power. Having outwitted another of Buchan’s major rival protagonists, Sir Edward Leithan, on a desperate mission to uncover a sinister plot to destroy western civilization. 192 pages. Archutus. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00 $4.95

3994805 THE NETWORK. By L.C. Shaw. Late one evening, investigative journalist Jack Logan receives a surprise visit from U.S. Senator Phillips, who is disheveled and in a panic. He swears he’s about to be murdered, and pleads with Jack to protect him. Days later Phillips is found dead, and Jack and Taylor race to find the one who knows the truth. 395 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3991318 THE SUBWAY GIRLS. By Susie Osman Schnall. In 1949, Charlotte is a daddy dating a disheveled and in a panic. He swears he’s about to be murdered, and pleads with Jack to protect him. Days later Phillips is found dead, and Jack and Taylor race to find the one who knows the truth. 395 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3995052 YOU’VE BEEN VOLUNTEERED. By Laurie Gelman. Jen says what every other pvp does: it’s really freaking hard. Between her notoriously frank emails and her interactions with a micromanaging PTA president, she’s ready to take on the gamut of difficult parents. Luckily, she has the charm and wit to get away with it—most of the time. 274 pages. Holt. Pub. at $26.95 $11.95

3998099 FOR EVAN HANSEN. By Val Emmich. When a letter that was never meant to be seen draws high school senior Evan Hansen into a family’s grief over the loss of their son, Evan is given the chance of a lifetime; to belong. He has just to pretend that the notoriously troubled Connor was her secret best friend. The story of grief, authenticity, and a struggle to belong. Ages 12 & up. 358 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

3997483 THE MAN WHO WOULDN’T DIE. By Franz Kafka. Originally published in Germany in 1925. On the morning of his thirtieth birthday a young bank official named Joseph K is arrested, although he has done nothing wrong and is never told what he’s been charged with. What ensues is the chronicle of his fight to prove his innocence. This collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a gold bookmark. 282 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
NEW FICTION

★ 3996484 THE HIDEAWAY INN. By Philip William Stover. High school wasn't the right time or place for Vince and Tate's relationship to grow. But fifteen years later, a chance encounter changes both of their lives forever. 279 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 3993450 TO THE STRONGEST. By Robert Fabbrri. Babylon, 323 BC. Alexander the Great is dead, leaving behind him the largest, and most fearsome empire the world has ever seen. As his final wish fades into the past. Slave bound, Alexander refuses to name a successor, and without a natural heir, no one knows who will take the reins. 415 pages. Corvus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.91 $11.95

★ 3984958 THE HEATWAVE. By Katerina Diamond. In the wake of a crime that rocked her community. Felicity fled, knowing more than she let on. But sixteen years later, her new life is shattered by the news that a second girl has gone missing in her hometown—and now she must go back, because only she holds the answer about what happened all those years ago. 380 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 3997197 THE CLASSIC TALES OF BREK RABBIT. From Stories Collected by Joel Clements Harris. Science and technology, trickery, and good-old-fashioned comeuppance, retold for today's young readers from Joel Chandler Harris's Uncle Remus: His Songs and Stories, illustrated by David Small. Young Readers. Running Press. $7.95

★ 3996932 WHISPERING ROCK. By Robyn Carr. Virgin River became a safe haven for Sacramento prosecutor Brie Sheridan after she received threats to her life and her identity as a former criminal. Officer Valenzuela will do anything to help Brie free herself from painful memories. Passionate, strong and gentle, he vows to give back to her what she's so selflessly given him—her heart. 362 pages. MIRA.

★ 3990087 RUST & STARDUST. By T. Greenwood. This chilling story traces two harrowing years as ex-conviCt Frank LaSalle, with eleven-year-old Sally Horner as his prisoner, travel westward from Camden New Jersey where he abducted her, to San Jose, forever altering not only her life but also the lives of her family, friends, and those she meets along the way. 356 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95

★ 3996100 THE PRIVILEGE OF PEACE. By Tanya Huff. Warden Torin Kerr has put her military career behind her and built a life away from the war and everythiNG about the secrets she and Nina shared—and the ones they kept from each other. Perhaps Nina's death is the beginning of a new and twisted nighttime. 282 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $15.95

★ 3996247 THE GRASS_STAKES. By Ben Sanders. Rip-offs are a dangerous game, but Detective Matthew Lomax has found a good strategy: rob rich New York criminals and then quit the NYPD early, before word gets out about his moonlighting. New town, new name, no worries. But retirement can't come soon enough. 332 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99 $15.95

★ 3994015 THE GREEK PENNINESS CINDERTELLA. By Julia James. Housemaid Rosalie is not in the habit of bumping into billionaires. So, Xandros Larakis's arrival during her shift couldn't be more unexpected—not least because he's here to tell Rosalie that her absent father has promised she will marry Xandros! 216 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 3996069 THE GOOD LIE. By Tom Rosenstiel. When a shadowy American diplomatic complex is attacked in North Africa, the White House is besieged by conspiracy theories and accusations of incompetence. Worried he's been misled, the president turns to political fixers Peter Rena and Randi Brooks to find the truth. 356 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

★ 399715X THE THURSDAY MURDER CLUB. By Richard Osman. In a peaceful retirement village, four unlikely friends meet weekly in the Jigsaw Room to discuss unsolved crimes; together they call themselves the Thursday Murder Club. When a local developer is found murdered in a T细节村, the Thursday Murder Club decides to investigate for themselves in the middle of their first live case. 355 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

★ 3991636 FRANCESCO MATTINA: DC Poster Portfolio. Presents the artwork of the superstar artist, featuring twenty of his most stunning covers featuring some of the world's most recognizable superheroes and super-villains in comics history. From Batman to Harley Quinn to Deathstroke, the art in this poster series is perfect for framing and display. 12x16. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

340 pages. Little Brown. Pub. at $27.00...

3996123 THE LATECOMERS. By Helen Klein Ross. In 1908, sixteen year old Bridy runs away from her small town in Ireland with her sweetheart, Thom. But after Thom dies suddenly of ship fever on their ocean crossing, Bridy finds herself alone and pregnant in a strange new world. A deeply moving family drama about a young Irish immigrant, her ancestral home in New Ireland, and a dark secret that lay hidden in its walls. 387 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $15.95

3996094 HOTEL ON SHADY LAKE. By Daniela Furry. Paula thought she had accepted the disappearance of her grandmother, Martha, the woman who raised her, as a fact of life. But when her grandmother's body is found decades later, pristinely preserved in the mountains of upstate New York, Paula begins to question everything about her life. 245 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95
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Jules Verne. In this adventure deep beneath the waves, Professor Arronax, his valet Passepartout must circumnavigate the globe in just eighty days. Fogg makes an extraordinary and unforgettable wager. To win a bet, he and his companion travel the world and he and his companions encounter endless calamities in their madcap travels. Bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 143 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95
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3998258 MAGIC MIRROR ON THE FARM...WHAT WILL I BE? By Peter Straub. In

478 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

3998336 THOUSAND TWENTY LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. By Jules Verne. In this adventure deep beneath the waves, Professor Arnaud, his servant Conseil, and the straight-shooting harpooner, Ned Land, set out in search of a giant narwhal. 428 pages. Arcutus. Paperbound. $4.95

3998304 NORTHANGER ABBEY. By Jane Austen. The light-hearted account of a young girl’s first excursion (1817). A fanatical Jane Austen fan, Morland is invited to stay at the family home of her new friends, Northanger Abbey, and fervently hopes that the Abbey will match the haunted ruins conjured up in her imagination. 220 pages. Arcutus. Paperbound. $4.95

3998683 BODIES IN THE LIBRARY SHORT STORIES. By Wilkie Collins et al. In deluxe mansions, locked rooms, haunted castles and eerily silent libraries, the 25 stories in this collection will allow you to revel in the very best cozy crime mysteries. English literature’s greatest mystery novelist, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, has compiled a mix of puzzling and stirring stories by contemporary authors. Beautifully bound with silver foil-stamping. 478 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

3998266 MAGIC MIRROR ON SAFARI...WHAT WILL I BE? Ask the magic mirror what you will be on the farm! Children will love seeing their faces inside the pages of this gorgeous mirror board book. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Lake Press. $4.95

3998320 MADAME BOVARY. By Gustave Flaubert. This publication of the masterpiece of realism gave rise to an obscenity trial in 1857, which earned Flaubert an initial acquittal but, perhaps more importantly, secured his place in literature’s greatest characters. 299 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. $12.95

3998383 ANNE OF AVONlea. By L.M. Montgomery. At the age of 16, Anne Shirley may be very nearly an adult, but she is still every bit as imaginative and impulsive as the little orphan who first arrived on Prince Edward Island. She now embarks on the challenges of becoming a school teacher and raising two younger orphans. 303 pages. Arcutus. Paperbound. $4.95

39985164 GHOST STORY. By Peter Straub. In the sleepy town of Milburn, New York, 17 old mayor republicans tell one another a tale true, some made up, all of them frightening. But one story is coming back to haunt them—a tale of something they did long ago, a wicked mistake—and they are about to learn that no one can escape the past forever. 518 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

399300X CARDDiF BY THE SEA. By Joyce Carol Oates. Novellas. From one of the most important contemporary American writers, this work is a cold, haunting collection of previously unpublished novellas: Cardiff, by the Sea; Miao Dao; Phantomwise: 1972; and The Surviving Child. 402 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00. $18.95

3999647 THE NIGHT RAIDS. By Jim Kelly. A tense, gripping thriller whose target is Cambridge’s rail yards, falls short of the mark, bombarding a neighborhood of terraced streets on the edge of the City’s medieval center. DI Eden Brooks discovers the body of an elderly woman among ruins, whose fingers on her hand have been severed in what looks like a brutal attempt by looters to steal her rings. 350 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

39993072 NIGHT OF THE MANNEQUINS. By Stephen Graham Jones. One last great adventure before they have to scare a friend. Bringing a mannequin into a theater is just some harmless fun, right? Until it wakes up and starts killing. 136 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95

3998177 AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS. By Jules Verne. In this thrilling and timeless tale of adventure, wealthy Englishman Phileas Fogg makes an extraordinary and unforgettable wager. To win a bet, he and his valet Passepartout must circumnavigate the globe in just eighty days. 266 pages. Arcutus. Paperbound. $4.95

3998355 THE SCARLET LETTER. By Nathaniel Hawthorne. The husband of Hester Prynne returns unexpectedly to their New England village to find his wife nursing an illegitimate baby and wearing a scarlet letter “A,” for Adulteress on her dress. Hester refuses to name the father of the child since he holds a respected position in the Puritan community. 222 pages. Arcutus. Paperbound. $4.95

3998384 THE END OF THE OCEAN. By Maja Lunde. In 2017, 73 year old Signe sets off on a hazardous voyage across the ocean in a sailboat. On board, a cargo that can change lives. In 2041, David and his young daughter flee from a drought-stricken southern Europe that has been ravaged by thirst and war and cross paths with Signe’s past. 296 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

39996326 KITTY’S MIX-RAPE. By Carrie Vaughan. Everyone’s favorite werewolf dj has arrived to mix it up one last time. Here you will find fifteen stories of the irrepressible Kitty Norville with friends and enemies alike: Rick, the renegade vampire; Jesse Hardin, paranormal detective; Kitty’s husband Men; and her best friend and bounty hunter Dr. J. Everyone’s favo rite werewolf dj has
to name the father of the chi ld since he hol ds a

3999816X DRACULA’S CHILD. By J.S. Barnes. It has been some years since Jonathan and Mina Harker survived their ordeal in Transylvania and, after vanquishing Count Dracula, returned to England to try and live ordinary lives. But the old shadows and the old memories of those older days are just too much; and the young ones and their parents are constantly reminded that they are the descendants of the lethal couple. 402 pages. Myst erious Press. $11.95

399996721 NIGHT OF THE MANNEQUINS...WHAT WILL I BE? By Peter Straub. In the sleepy town of Milburn, New York, 17 old mayor republicans tell one another a tale true, some made up, all of them frightening. But one story is coming back to haunt them—a tale of something they did long ago, a wicked mistake—and they are about to learn that no one can escape the past forever. 518 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

39998378 DRACULA’S CHILDREN. With a foreword by J.G. Hertzl and an introduction by Ellen Datlow, this collection features stories of the descendants of the immortal Peter Cushing, the permitted Harker family. 596 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

39996417 THE NIGHT RAIDS. By Jim Kelly. A tense, gripping thriller whose target is Cambridge’s rail yards, falls short of the mark, bombarding a neighborhood of terraced streets on the edge of the City’s medieval center. DI Eden Brooks discovers the body of an elderly woman among ruins, whose fingers on her hand have been severed in what looks like a brutal attempt by looters to steal her rings. 350 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

39993000 CANDIDE, or THE OPTIMIST. By Voltaire. Young nobleman Candide lives a sheltered life under the tutelage of Dr. Pangloss, who espouses the prevailing philosophy of Optimism. Following an indiscr etion Candide is cast out into the world and he and his companions encounter endless calamities in their madcap travels. Bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 143 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

3998691 MAN OF THE HUNGER. By Jane Johnson. In 1980, a gourmet turns to murder and the local police, led by a young female investigator, are determined to find the killer. But to do so means challenging the conventions of the genre. 402 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95
NEW DVDS

**3999609 MURDER AT THE MANCHESTER MUSEUM.** By Jim Eldridge. 1895. Former Jack the Ripper detective Daniel Wilson and his archaeologist sidekick Alleck Fenton are summoned to investigate the murder of a young woman at the Manchester Museum. The case turns more sinister when the body of a second woman is discovered, and Wilson and Fenton seek the help of local journal. 381 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

**3999254 STARKSY & HUTCH: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Mixing explosive action with tongue in cheek humor, addictive characters and plenty of ’70s swagger, Starky & Hutch offer a blast of TV favorites to this very day. Collecting all 93 episodes of the vigilante classic detective, this set features stars David Soul and Paul Michael at their very best in all four action-packed seasons. 77 hours on sixteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. **$19.95**

**3990490 WARTIME COMEDIES: 8 Movies.** Collects eight hilarious wartime classics, Buck Privates; In the Navy, Here Come the Waves; Hall the Conquering Hero; Caught in the Draft; Francis Joins the WACS, The Private War of Major Beefcake; Perfect Forklight. Starring include Abbott and Costello, Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Charlton Heston, Tony Curtis, and more. English SDH. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. Universal. **$5.95**


**3999069 ACTION PACK: Cinema Deluxe.** Includes The Man from War (Robert Ryan 1957, B&W, 99 minutes); Cry of Battle stars James MacArthur (1963, B&W, 100 minutes); Fort Algiers stars Yvonne De Carlo (1953, B&W, 76 minutes); The Tiger and the Flame stars Mehtab Sohrab Modi (1953, 96 minutes); The Crooked Way stars John Payne (1949, B&W, 86 minutes); and Code 7 Victim 5 starring Lex Barker (1964, 89 minutes). Not Rated. Six DVDs. Geneon. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

**3999390 SHERLOCK HOLMES.** His appeal is elementary! Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes has remained in the spotlight for nearly 160 years. See the first appearance, plus 30 more classic Sherlock Holmes programs, parodies and much more in this special collector’s set. In B&W. Over 12 hours on six DVDs. Topics Entertainment. **$5.95**

**3999099 DRAMA PACK: Cinema Deluxe.** Includes The Big Combo starring Cornel Wilde (1955, B&W, 84 minutes); Pony Express stars James Booth (1973, 87 minutes); Cover Up stars Dennis O’Keefe (1949, B&W, 80 minutes); A Nightingale Sang in Beverly Square stars Richard Jordan (1996, 106 minutes); Without Honor stars Laraine Day (1949, B&W, 67 minutes); and God’s Little Acre starring Robert Ryan (1956, B&W, 118 minutes). Not Rated. Six DVDs. Geneon Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

**3993908 THE BEST OF SHERLOCK HOLMES COLLECTION.** The appeal of the world’s greatest detective spans generations, as this mighty gift set proves. In a single collection, you’ll find rare silent films like Sherlock Holmes and A Study in Scarlet, along with an episode of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes radio show; Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon starring Basil Rathbone; all 39 Season One episodes of the 1954 Sherlock Holmes TV series; The Sting of Death starring Boris Karloff; and more. Over 27 hours on twelve DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98. **$7.95**

**3999827 1939: Battle of Westerplatte.** Widescreen. On September 1, 1939, the German battleship Schleswig-Holstein fired on the Polish garrison stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula, and 90 Polish soldiers stood in defense against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Amidst the bloodshed, two Polish condemned soldiers manage to fight for their freedom. Dubbed and in Polish with English subtitles. 118 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.98. **$5.95**

**3999543 BATMAN V SUPERMAN: Dawn of Justice/Man of STEEL.** Widescreen. Two titans of justice, Batman (Ben Affleck) and Superman (Henry Cavill) meet in the most anticipated showdown of our time in Batman v Superman. A young boy learns that he has extraordinary powers and is not of this Earth, and as he tries to help him (Henry Cavill) must figure if he is to save the world. Both English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**3986543 MISSION OF HONOR.** Widescreen. The story of Squadron JUS, a group of heroic pilots who fought in the skies over England in the Battle of Britain. This sterile documentary is not just fighting to keep Great Britain free from the Nazis, but also to keep alive the memories of our own countries which had been caught in the cross fire. English SDH. 107 minutes. Cinedigm. **$5.95**

**3993909 THE 15:17 TO PARIS.** Widescreen. On August 21, 2015, the world was transformed by the story of a thwarted terrorist attack in France. Thalys train #9364 bound for Paris—an attempt prevented by three courageous young Americans. Director Clint Eastwood follows the course of these friends’ lives, from childhood through the unlikely event leading to the attack, then the trial, and the story’s aftereffects. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**3999181 RIDERS ON THE RANGE: 25 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. John Wayne and others saddle up for this 20-disc film collection from Horizons West featuring timeless favorites like Men in War, Hail the Conquering Hero; Caught in the Draft, Buck Privates; In the Navy; Here Come the Waves; Men in War, and others saddle up for this 20-film collection from Horizons West featuring timeless favorites like Men in War, Hail the Conquering Hero; Caught in the Draft, Buck Privates; In the Navy; Here Come the Waves; Men in War, and many others. Warner Bros. Enter. **$9.95**

**3998691 WOODY ALLEN: A Documentary.** Beginning with Allen’s childhood, filmmaker Robert Weide chronicles the trajectory and longevity of Allen’s career, from his work as a comedy writer, stand-up comedian, and frequent TV talk show guest, to a writer-director averaging one film per year for more than 40 years. CC. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. DoubleFeature. **$5.95**

**3995704 SILVER SCREEN ICONS: John Ford Westerly.** A collection of John Ford’s greats that includes 3. Godfathers starring John Wayne and Harry Carey Jr.; She Wore a Yellow Ribbon starring John Wayne and Ben Johnson; Wagon Master starring Ben Johnson and John Wayne; East of Eden starring Marlon Brando and Julie Harris. CC. In English and B&W. On seven hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**3994120 VIETNAM WAR, 1964-1975.** An unflinching examination of one of the most complex and controversial military engagements in American history. Also includes a booklet presenting an authoritative overview of the entire conflict, from its colonial origins to its sobering conclusion. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Go Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99. **$5.95**

**3999113 THE CIVIL WAR, 150TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.** Full Run. Antietam, Fredericksburg, Shiloh, Chancellorville, Gettysburg–they are battles etched on the consciousness of our nation, bloody encounters that pitted brother against brother and tore the nation apart. Gain a deeper understanding of the Civil War with this commemorative set that includes a 84-page illustrated book and war memorabilia. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Go Entertainment. **$5.95**

**3999025 CROSSBOW: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. The legend of William Tell comes alive in this epic series starring Tony Curtis as Tell, an expert marksman, faces a tyrannical governor who is determined to dispatch him. Includes The Legend of William Tell, a group of heroic pilots who fought in the skies over England in the Battle of Britain, The legend of William Tell comes alive in this epic series starring Tony Curtis as Tell, an expert marksman, faces a tyrannical governor who is determined to dispatch him. Includes The Legend of William Tell, the thrilling 5 DVD set. Steele...
**NEW DVDS**

**DVD 3986594 NAZI VERDICT.** Widescreen. Against the background of the D-Day invasion, a U.S. military unit must rescue a brilliant British soldier, who is held captive by the most dangerous SS guard, deep in enemy territory. The Allies' victory depends on the success of this mission. CC. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

**DVD 3995526 COOL HAND LUKE.** Widescreen. His crime: nonconformity. His sentence: the chain gang. Paul Newman plays one of his best-loved roles as the loner who won't or can't bend to the arbitrary rules of his captor. A cast of fine actors includes George Kennedy, Strother Martin, and Jo Van Fleet. English SDH. 126 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3995623 LIVE BY NIGHT.** Widescreen. Self-proclaimed anti-establishment outlaw Joe Coughlin (Ben Affleck) isn't like the gangsters he robbery banks and murders the wife of just an and an open heart. Driven to right the wrongs committed against him, and he and his reckless crew leave Boston for Tampa, where Joe will learn revenge comes at a price. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3986373 JAMES DEAN: The First American Teenager.** Fullscreen. In this documentary narrated by actor Stacy Keach, the tragic screen-icon James Dean is remembered. From his days as a child actor to the tragic day he died, from his life, and clips from his three Warner Brothers films are interwoven with interviews with his co-workers. Includes a bonus interview with 159 minutes. Sprocket Vault. $5.95

**DVD 3990702 WESTERN PACK:**

- *Grena Delaroche:* Parochio Kille starring Telly Savalas (92 minutes).
- *Bad Man's River:* starring James Mason (89 minutes).
- *Captain Apache:* starring Lee Van Cleef (95 minutes).
- *Five Savage Men:* starring Michele Carey (85 minutes).
- *A Town Called Hell:* starring Telly Savalas (89 minutes).
- *Have a Nice Funeral:* starring Gianni Garko (97 minutes). Not Rated. Six DVDs. Geneon. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

**DVD 3986845 MYSTERY OF THE SACRED SHRUD.** Fullscreen. This fascinating documentary explores the mystery of the Shroud of Turin, believed by millions of Christians to be the burial cloth of Christ. The program features many interviews with scientists, scholars, religious leaders and theologians that have examined and testified the Shroud. Narrated by Richard Burton. 83 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 $4.95

**DVD 3992111 SECRETS AND LIES: Season One.** Widescreen. Ben Gardner (Ryan Phillippe) goes from goood Samaritan to murder suspect when he discovers the body of his neighbor's son in the woods. As Detective Andrea Cornell (Juliette Lewis) digs for the truth, towns secrets and lies come to surface, revealing that no one is above suspicion. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $4.95

**DVD 3989967 THE 10TH KINGDOM.** Widescreen. Join an all-star cast as they find fantasy, action, romance and adventure in this epic mini-series event! Beyond the mortal world lies Nine Kingdoms where characters enter a vortex at the edge of the mortal world, they're led to the mini-series event! Beyond the mortal world lies Nine Kingdoms where cast as they find fantasy, action, romance and adventure in this epic DVD Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

**DVD 3991658 SABRA BARBARA MARIAH SHOW.** In 1966, Barbara McNair made history as the first African-American woman to host her own TV variety show, featuring an all-star guest cast of some of the best singers and performers of the time, from B.B. King and Johnnie Taylor to the Foundations Brothers and Della Reese. Presented here are over 14 hours of that groundbreaking TV classic. Four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

**DVD 3991659 MAN WITH A CAMERA: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. A young Charles Bronson stars as the photographer who is now working in New York City as a freelance photographer. Utilizing his police contacts, Kovac digs into the cases that will get him the perfect picture. Collects all 29 episodeschronicles his rise to the highest rungs on the police force. Bronson. 7 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 3985466 DRAGGED ACROSS CONCRETE.** Widescreen. Police partners (Mel Gibson and Vince Vaughn) descend into the criminal underworld after they are suspended for assaulting a suspect in video. Also stars, Jennifer Carpenter and Don Johnson. Rated R. 158 minutes. VHS Films. $5.95

**DVD 399550X BULLITT/PAPILLON.** Widescreen. Steve McQueen doubles the effect of a role that made him an icon. In *Bullitt,* gratty police procedure combines with volatile action as McQueen's Det. Frank Bullitt goes after killers of a key witness. *Papillon* is a powerful visual adventure of a prisoner whose escape could cost the Nazis their precious Devil's Island. CC. Over 4 hours on a Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $26.98 $5.95

**DVD 398639X BLOOD FEAST.** Widescreen. Fuad Ramses and his family have moved from the thick of the Egyptian revolution to France, where they run an American diner. Since business is not going too well, Fuad also works nights in a museum of ancient Egyptian culture. When Fuad succumbs to the allure of the ancient goddess ISHTAR, he begins a reign of terror that must be put to an end before the cannibalism becomes his daily bread. Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. Hannover House. $5.95


**DVD 3989455 QUACKSER FORTUNE HAS A COUSIN IN THE BRONX.** Widescreen. This gentle comedy tells the story of Quackser Fortune (Gene Wilder), who earns his living by following the horseracing wagons of Dublin, monitoring the up the droppings and selling it as fertilizer. One American exchange student (Margot Kidder) finds herself drawn to Quackser's ways. 90 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**DVD 3986462 THE 39 CLUES: Breakout.** Widescreen. A collection of Kirk Warren's best stand-up movies including: The Pimp Chronicles PT. 1: American Hustle; ‘It’s Pimpin’ Pimpin’; along with The Kent Williams phenomenon, an account of Kent Williams rise to fame. Over four hours on 4 DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 3990902 HUMAN TRAFFICKING.** Widescreen. Hundreds of thousands of young women have vanished from their everyday lives–by violence into a hellish existence of brutality and prostitution. Kate Morozov (Mira Sorvino) knows the horror of sexual exploitation first hand and is dedicated to dismantling the networks and bringing the kingpins to justice. Also stars Donald Sutherland. Unrated. English SDH. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 3988610 JESUS THE CHRIST: The Bible Series.** Widescreen. This inspiring program follows Jesus from Mary’s Immaculate Conception to his crucifixion and glorious resurrection, a retelling faithful to the Four Gospels according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Stars Nelson Leigh, Jan Arvan, and Charles Drake. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 $5.95

**DVD 3986853 OLD TESTAMENT: The Bible Series.** Fullscreen. Bursting with themes of love, hope, and faith, this powerful 1958 program encompasses events and characters from the book of Genesis to the book of Daniel, including the stories of Abraham, Joseph, Moses, Joshua, Gideon, and many more. Over three hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 $5.95

**DVD 3991149 THE LADY MUSKETEER.** Widescreen. The year is 1660. Loyalties among the people of France are divided between church and state, Cardinal and King–each of whom employs a private army. The Cardinal (Gerard Depardieu) has guards. The King boasts his Musketeers. But there is one Musketeer who stands apart from the rest. She has her mother's sword. English SDH. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 3988403 BRUCE WEBER: The Film Collector.** This collector's set includes Weber's first film, *Let's Get Lost,* and *Broken Noses;* *Bullitt,* *American Hustle,* and *Quackser Fortune Has a Cousin in the Bronx.* Combining such subjects as jazz, boxing, and animals, this set offers art enthusiasts a unique insight into one of photography’s greatest talents. In S&W. CC. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

CC. 96 minutes. Narrator. $5.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 3996499** THE LIFE AND TIMES OF ALLEN GINSBERG. Visionary, radical, spiritual seeker, renowned poet, founding member of a major literary movement that embraced socialism, civil rights, Buddhist, political activist and teacher—Allen Ginsberg’s remarkable life shaped the very soul of American counterculture as it thrived in this compilation of the past 60 years of American culture. In Color and B&W. 84 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 3996683** THE WILD PARROTS OF TELEGRAPH HILL. In a celebration of urban wilderness comes this two-disc collector’s edition of one of the most heartwarming and beloved documentaries of all time, which tells the true story of a local bohemian, Mark Bittner, and his remarkable relationship with a flock of wild red and green parrots. Includes a fully illustrated companion booklet along with bonus features. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Docurama. $5.95

**DVD 3995631** LOGAN'S RUN. Live it up today, your time is up tomorrow. In the Year of the City 2274, humans forsake the ravaged outer environment by living in the vast, bubbled metropolis. There computerized servo-mechanisms provide all needs and everyone can pursue endless hedonism—this is until the Lastday. CC. 118 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3999566** NIGHT COURT: The Complete First Season. Magician/comic Harry Anderson stars as judge Harold Holyday, a man with a joy-buzzer of courtroom decorum and a gleeful enthusiasm for the Velvet Fog, Mel Forme. Cast includes John Larroquette, Richard Moll, Selma Diamond, and Karen Astin. The entire 13-episode first season is gathered here, along with a full dcket of extras. CC. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $27.98 $5.95

**DVD 39991X9** SEA WOLF: The Complete Mini-Series. widescreen. Wolf Larsen (Kirk Douglas) is the hyperbolic Captain of the seal hunting vessel, the Sea Wolf. He takes on a ex-con seaman and puts him to work, ruling over him with an iron fist. The experience turns the castaway into a hardened adversary, and when Wolf’s brother and fellow captain (C-Level Casting) come aboard, the three men plot to escape into war. English SDH. Three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 3986829** CISCO KID: Western Collection. Fullscreen. Collects six features from 1946 to 1947 including The Gay Cavalier; Beauty and the Bandit; South of Monterey; The Gay Cavalier; King of the Bandits; starring Gilbert Roland as the Cisco Kid, and co-starring Martin Garralaga, Frank Yaconelli, Inez Cooper, and many more. In B&W. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 3996802** 26 CLASSIC CHRISTMAS CARTOONS. Fullscreen. A delightful collection of comedy cartoon shorts and live-action programs, all bursting with heartwarming holiday cheer! Includes The Candlesmacker; Christmas Fairy Tale; Jack Frost; Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer; Snow Foolin’; Santa in Animal Land; and more. In Color and B&W. Nearly 4 hours. Adults only. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**DVD 3997480** THE FAILURES. It all starts when Lilly embalms the school mascot, crashes her father’s car into her mother’s tombstone and ends up trying to help William kill himself. From there, things start to get a little complicated. It’s a sad little romantic comedy about and ends up trying to help William kill himself. From there, things seem lost. But then things get worse when the survivors discover that the island is infested with deadly creatures. 91 minutes. Medallion. $5.95

**DVD 3998479** LOCKUP–RAW: Season One. America’s maximum security prisons are a world unto themselves—a realm of chaos and danger where long stretches of the day are interrupted by explosions of sheer terror. This groundbreaking series goes inside the gates to get shockingly candid interviews. Includes all 8 episodes of Season One. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. New Video. $5.95

**DVD 399005X** DIVIDED WE FALL: 10 War Classics, Fullscreen. Collects ten Civil War classics from the Golden Days of cinema: Abraham Lincoln; Hearts in Bondage; The Andersonville; Coloboro; Santa Fe Trail; Degrange Girl; The Proud Rebel; Drums in the Deep South; Kansas Pacific; and Yellowknife. Stars include Walter Huston, Roy Rogers, Oliva de Havilland, Enol Flynn, and others. In Color and B&W. Nearly 13 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

**DVD 3999270** STREETS OF FEAR: 20 Movie Collection. Hard-boiled detectives take to the streets in 20 crime tales. Stars like Orson Welles, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward G. Robinson, Peter Lorre, Ann Sheridan and Angela Lansbury star in Bulldog Drummond Comes Back; The Maltese Falcon; Mr. Wong; The Stranger; Please Murder Me!; Trapped; Green Glove; and much more. In B&W. Over 26 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

**DVD 3986616** SHARK ATTACK PACK. widescreen. The most dangerous beast of the sea turns white red in this sc-fi triple feature. A summit at sea is terrorized by a mutant Shark. Then, it’s the epic prehistoric battle of Mega Shark Versus Cocosaurus. Finally, head to Shark Island, a deserted compound where a horrifying gourp of shark species awaits. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. GT Media. $4.95

**DVD 3999068** FUTURE COP: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Ernest Borgnine and John Amos star as two street-smart cops entrusted with a new rookie partner. But Officer Haven (Michael O’Keefe) is no ordinary rookie. He looks, talks, and acts like a human, but he’s actually an android, imbued with super strength and super intellect! Collects all six episodes, plus the TV movie. Nearly 8 hours plus on four DVDs. DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 3989924** THE NIGHT CREW. widescreen. After stealing away a mysterious fugitive, four hard-up bounty hunters must survive the night in a desert motel against a horde of savage cartel gang members. The night gets even more dangerous when they realize that their fugitive is much more than she lets on. Stars Danny Trejo and Luke Goss. English SDH. 92 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

**DVD 3995488** BLACK MASS. widescreen. In 1970’s Boston, FBI agent John Connolly (Joel Edgerton) persuades Irish mobster James “Whitey” Bulger (Johnny Depp) to collaborate with the FBI in order to eliminate a common enemy: the Italian mob. Also stars Benedict Cumberbatch and Kevin Bacon. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 399564X** LOOK, UP IN THE SKY! The Amazing Story of Superman. This definitive telling of the Superman saga traces the character’s humble beginnings all the way to his emergence as the world’s mightiest pop culture icon. Includes all the footage, outtakes and exclusive interviews. Also includes a behind the scenes look at Superman Returns. CC. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3995729** UNFORGETTABLE. Tessa is still burdened with the end of her marriage with her ex-husband, David becomes happily engaged to Julia. Having found the woman of her dreams and now a stepmother to Tessa and David’s daughter, Julia believes she may finally be able to leave her own troubled past behind. But Tessa’s jealousy takes a pathological turn. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3996661** ONCE UPON A BROTHER’S GRIMM/PINOCCHIO. Fullscreen. An enchanted forest provides the setting for the meeting between the creators of literature’s most cherished fairy tales. Hans Christian Andersen and Wilhelm Grimm exchange ideas on their shared creations in a fantasy adventure starring Dean Jones, Paul Sand, Terri Garr and others. Also includes a 1976 live action adaptation of Pinocchio. Three episodes. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $19.95 $9.50

**DVD 3986519** LOST IN THE PACIFIC. widescreen. Special-ops soldier turned cult leader (Brandon Routh) is working in the kitchen aboard the maiden flight of a custom A330 luxury jet flying from Rio to Hong Kong. When a violent storm forces the plane down onto a remote island, all seems lost, and then things get worse when the survivors discover that the island is infested with deadly creatures. 91 minutes. Medallion. $5.95

**DVD 3990033** THE DEADLY BEYOND: 11 Movie Collection. Fullscreen & Wide screen. A collection of 11 films with evil scientists: Alien creatures, and alternate worlds: Pulse; Spaceheretics; Adventures in the Forbidden Zone; Krull; My Mom’s a Werewolf; The Hearse; Lurkers; Slipscream; Mutant; Warriors of the Wasteland; Alien Contamination; and E peripheral. Some rated R. Over 17 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95
**New DVDs**

**DVD 3998542** GLORIA BELL. Widescreen. Gloria (Julianne Moore) is a free-spirited, middle-aged divorcée who spends her days at a stripping and fenced off club and her nights in the dance floor. After meeting Arnold (John Turturro) on a night out, she suddenly finds herself thrust into an unexpected new romance with both the joy and love that the complications of mature dating, rating. R. 102 minutes. Ws Films. $5.95

**DVD 39985458** THE CON IS ON. Widescreen. In an effort to avoid paying off a massive gambling debt to a notorious mobster in England, two con artists flee to Los Angeles, where they hatch a convoluted plot to steal jewels. Rated R. 95 minutes. Ws Films. $5.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 39993194** DICK TRACY. Presents a rare collection of early Tracy films, shows, and more. Includes 15 chapters of the defining 1930s newspaper strip starring Ralph Byrd; the films Dick Tracy Detective; Dick Tracy Vs. Cueball; Dick Tracy's Dilemma; and Dick Tracy Meets Grouse (featuring Boris Karoff); four episodes of the first Dick Tracy TV series; and the bonus documentary Dick Tracy; Saga of a Crimefighter. In B&W. Over 11 hours on six DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 399930X SNOW HONEYS.** Fullscreen. Fearing lots of odd and hilarious over-bobbing, this collection of sexy vignettes is filled beginning to end with the steamiest sex scenes of the early 80s. Watch for “Super Rod” (they aren’t kidding) and “Lois Canal” in a hilarious superhero spoof; witness a dirty old man and a foxy lady getting it on with bizarre French accents; and more. 75 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 39993246** WIDE OPEN. Widescreen. The strained relationship between taxi driver Paul and his journalist girlfriend Marianne gets even more complex when Paul brings his father back to their apartment. To diffuse the rising tensions, they decide to relax with a wild movie party. But things get much worse when they both wake up in bed—with Marianne’s sister! Stars Christina Lindberg. Not Rated. R. 102 minutes. Adults Only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 39993245** ANITA. Widescreen. A classic of controversial Swedish exploitation starring cult film starlet Christina Lindberg and a very young Stellan Skarsgard in one of his first ever film roles. A young girl suffers from psychological problems and sexual promiscuity due to her troubled childhood. Not Rated. In Swedish with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 39993388** QUI, GIRLS. Widescreen. When Barbara (Anna Ventura) is asked to go undercover to assist Nick (adult film superstar Paul Thomas) in a murder investigation, she gets more than she bargained for. Together they embark on a brave tale of lies and deceit to the secretive “Circle S” singles ranch, where they sleep their way to the truth. 1982. 81 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 39993596** SEXCULA. Fullscreen. The nudity and sex come nonstop in this long-limply campy skin flick. Starring a Marilyn Chambers look-alike in dual roles as Countess Sexcula, a buxom cutie with no qualms about lying naked on a table for the entire movie, and a bimbo-wide-spread starlet named Stars Debbie Collins, Jamie Orlando, and John Alexander. 86 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 39998851** BROADCROOM: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. When the body of an 11-year-old girl is found on the beach in Broadcroom, Detective Sergeant Ellis Miller (Olivia Colman) and Detective Inspector Alec Hardy (David Tennant) are called in to investigate. As the mystery deepens, a national spotlight threatens to pull the small seaside resort apart. This collection includes all 8 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. E One. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 399842X DENVER BRONCOS: Greatest Moments.** Widescreen. Go back in time and experience back to back Super Bowl championships and the NFL’s most exciting and action-packed NFL Films footage, every Broncos fan will want to add this to their collection. CC. 89 minutes. Viva Entertainment. $5.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3998843** BITTEN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Elena Michaels (Laura Vandervoot), the lone female werewolf in existence, is torn between two worlds—the one where she was born and into the one she was bitten into. Desperate to start a new life in the city, Elena instead finds herself drawn to a string of murders that threaten the survival of her pack. Includes 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Entertainment One. Pub. at $39.98 $5.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 39985457** THE BEACH BUM. Widescreen. The misadventures of Moondog (Matthew McConaughey), a rebellious rogue who always lives life by his own rules. Rated R. 95 minutes. Ws Films. $5.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3999763** WHEN THAT GIRL. Four years after they haven’t damedged each other’s spirits or determination of Nikki Finn. The spunky parolee out to clear her name—and sets the Big Apple spinning in deliciously funny ways. Starring Madonna, Griffin Dunne, and Sir John Mills. CC. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3999918** JCVD. Widescreen. Returning to his hometown for some much needed rest after losing his daughter in a lengthy custody battle, Jean-Claude Van Damme finds himself smack in the middle of a bank heist. Even worse, the cops think the penniless action star is the culprit? Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $8.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3998991** THE 4-MOVIE COLLECTION: Action Classics Unleashed. Widescreen. Four action-packed films featuring Jean-Claude Van Damme: Assassination Games also starring Scott Adkins; Double Team also starring Dennis Rodman. Maximum Risk also starring Natasha Henstridge, and Until Death. All Rated R. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3999023** SEASONS OF THE HEART. Widescreen. At the height of her publishing career as an executive, Vivian Levinson (Carol Burnett) has her prim and proper world turned upside down with the unexpected arrival of her young granddaughter, who has been abandoned by her drug-addicted mother. Also stars George Segel. 93 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3998635** MARY, MOTHER OF JESUS. This stunning film tells the moving story of Mary, one of the most beloved figures in all of Christianity. An inspirational story of love, sacrifice and faith, this collection of sexy vignettes is filled beginning to end with the steamiest sex scenes of the early 80s. Watch for “Super Rod” (they aren’t kidding) and “Lois Canal” in a hilarious superhero spoof; witness a dirty old man and a foxy lady getting it on with bizarre French accents; and more. 75 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 399114** IVANA TRUMP’S FOR LOVE ALONE. Fullscreen. From Ivana Trump’s own writings you can now relive the story of a young Czechoslovakian beauty and skiing prodigy who rose from humble origins in communist Eastern Europe to reign as queen of the international jet set. Stars Stephen Collins and Sanna Vraa. 94 minutes. Mill Creek. $5.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3986500** LONDON: The Modern Babylon. From musicians, writers and artists to dangerous thinkers, political radicals and above all, ordinary people, this is the story of London’s immigrants, its bohemians and how they changed the city forever. 125 minutes. Dokucrama. $9.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3995593** ANGEL OF MINE. Widescreen. Lizzie (Noomi Rapace) becomes convinced that the child of a stranger (Yvonne Strahovik) is actually her own daughter, sending her into a dead-end cleaning jobs, two lovely maids decide to give their guests a surprise ending! With William Atherton and Erin Gray. Some Rated R. CC. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Topics Entertainment. $9.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 399106** IT HITS THE FAN! Widescreen. Four apocalyptic disaster movies to keep you on the edge of your seat! Tornado Warning starring Jeff Fahey, Tony Todd, and John Rhys-Davies; Maximum Risk starring Scott Adkins; action classic JCVD starring Jean-Claude Van Damme; and Love & Other Disasters starring Sir John Mills. English SDH. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

---

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 3998881** BROADCROOM: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. When the body of an 11-year-old girl is found on the beach in Broadcroom, Detective Sergeant Ellis Miller (Olivia Colman) and Detective Inspector Alec Hardy (David Tennant) are called in to investigate. As the mystery deepens, a national spotlight threatens to pull the small seaside resort apart. This collection includes all 8 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. E One. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

**NEW DVDs**

**DVD 399736X TORNADO WARNING.** Widescreen. From musicians, writers and artists to dangerous thinkers, political radicals and above all, ordinary people, this is the story of London’s immigrants, its bohemians and how they changed the city forever. 125 minutes. Dokucrama. $9.95
NEW DVDS

DVD 3998654 \**HISTORY OF THE SAN DIEGO CHARGERS.** Fullscreen. Drawing upon dozens of interviews, sideline sound, players’ and coaches’ recollections, and vintage radio accounts, this complete history gives you a 50-yard line seat for 50 years of hurlbars as well as heartbreaks along with hours of bonus features highlighting the best players and games from the blue and gold. CC. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $7.95

DVD 3998975 \***4 MOVIE MARATHON: Classic Western Collection.** Fullscreen. Four action-packed westerns featuring stars like Randolph Scott, Alan Ladd, Audie Murphy, Maureen O’Hara, Jeff Chandler and many more are collected here. *Albuquerque; Whispering Smith; The Silver Creek; and War Arrow.* SDH. Nearly six hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. $6.95

DVD 3998959 \***PRO FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME: 85 Years of Greatness.** Fullscreen. For the first time ever, experience an up close and personal look at the immortal stars of NFL history. In this landmark set, discover the players, coaches and owners as they share first hand accounts of the most glorious moments in the game. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

DVD 3998835 \***8 HORROR FILMS.** Features Butcher Boys Rated R, Cargo Rated R, Scary or Die Rated R, Darkroom; House of Good & Evil; Absentia Rated R, Darktourist Rated R, and Crave. Over 12 hours on two DVDs. Phase 4 Films. $8.95

DVD 399886X \***THE CAPTAINS.*** Widescreen. *Star Trek’s* original Captain Kirk, William Shatner, travels around the globe to interview the elite group of actors (Chris Pine, Patrick Stewart, Avery Brooks, Kate Mulgrew, and Scott Bakula) who have portrayed the role of Starship Captain, giving fans an exclusive behind the scenes look at the culture phenomenon. English SDH. 96 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

DVD 3998378 \***DIABOLO.*** Widescreen. A young Civil War veteran named Jackson wakes up to find his beautiful wife kidnapped by ruthless bandits. With killers around every corner, the lines begin to blur between who the good and the bad are, including Jackson. Stars Scott Eastwood and Walton Goggins. Rated R. CC. 82 minutes. Orion. $5.95

DVD 3999009 \***THE ASTRONAUT WIVES CLUB: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. As America’s astronauts were launched on death-defying missions, the lives of their young wives transformed from military spouses to American royalty. As their celebrity rose, and tragedy began to touch their lives, they rallied together. Collects all 10 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

DVD 3998481 \***WASHER, THE SEA COLLECTION TRIPLE FEATURE.** Widescreen. Dive into adventure and fun with Sammy the sea turtle as he swims the oceans of the world with his best pal Ray in this “under the seas” collection. *A Turtle’s Tale: Sammy’s Adventures; A Turtle’s Tale 2: Sammy’s Escape from Paradise; and Back to the Sea.* CC. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

DVD 3996578 \***A FOOTBALL LIFE: Walter Payton.** Widescreen. Relive Walter Payton’s storied career with thrilling footage, interviews with teammates and friends, plus new reflections from the family and friends of today who describe Payton’s impact on their careers. CC. 66 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

DVD 3998932 \***THE NIGHT VISITOR CHRONICLES.** Widescreen. *The Night Visitor* centers around a teen couple who hires a new age spiritualist to help with their troubled marriage. *The Night Visitor 2: Heather’s Story* runs parallel to the original, telling the story of Heather, a special young girl, who must protect her family as they plan to move away from the people and other-earthy being. Three hours. E One. $5.95

DVD 3996675 \***WESTERN 3 DISC COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Revisit the story that captured both the spirit of the Old West and the hearts of America in *Red River* to awesome *Dove.* Jan-Michael Vincent stars as Woodrow Call, a young man who has a price on his head. He joins forces with the sheriff and a bounty hunter who has endured the death of his son and the failure of his ranch in *Streets of Laredo.* Experience the early adventures of Gus and Call, Texas Rangers in *Dead Man’s Walk.* Over 14 hours on three DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

DVD 3988201 \***ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS.** Search for humanities hidden ancestors, ancient caves and going back tens of thousands of years, stone carvings buried for ages now revealed, and unexplained depictions in ancient manuscripts. 62 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

DVD 398821X \***ANCIENT SYMBOLS.** Unexplained symbols discovered around the earth, thousands of years old, what do they mean? This film will investigate these ancient artifacts. 62 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

DVD 3987515 \***THE HARVEST.** Widescreen. A country that not long ago suffered daily power outages is now engaged in a highly technological form of capitalism. Set in the rural region of Kakheli, Georgia, this rigorous documentary silently paints a picture of the bit coin mining process, juxtaposed against a backdrop of unpaved roads and horse-drawn carriages. In Georgian with English subtitles, 70 minutes. Capricorn. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

DVD 3988295 \***CARGO.** Widescreen. *The Night Visitor* takes a look into the mysteries of one of the oldest monuments on Earth. 72 minutes. Vision Laboratories. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

DVD 3993949 \***ALIEN CONTACT: Secret Societies.** From the moment you are born, you are numbered and moved through a process to feed the mind. *Alien Contact* reveals the secret race of beings who came to Earth thousands of years ago. Nobody is truly free because we are all working for the masters. Discover how the Illuminati backstages everything. 67 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

DVD 3998953 \***CRUISING.** Widescreen. New York is caught in the grip of a sadistic serial killer who is preying on the patrons of the city’s underground bars. Captain Edelson (Paul Sorvino) tasks young rookie Steve Burns (Al Pacino) with infiltrating the S&M subculture to try and lure the killer out of the shadows. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 3998279 \***THE BEE-EATERS.** Peter is a socially awkward young man, whose only responsibility is to walk his nine year old  neighbor home from school, over the heaths and green hills of rural England. As he makes a new friend in an aging birdwatcher, Peter finds himself ensnared in a knot he cannot untangle. 86 minutes. Synergic. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 3988422 \***DRIVEWAYS.** Kathy (Hong Chau), a single mother travels with her eight year old son Cody to her late sister’s house, which the two plan to clean and sell. As Kathy realizes how little she knows about her own family, she develops an unlikely friendship with Del (Brain Dennehy), a Korean war vet and widower who lives next door. 83 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

DVD 3987183 \***PIZZA: A Love Story.** Marinara sauces runs red through the streets of New Haven in this surprising, delectable documentary which sensitively captures the lively & jubilant–together stand that is a centerpiece of the town’s Italian-American heritage and connoisseurs of the tastiest incarnations of America’s favorite comfort food. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
Karen’s wayward sister Alice might be the one behind the mask. Again, Karen’s parents are forced to confront the possibility that Karen’s wayward sister Alice might be the one behind the mask. Rated R, English SDH, 107 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98

**DVD 3992977 MONDO BALORDO.** Widescreen. In one of the most infamous Mondo movies of all, host Boris Karloff guides you through a world “thieving and pulling with love, from the jungle orgies of primitive tribes to sin-filled evenings of the London sophisticate.” Along the way you’ll also experience Bedouin pleasures, amorous dwarves, German lesbians, and Chinese bondage models. CC, 87 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3986800 REWIN.** Sasha Joseph Neulinger draws upon a revealing home video archive to piece together an unflinching story of the cycles and consequences of abuse, to examine what it means to heal and to effect positive change in our society. A powerful 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3988599 MOLON LÄBE: Battlefield America.** Hear from everyday Americans, true people who respect law and order, work far beyond the normal 40 hour work week, pay their taxes and gut all on the line everyday in the hope of saving America the Great. A 7 minutes Eyes Wide Open. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3992985 THE WILD, WILD WORLD OF JAYNE MANSFIELD.** Widescreen. The notorious Mondo mash-up in which a Jayne Mansfield sound-alike narrates footage of Jayne being chased by paparazzi in Rome, waltzing with elephants in Canada and partying with drag queens in Paris, before suddenly veering into graphic photos of her horrific accident and posthumous tour of her Hollywood mansion. CC, 90 minutes. Sevrin. P.O. at $19.98

**DVD 3987205 ROBOWOMAN.** Widescreen. After a savage physical attack by a group of men, a woman undergoes illegal, experimental cybernetic surgery and is fashioned with robotic parts and vision. However, the surgery causes havoc to her brain, and before long, she’s on a deadly rampage of revenge. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3987051 DADDY’S GIRL.** Widescreen. Zoe is a young woman held captive by her stepfather after the suicide of her mother. A former Abu Ghraib prison guard and now professional serial killer, her stepfather trains local bars using Zoe as bait to attract new, young female victims. A rookie cop and a vigilante soon attempt to catch the sadistic killer. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3987094 FACES OF FEAR.** Widescreen. A chilling omnibus of terror tales from the cutting edge of the horror underground. Featuring short but devilishly sweet bites of blood-soaked stories. Features the work of Kim Sonderholm, Luc Bernier, Jason Figgis, and Martin Sonntag. 89 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3993731 CHUCK BERRY: Brown Eyed Handsome Man.** Fullscreen. This program is a historic record of the decades long and continuing impact of the father of rock ‘n’ roll and is a collection of performances by the greatest rock icons in history performing their favorite songs by Chuck Berry, including the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, Jayne being chased by paparazzi in Rome, and continuing impact of the father of rock ’n’ roll and is a collection of performances by the greatest rock icons in history performing their favorite songs by Chuck Berry, including the Beatles, the Rolling Stones, Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, Jimi Hendrix and more. 54 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

**DVD 3988457 FREEDOM ROAD.** Fullscreen. Muhammad Ali makes his TV-movie dramatic debut in this adaptation of a Fast novel. The story follows Gideon Johnson (Ali), a former slave and Union soldier who returns home to South Carolina following the Civil War and with the help of sharecropper (a Kristofferson) unites former slaves and white tenant farmers under a common cause. CC, 96 minutes. Capital Christian Music G. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**DVD 3987049 COWBOY & PREACHER.** Widescreen. Join Christian pastor, cowboy and environmentalist Ted Robinson on a journey to discover why Evangelicals have abdicated their duty to be God’s stewards of this earth to the progressive left. Far from being contradictory, 'Tis show how it is inextricably linked to the environment. See how this Christian cowboy is taking responsibility for Evangelicals to follow his lead. 92 minutes. Capital Christian Music G. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**DVD 3988252 BAD MAGIC.** After Renny’s brother Amos is killed in a robbery gone bad, the only thing left for Renny is to seek revenge on the wicked gang he belonged to—the Red Cloaks—except this isn’t going to be an ordinary vigilante score. Renny will use the aid of a renowned witch doctor from the West Indies. 85 minutes. Home Video. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**DVD 3988892 DAVID BOWIE: The Television Generation.** Fullscreen. This selection contains 24 performances of David Bowie “On the Box,” whereby everyone’s all-time favorite “show-off” comes across doing perfectly what he always did so well. 116 minutes. Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**DVD 3998828 AND THEN YOU DIE!** Widescreen. Sam Wallace has had a rough life, dumped on by everyone, a real human door mat. But the worst day of his life is about to turn when he returns from the dead to avenge all those who wronged him. And payback will be a bloody mess. 86 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3997507 10/31, PART II.** Widescreen. Creatures of the night awaken for this year’s Halloween Monster Marathon hosted by Malvolia. The Queen of Screams, Quaid and Kurk are back, and this year’s monster mash-up includes a new batch of killer villains. 80 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3999818 THE STONE: No Soul Unturned.** A group of travelers arrive at the UK’s most haunted location in hopes of attaining occult enlightenment of the ancients. Uncovering a centuries old artifact, they attempt to invoke the spirits of the dead. Instead, they manifest a dark mirror upon their own souls, trapping themselves a horrifying nether realm. Stars Andy Daniel, Goos, Sarah Dunn, and Wes Dolan. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment.

**DVD 3993973 INSIDE METAL: The L.A. Metal Scene Explodes 2.** Volume Two in this riveting documentary series dedicated to heavy Metal music and its diverse array of musical styles and genres is the second half of this two DVD set. Widescreen. Metal Rock. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**DVD 3986733 SENIORS: A Documentary.** A beautiful film about the bonds between humans and dogs, particularly senior dogs. There’s the Old Friends Senior Dog Sanctuary, a beloved retirement home for elderly dogs in Tennessee; Chelsea’s Border Collie, generally considered the smartest dog in the world; and more in this documentary that will warm your heart. 74 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

$14.95

**DVD 3993957 ANGEL, ALIEN AND UFO ENCOUNTERS FROM ANOTHER DIMENSION.** The deep recesses of our intangible universe are explored in striking and irrefutable video evidence of entities, UFOs, and aliens. This concrete visual proof changes lives and perceptions of those who filmed it, and we will certainly do the same for you. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. $14.95

**DVD 3988723 RED MAGAZINE: THE WILD, WILD WORLD OF JAYNE MANSFIELD.** Widescreen. In one of the most infamous Mondo movies of all, host Boris Karloff guides you through a world “thieving and pulling with love, from the jungle orgies of primitive tribes to sin-filled evenings of the London sophisticate.” Along the way you’ll also experience Bedouin pleasures, amorous dwarves, German lesbians, and Chinese bondage models. CC, 87 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**DVD 3993403 PANIC AT THE BELIEVERS.** Widescreen. A group of travelers arrive at the UK’s most haunted location in hopes of attaining occult enlightenment of the ancients. Uncovering a centuries old artifact, they attempt to invoke the spirits of the dead. Instead, they manifest a dark mirror upon their own souls, trapping themselves a horrifying nether realm. Stars Andy Daniel, Goos, Sarah Dunn, and Wes Dolan. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment.

**DVD 39888457 FREEDOM ROAD.** Fullscreen. Muhammad Ali makes his TV-movie dramatic debut in this adaptation of a Fast novel. The story follows Gideon Johnson (Ali), a former slave and Union soldier who returns home to South Carolina following the Civil War and with the help of sharecropper (a Kristofferson) unites former slaves and white tenant farmers under a common cause. CC, 96 minutes. Capital Christian Music G. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**DVD 3987043 COWBOY & PREACHER.** Widescreen. Join Christian pastor, cowboy and environmentalist Ted Robinson on a journey to discover why Evangelicals have abdicated their duty to be God’s stewards of this earth to the progressive left. Far from being contradictory, ‘Tis show how it is inextricably linked to the environment. See how this Christian cowboy is taking responsibility for Evangelicals to follow his lead. 92 minutes. Capital Christian Music G. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**DVD 3988382 DAVID BOWIE: The Television Generation.** Fullscreen. This selection contains 24 performances of David Bowie “On the Box,” whereby everyone’s all-time favorite “show-off” comes across doing perfectly what he always did so well. 116 minutes. Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

**DVD 398818X ALICE, SWEET ALICE.** Widescreen. On the day of her first communion, young Karen (Brooke Shields) is lured away by an unknown assailant in a yellow rain mac and creepy translucent mask. But as the knife-wielding maniac strikes again and again, Karen’s parents are forced to confront the possibility that Karen’s wayward sister Alice might be the one behind the mask. Rated R, English SDH, 107 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95
Johnny puts himself and his loved ones in their unforgiving cross-hairs. Refuses to follow orders to torch the tenement building he grew up in, City neighborhood—as long as his mob bosses let him. But, when he (Vincent Spano) controls the drug trade in New York's rough Alphabet City neighborhood, his becoming the 43rd President is certain. English SDH. 111 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $32.98

What do you get when you cross Afro-futurism, Cold War paranoia, the dystopian world of Philip K. Dick and 60s exploitation cinema, along with a hefty dose of Lynchian surrealism? One of the most intriguing films you’ll see all year: absurd, audacious, and like nothing you've ever experienced before. Includes two additional short films by Miguel Liano. English SDH. 151 minutes on two DVDs. Pub. at $29.95

What do you do when you cross Afrobeats, disco, and rock & roll? The result is one of the most captivating films of the year. African-born director and Dr. Hans Zirker (Topo) finds himself on Mongo. Taken prisoner by the mysterious killer, resulting in the closure of the school they attended. Now former student Bambi, has decided to re-open the institution. As new students arrive, it’s not long before the murderer makes his presence known. Jammed packed with bizarre humor and strange death sequences. English SDH. 81 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

When doing good results in Echo’s murder, causing three lives to be rewritten. A loving mother/daughter team. But when reclusive witch Sophia (Kathy Bates), and her concubine, resulting in the closure of the school they attended. Now former student Bambi, has decided to re-open the institution. As new students arrive, it’s not long before the murderer makes his presence known. Jammed packed with bizarre humor and strange death sequences. English SDH. 81 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

What do you get when you cross pop culture iconography, and the power of imagination? A retired hitman decides to take on one last job to avenge the murder of his brother by a Mafia gang in this action-packed European crime noir directed by Antonino Margheriti. Yuli Brynner and Massimo Ranieri star in this Italian action-packed and violent thriller. Rated R. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95

What do you get when you cross pop culture iconography, and the power of imagination? A retired hitman decides to take on one last job to avenge the murder of his brother by a Mafia gang in this action-packed European crime noir directed by Antonino Margheriti. Yuli Brynner and Massimo Ranieri star in this Italian action-packed and violent thriller. Rated R. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95

What do you get when you cross pop culture iconography, and the power of imagination? A retired hitman decides to take on one last job to avenge the murder of his brother by a Mafia gang in this action-packed European crime noir directed by Antonino Margheriti. Yuli Brynner and Massimo Ranieri star in this Italian action-packed and violent thriller. Rated R. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95
CD 3986926 PARADE 1957. Enjoy the 25 hits that made 1957 a year to remember in the music world. Enjoy Jailhouse Rock by Elvis Presley, Peggy Sue by Buddy Holly, Jimmy by Debbi Reaydis; Banana Boat (Day O) by Harry Belafonte, Blueberry Hill by Fats Domino; Diana by Paul Anka; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3986969 PARADE 1961. A veritable treasure chest of the year’s best, collecting 25 original artist tracks in a range of genres. Pellevo top-notch hits like The Leader of the Pack by The Pomps, My Pride and Joy by Ricky Nelson, Running Scared by Roy Orbison; Stand by Me by Ben E King; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3986942 PARADE 1959. Over 50 years later, the hits in this 25-track selection end as much as exist now. Enjoy treasured like Mack the Knife by Bobby Darin; Venus by Frankie Avalon; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes by The Platters; Charlie Brown by The Coasters; There Goes My Baby by The Drifters; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3986950 PARADE 1960. A new decade is born, and with it came these 25 treasured tracks, as performed by their original artists. Includes unforgettable songs like The Twist by Chubby Checker, It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley, Only the Lonely by Roy Orbison; Beyond the Sea by Bobby Darin; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3993974 PARADE 1958. Twenty-five tracks offer a snapshot of 1958, featuring many of the era’s greatest stars. Includes favorites like At The Hop by Danny and the Juniors; Sugartime by The McGuire Sisters; Who’s Sorry Now by Connie Francis; You Are My Destiny by Paul Anka; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3990432 RELAXING CLASSICS: 100 Hits. Collects 100 beautiful masterpieces from Mozart, Handel, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Chopin, Elgar, Grieg, Debussy and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3990977 PARADE 1962. Enjoy 25 hit recordings that had you humming the tune for months on end! Includes classics like Sherry by The Four Seasons; The Loco-Motion by Little Eva, Return to Sender by Elvis Presley, I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles and many more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3991008 CAROLS & HYMNS: 100 Hits. Collects 100 festive classics including Away in a Manger; Coventry Carol; The Bleak Mid-Winter; The Holly and the Ivy; Little Drummer Boy; Abide with Me, Come Down, O Love Divine; All My Hope in God Is Founded; Drummer Boy; Abide with Me; Come Down, O Mid-Winter; The Holly and the Ivy; Little Drummer Boy; Abide with Me; Come Down, O Christmas Concerto; and much more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3990990 THE BEST MUSICALS ALBUM: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from notable musicals including Memory from Cats; On My Own from Les Miserables; America from West Side Story; The Circle of Life from The Lion King; Oh! What a Beautiful Mornin’ from Oklahoma; Another Suitcase in Another Hall from Evita and much more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3991016 GREAT BRITISH SONGS: 100 Hits. Collects 100 tracks from classic British artists including All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Watch That Man by Lulu; Stand and Deliver by Adam & the Ants; Love Plus One by Haircut 100; The First Picture of You by The Lotus Eaters; and more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3991040 WARTIME MEMORIES: 100 Hits. Collects 100 wartime songs of yesteryear by artists including Vera Lynn, Gracie Fields, Glenn Miller, Irving Berlin, The Andrews Sisters, Anne Shelton, George Formby and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3986896 PARADE 1954. Twenty-five 1954 hits go straight from the jukebox right to your collection! Enjoy treasured original artist recordings like Stranger in Paradise by Tony Bennett, Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes, Shake Rattle and Roll by Bill Haley and His Comets; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3986918 PARADE 1956. The year 1956 gave us such hits as Heartbreak Hotel and Hound Dog by Elvis Presley; Allegheny Moon by Patti Page; Just Walking in the Rain by Johnny Ray; (You’ve Got) The Magic Touch by The Platters and more. Enjoy these classic hits join many more in 25 tracks. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 39867X HIT PARADE 1947. All the pleasures of 1947 come roaring back to life with these 25 essentials. Includes That’s My Desire by Frankie Laine; Ballerina by Vaughn Monroe; Serenade of the Bells by Jo Stafford; Anniversary Song by Al Jolson; Smoke! Smoke! Smoke! (That Cigarette) by Frank Sinatra. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 39860X HIT PARADE 1955. Venture back to an era that saw the birth of rock ‘n roll with 25 hit recordings in a range of genres. Includes 1955 classics like A Blossom Fell by Nat “King” Cole; Only You by The Platters; Ain’t That A Shame by Ray Charles; I’ve Never Seen Loving Like Doris Day; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 398688 HIT PARADE 1953. Hit the dance floor with 25 nostalgic gems of 1953, all original artist recordings! Includes Hold Me, Thou; Kiss Me, Kiss Me by Karen Chandler; Rags to Riches by Tony Bennett; Pretend by Nat “King” Cole; That’s Amore by Dean Martin; Bye Bye Blues by Paul and Mary Ford; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 3991091 CAR SONGS: The Anthems. Collects 60 massive hits, the kind you sing out loud in your car like Dead Ringer for Love by Meat Loaf with Cher. Wherever You Will Go by The Calling; Hold the Line by Toto; Crash by The Primitives; and more. Four CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3991083 70S POP. Collects 60 pop songs from the eighties by artists including Bonnie Tyler, Paul Young, Spandau Ballet, Kenny Loggins, Dead or Alive, Belinda Carlisle; On The Sunny Side; and many more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3991075 70S POP. Collects 60 pop songs from the seventies by artists including Stevie Wonder, The Jacksons, Elton John, Backstreet Boys, Lulu, Boney M, Eric Carmaen, Mott the Hoople and many more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3991059 THE 60S LOVE ALBUM. Collects 60 classic love songs of the sixties by artists like Andy Williams, Jose Feliciano, The Ventures, Bill Withers, Bobby Vee, Rick Springfield, The Osmonds, The Kingsmen, The Animals, The Hollies; and many more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 3991067 THE 70S LOVE ALBUM. Collects 60 classic love songs of the seventies by artists including Art Garfunkel, Bill Withers, Dolly Parton, Earth Wind & Fire, Eric Carmen, Billy Ocean, Gladys Knight & The Pips and more. Three CDs. Demon Music Group. $9.95

CD 399517 FATT WALLER: Live at the Club Albion. Thirteen tracks from the great pianist feature Hold My Hand, Pent Up in a Petticoat: Honeysuckle Rose; Look You Good To Me; Fait Foot Foggie; Monday Morning; and more. Star Line Productions. $3.95

CD 399525 HARLEY JAMES: ‘Live’ on the Coast. Collects 22 tracks of the big band’s best including Ain’t That a Shame by Little Richard; Flatbrush Flanagan; Blue Skies; Back Beat Boogie; I If Had You; That Old Feeling; Two O’Clock Jump; Sierra; On the Alamo; and much more. Dynamic. $5.95

CD 399509 BENNY GOODMAN: ‘Live’ Coast to Coast. Features twenty tracks of Benny Goodman’s best including After You’ve Gone; Body and Soul; Slipped Disc; Liza; Confessin’; Stompin’ At the Savoy; Rose Room; Sing Me Sweet Georgia Brown; and more. Star Line Productions. $5.95
NEW MUSIC CDs

**CD 3998533** LES PAUL ‘LIVE:’ Czar of the Guitar. Features 24 tracks that include All of My, Honeysuckle Rose; Danger, Men at Work; Dark Eyes; Hold on to the Moon; Sweet Georgia Brown; Fine and Dandy; This Can’t Be Love; I Get the Blues, When It Rains; Clouds; and more. Star Line Productions. $5.95

**CD 3998541** MEL TORME LIVE WITH THIELCETE VOLUME ONE. Brought to the smooth sound of the man with a golden voice in these 19 tracks that include Fairmont College; You’re the Top; That Old Black Magic; Everything Happens to Me, It’s a Most Unusual Day; Geometric Blues; One for the Road; Boats Against the Current; China; and more. Star Line Productions. $5.95

**CD 3988827** THE VERA LYN SINGLES COLLECTION 1936-62. This commemorative 144 track, six CD set comprises selected A & B sides from the Vocalion, Okeh, Decca, London, MGM and HMV labels. Tracks include: Where in The World; In My Little Red Book; The Bells of St. Mary’s; You’re Breaking My Heart All Over Again; The Anniversary Waltz; Be Careful, It’s My Heart; White Christmas; and so much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3988841** I LEFT MY HEART AT THE STAGE DOOR CANTEEN: Essential Collection. A three CD collection of essential songs from the WWII era with 74 tracks by the original artists that include such memorable songs as I’ll Be Seeing You by Bing Crosby; Victory Polka by The Andrews Sisters; Candy by the Nat King Cole Trio, Something to Remember You By by Dinah Shore; and so many more. Dynamic. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 3987271** RONNIE EARL AND THE BROADCASTERS: Beyond the Blue Door. An incredible musician, Earl plays with more emotion than anyone else who plays blues, as these 15 tracks illustrate: Brand New Me; Baby How Long; Drown in My Own Tears; The Sweetest Man; Wolf Song; Peace of Mind; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3987140** KENNY ‘BOOS BASS’ WAYNE: Go, Just Do It! A collection of thirteen tracks from this colorful blues performer including Lost & Found; They Call Me the Blues; That’s the way she is; Let the Rock Roll; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $8.95

**CD 3987019** BARREHLUSSEN AROUND CHICAGO. The Blues world has legends and creative giants—but there’s also genuine “folk” performers who played clubs, bars, barber shops and street corners. George Paulus produced and recorded these fascinating local musicians and this two CD collection features 37 tracks with titles such as You’re the One by Joe Carter; Hoochie Coochie by Billy Branch and Parkway Boogie by Earl Payton. ISP Records. $17.95

**CD 3988473** HENRY MCCULLOUGH: Anthology. Features four albums on four CDs including Belfast to Hell; Record of Poor Man’s Moon and Unfinished Business culminating in 46 tracks from this British rock musician. Silverwolf. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 3988414** DORIS DAY: Gold. This three CD set collects 60 hits by the well loved vocalist, including The Man I Love; Que Sera Sera; Secret Love; Sentimental Journey; A Guy Is A Guy; Autumn Leaves; Singin’ in the Rain; Dream a Little Dream of Me; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve case. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 3998538** JUDY COLLINS & JONAS FJELD: Winter Stories. Fifteen tracks feature Mountain Girl; Winter Stories; Wildwood; River; Angels in the Snow; Highwaysman; Both Sides Now; Amazing Grace; and more. Includes DVD of the performance, live from the Oslo Opera House. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $21.95

**CD 3989993** AMOUR: Colin Linden & Luther Dickinson. Collects ten tracks from the Blues duo including: Careless Love; Don’t Let Go; Honest I Don’t; Crazy Arms and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3987116** JAN & SYLVIA: The Lost Tapes. These two CDs collect 26 tracks from this Canadian folk and country music duo including Keep on the Sunny Side; Darcy Farr; I’m the One That’s Blue; Unfinished Business; Dreams; Come in My Kitchen; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; and more. Packaged in a plain records format. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3998171** AEROSMITH: Transistor Impossible. Four albums on four CDs collected Aerosmith’s live music video collections between 1980 and 1990. And 1990 songs include Rats in the Cellar; Walkin’ The Dog; Lord of the Thieves; Seasons of Wither; Same Old Song & Dance; More than a Feeling; and many more. Packaged in a three CD set. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 3998449** THE FIRM: At the Arena. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Wembley Arena, London, England on May 22nd, 1985, this two CD set collects 21 tracks including Break; Live in Peace; Midnight Moonlight; Boogie Mama; and more, on two CDs. UCCorn. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 398852X** JON MITCHELL: Live in New York. A two CD, 21 track collection that features Big Yellow Taxi; Just Like A Woman; Moondance; Black Coffee; and many more. Dynamic. Warner Bros. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3988430** THE EDDIE HOYD COLLECTION 1940-59. This 46 track, two CD set comprises recordings from across two decades, released on the Vocalion, Okeh, Decca, Commodore, RCA-Victor and London and other labels during this era. They include performances as a member of bands led by Coleman Hawkins and Barney Bigard, as well as many others. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3988191** THE AEROSMITH COLLECTION 1970-80. A 50 track, two CD collection comprising selected A & B sides from their releases on the Bluebird, RCA-Victor and Capitol labels from this era, including performances featuring the King Sisters on vocals. Songs include Drowsy Old Dirt; Where You Are; Strip Polka; The Ferris Wheel; Among My Souvenirs; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3998552** MILES DAVIS SEXTET: Fillmore West San Francisco 1970. Eight live tracks from a performance at San Francisco’s Fillmore West on April 9th 1970 include Directions; Miles Runs the Voodoo Down; This; It’s About That Time; I Fall in Love Too; Spanish Key; Sanctuary; and Blue. Ebrid. Equinox. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3998554** MILES DAVIS QUINTET: Live 1967. These six tracks come from a live FM broadcast on April 7th, 1967 at the University of California and feature Gingerbread Boy; Stella by Starlight; Dolores; Wee Wee Hours; Relin’ and Rockin’; Round Midnight; So What; and Walkin’. Equinox. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3988236** THE ANDREW ‘SMOKEY’ HOGG COLLECTION 1937-57. Comprising selected A & B sides from his releases on the Decca, Modern, Bullet, Savannah, Miss veggies, Mercury, and Imperial labels. Tracks include: With, Jade, Imperial, Mercury, Combo, Top Hat, Federal, Show Time, Crown, Ray’s and Ebb labels during this era, this two CD set includes hits such as Too Many Drivers; Hard Times; My Christmas Baby; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3988325** CHUCK BERRY: Rollin’ New Year’s Eve. Collects 17 tracks from Berry’s performance recorded in New York City on New Year’s Eve, 1988 including Roll over Beethoven; Sweet Little Sixteen; Rollin’ Rock; Mojo Hand; Johnny B. Goode; To Roll; Wee Wee Hours; Relin’ and Rockin’; and more. Ebrid. Equinox. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 3988570** THE MINDY CARSON COLLECTION 1946-80. A 54 track, two CD set comprising selected A & B sides from her singles on the Mercury, Columbia, RCA-Victory, Columbia and Joy labels from this era and including her 9 career chart entries including My Foolish Heart, and the top twenty hits Rumors Are Flying, Careless Love; and We Had A Town and Tell the People. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
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